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ny :*1f the Pope and the whole Sa

Pope and the bishops - are ;*it. remains Teaving the fundamental doctrinal, heresy
tminipegched. »
Prof.
where the faith is.’” Since 1874,though of Romanism
Fisher,
of
Yale
College,
in
closing
an
still cherishing the leading principles. of
‘article
in
the
Princeton
Review
for
"the
the Old Catholic movement, Hy aeinthie
has passed from active service within its present: month [¢Jan.) remarks: ¢ The
ranks to the inauguration of an effort in abortive character, of the Old Catholic,
, France to revive the old Gallican Liturgy. 1 movement is dae very much to its failure.
o lay. hold . of: the _principles on ‘which
Dillinger, now.an old man past éighty,
still remains a prominent figure in this alone an insurrection against the Chufch-
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BY BLLIOTT.

T-have watched the surf-tide flow,
Where waters o’er waters creep;
I have seen the sunset glow,

*Twixt the sky and azure deep.

1 have gazed on the placid sea,
~~ When the sky was bright and fair,—
__So blue that it seemed tobe
© «J

;

here took place not long ‘since, in New
-| Orleans, where Rev. T. A. Vaudry, for-

. But. never in days before. (8
Had ocean so looked to me,

My boy far over the sea.
1 had read of tempests

.

Catholic church. .Itis
‘| among the large Roman
tion of New Orleans are
in such a movement.
The Old Catholics
among themselves in a
tailed. statement of the
manism against which

wild,

The ragged rocks of the sea;
"And I thought—what if this child

"Should never return to me.
TE

TT

' - Then let the wild tempest cease,

Bear him back:

—,

.

me,

" While winds and waves are at peace,
«In thy houy of rest, O sea!

stand.

Washington, D.C, Jan, 18.

Some are more

than others.

Ps

American Baptist Home Mission Society is

an old-established institution.
Three or.
four years ago it was felt by many Baptist women that there was a home-mission
work not carried ‘on by the old Society;

differ somewhat
precise and defeatures of Rothey take their
advanced

which ¢ould best be done by & woman’s.ore
ganization—the work of sending female
missionary
visitors,
Bible-readets, and
teachers to the colored women.of the
South, ‘the Indish women, etc. A Women's Home: Mission Society was accordingly organized, with. headquarters in Chica
go and, branches throughout the country.
After Yt, a second society of the same
character was organized, with headquar-

in lib-

of réform

The principal points upon

C. A. BICKFORD.

—

REV.

Liberal Catholics, including the

Old Catholics,
and the new

Gallican

the celebrated

so-called

the Anglican
M.

Catholics,

movement

Loyson

under

present

a

brief sketch of what “is styled the Old
Catholic ‘movement.
At the Council of the Vatican, held at
© Rome in 1869-70, a powerful minority,as

is well known, voted against the dogma
"of papal infullibility. According to ‘the

statement made by Ex-Secretary Thompson, iu his *¢ Papacy and the. Civil . Power,”

the

German

prelates

‘who “voted

“against this dogma subsequently. ** yielded assent under ultramontane dictation
and

threats.”

The

attempt,

however,

© which followed, on the part of the papacy, ** in direct hostility to" the civil auCy ®

thorities of the empire,” to teach the doc-

tring-of’_infdllibility in the public schoolse,

and by so doing ‘impress the minds

church itself.

11.

liberated and deliberated, the two unfortu-

Participation .of the

nate organizations, having unwisely voted
to listen to this masculine arbitration, were-

lay elementin church government, after
the-model of the ancient ecclesiastical

Hyacinthe.

* The object of this paper is to

of

constitution.

obliged to

and became everywhere known as Prmuiitive or Old Catholics—a title significant
of their claim to adhere. to the original

principles of the Catholic church, from.
which the infallibility dogma was especially denounced as an unwarrantable
deviation.”
Conspicuous
among these
ex-communicants were Dr. Dillinger and/
the famous Frencly priest, Father “Hya- |
cinthé. In Oct., 1871, one of the Old

‘Catholic writers said, * Dillinger is. the
head of this Catholie reform; Hyacinthe
is the heart.” About the same time llyacinthe Wrote, ‘“We are and mean to continue Catholics. In the fearful struggle
_ that'divides our church we are the ones
. who represent the church’s traditional

principle
unity.”
*methods
selves for

in respect both to truth. and rto
-“ Three great principles or
are contending among themthe empire of souls; Rational:

* ism, Protestantism, Catholicism.”

months had

the persecuting spirit of the church.

. The question of enforced éelibacy,. of
the priesthood has been among the Old
Catholics
a much disputed one. Father

Hyacinthe early renounced

the vow

of

celibacy : Dollinger has always advocated
this vow. In June, 1878, the German
Synod at Bonn decided, by a majority of
75 to 22, that the clergy “could marry.
With the minority were Dollinger and

dther eminent Old Catholic leaders.

For

some time subsequent to this very important action, it was

in consequence

widely

thereof,

rumored

that,

Dr. Dillinger

speak

was about to - withdraw’ from the whole
movement, and re-enter the communion

‘But

in June, 1879, Bishop Reinking said, ¢* In
numbers tite movement has not increased; but neither has it decreased, and our
reforming” ideas have penetrated inte

ever wider circles.” ~The chief question
before the Swiss Synod which’ met the
same month, at Solothurn, related to
inter-communion with the Anglican CathFor some years this

Inf
ilism. The partisans of this system have the’ .arogance; nowadays, to

Synod

has been hesitating: between the «choice
of the friendship of the Eastern and that
of the ' Anglican. church. Before the
close of the session action was taken
virtually committing. the Swiss Old Cath-L olics to an allisnce with the Anglican, or

Anglo-American Catholics.

On the 10th day of last” August, a remarkable service was held in the Old
Catholic Cathedral of Berne, Switzerland.

Bishop Herzog, of Switzerland, Bishop
Reinkens, of Germany, and Father Hyacinthe, of France, the leaders of Catholic

Liberal Catholics.

It seems

now,

how-

ever, that the Bishop: of Edinburgh,
What he did, was not acting
tively, —at least,
|
not in the

in

representafechriioal

or

gtrict sense of the word.
The collapse of the Old Catholic moyeput it forward as the ‘only Catholic System. Its opponents too often make “the, | mgint has. been annually predicted since
mistake of combhtting it as an exaggera- its beginning, even by many of its warm

friends. It has been regarded as wantI
claim, for my
part, hat it is the antipodes of Catholi- ing ¢“ a grand and vital doctring; a posi-

tion . of Catholicism,

BAPTIST MISSIONS IN, INDIA.

their return to the Capitol, began koking about
for something to ¢ investigate, » and the Color-

ed Exodus from the Southern States, seemed to +

* We have been permitted to. examine the
Sixty Second ‘Annual Report of the Gerieral Baptist Missionary Society, of Great
Britain vaid we glean from it some items

boxes,

and

making

special

When some seven
lost; the wise men

fices to maintain it.”

as Governor,

together

with

the

officers

o

at ouce

|,

to issue

from

the

Council

Cham"

~
One of the native churches has tried the ber whither he had been inducted.
The meeting Saturday morning of the Fusion
experiment of electing its awn pastor and. House and Senate ‘was thinly attended, and
has made a strong effort to support him the time wholly spent in discussing the situ~’
by itself, but in consequence of a par- | ation. The speeches in hboth branches were’
tial famine in the

district

had not

able to do so without help.

been

:

The. Sunday-school has been a prominent feature of the work, and | much use
is made of vocal and instrumental music,

for the most part; conciliatory,and a c ommittee

of ten of the most conservative members was
appointed to consider the question of the
constitutional organization of the House
and
Senate, and then both Houses adjourned
till
4, P. M., Monday.

of which the natives are very fond. “Il
The assembling of the Legislature, recognizis difficult,” ' says one of the missionaries, ed by the Court as Constitutional”, at 2, P
“to cavil with a good singer,~and out-* M., was the occasion of a larger gathering even
rageous to interrupt him.” In one of the than the memorable 7th. of Jan.
For some time admission was granted only
villages visited, the missionary had the to those entitled to enter the ‘building or who
unusual privilege of preaching to the might hold passes, ® but at last every man enwomen. The men were at work in the tered who would, and the rotunda, stairways

‘fields, and the preachers began to sing as

and halls were literally packed with the most

eager crowd that ever gathered within the
they entered the place; soon the women
began to- come out and gather around" State House.-. BV8ry part of the State Was reps.
resented by the leading men of the dominant
them and were glad to listen to the story
party dumonstratively joyful and triufiphant
of Jesus and his. love.
in the overthrow of the deep laid conspiracy.
The people: for who this Society - is at’
It seemed 4s though the enthusiasm and apwork are much like these among whom Fra which greeted Senator Blaine; when he

our

own missionaries

labor, and

the

(General Baptists are in full accord with us

ia doGtrinal belief.

It was threugh’ their

influence that we were led to enter the
field we now occupy. We rejoice in their
zeal and success, and

shall gather:

from

thus been

against

it, it was

immediately

re-

their excellent Report other material
our own columns.
:

for

Thoma Santra. Sumbualpore Ta region in
which the old. friends of your Mission will

gration has been deflected from there into Ine,

diana, which being. now.rated asa. doubtful
State, in the contingencies. to~come, the Demo- :
cratic heart is very. much troubled in ‘conse
quence. Senator Voorhees, of that State, is

Chairman of thé Com., and is, of course, particularly interested in this question. But the result of every interview with ‘them

abou

their motives and

action, is invariably

the same—the old story of hatred, oppression
and the dee;
customs6f an-inhuman
institution; .and if it ‘shall, in its possible re-

“sults, have a political

bearing, it may

entéred the Hall, could not be surpassed; ‘but
when the ‘ Little Corporal,”’~—the Governor
elect—came into the Hall with the Committee,
sent to attend him, dnd walked slowly down
the aisle to®the Speaker’s desk; ‘HE wild enthustasm with which he was greeted passes all
description.
Standing on desks, in, chairs, on
window sills, in. aisles, every man was on his
feet: and for several minutes, from . floor and "|

—

be em-

phatically chargeable to a gross misconception
of the inevitable march of events and the arro-

made),

which

=

show, that from 25 to 30,000 of

these “long suffering

have taken thei

and

persecuted

all (what

people,

little that

is), to

seek a free and safe¥ home in the north.
THEY,

WILL

TALK

FINANCE.

.

This question is now fairly before Congress.
In

the Senate it 2omes up on

the two reports

¢majority and minority) of the Finance Com.
whether the legal tender power of the U.S.
Treasury notes shall be ‘withdrawn, and ‘ it
promises to lead to much contention between
the two wings of the Democratic party, East
‘and ‘West, with ‘the

position

that it is not

Republicans

necessarily

holding

the

incumbent

upon-them to agitate any new financial legislation as a partof their platform for the approaching ‘political campaign. The policy of the past,
and dts continuance .in the future, 18 good
enough on their part, to go to the country ?
with; but the Democrats seem to be forced to
start some new financial project, with which to 2
appeal to the people, as the only party fit to

rule the nation.

The

fact is, if they were left

completely
‘alone; they
would
accomplish
enough . mischief; to settle one Presidential
election at least, to come.
‘
" Senator Beck, of
., a sturdy, practical

man

_withal, opened he ball in the Senate for
idea; that they (the legal tender

estern
the
notes) have

been-brought

to par; are as good

as gold; and shall we now discredit them?

He

claiméd our present prosperity was ephemeral,
owing more to poor crops, wages and famine

abroad.

-

Bhopld a reversion set in, they would

time.

The

House

and

Senate adjourned

till

of the-U. 8.,, 1-2 of the reserved fund required .

by law,” and opens up, of course, the finanMonday A. M.
cial question). He remarked: — “ The U. S.
Saturday evening Gen. Chamberlain recogwhich thé first two brethren you sent out. went nized Gov. Davis as legally elected, and at once oWes
ing vote. , The ‘wise men picked up their
$350,000,000 of legal tender war debt, paymore than forty.-years ago; but:tue Sumbolhats and- departed, plainly perceiving that
1
surrendered
into "his hands the important - able on demand; they had boasted of paying it
pore of to-day is very different from whatit trusts with which he had been charged and
in good faith since January 1, 1879, but nota
thelr-occupation was gone.
was under a native -Rajah, and the annoydollar has as yet been paid. It is not money, but
which he had so faithfully kept.
Then the women
took up
the matter
ances and hindrances then experienced will
As the time drew near for the meeting of the - a debt. Tt has been standing against the Govt.
themselves.
The questions were intricate not now impede the missionary’s progress.
for
18 years, and this floating war debt can not,
fusion Legislature, it was rumored that that bobe paid too quickly
for the “honor of the nation
dy would not be permitted to enter the State
and perplexing, so that two days were re-’
Our Bible and Tract work engaged much
and the securit;
House for the purpose of. holding a session.
résumption.”
quired to arrive at a‘settlemént. Butin
serious attention.
This is an ‘essential ‘part “This drew large crowds in that direction, and~
Mp, Chinen, in his very -uble speech,
probably presenfed the-eastern’ view of this /the end affairs were arranged to the satis— ofour work and one on which the blessing at no time had the danger of'a collision seemed
80 great, * A large police force of-twoor three. vexed question. Mr. Townsend, of Ill, , prefaction of all parties.
The business ability .of the Holy Spirit has manifestly rested. “Our
"sented
on Wednesday the counter and semihundred
gnen were (in and about the State
displayed .in the’ convention was very native preachers met with us on two days, and House, fnd no one was permittéd inside the
Greenback idea, which was a general re-echo.
at one of these sittings Shem Sahn read a
of the old cry about the power of thé
State House- grounds:
-At the appointed hour
National
marked.
The presiding officer, Mrs. Ehlbanks, and the Democratic scare, tht it would
application was made. by Major Smith, the fuvigorously written paper on
Family Worers, of Indiana, showed herself a parliabecome a permanent institution to control the’
Governor, and the Speaker of the Holise
ship.” -All thought itvery excellent and ‘a ston
currency of the country, &c¢. The
mentarian of abilitiés rarely seen in men’s
and Pres. of the’ Senate and some others, to enHousé, on
strong desire was expressed that it might be
Thursday, camejto a vote, and the bill was: ems
ter,
but
each
was
refused.
Speaker
Talbot
deliberative~assemblies, and the ‘journal of’
printed for distribution in our Christian conf then-clambered upon the fence in front of the phatically killed by yeas 79, nays 150.
the secretary; Mrs., Richards, of Khode
munity... The death of Mrs.
Lydia Bailey, State House, and called the House to order, the
THE IRISH QUESTION.
mem
being mixed with the immense crowd
Islund, was a remarkably
business-like
wife of the Rev. T. Bailey, was referred to with
in the street, and it was moved to adjourn to a
The National House of Represent: atives, it
piece of work. ¥hen the Baptist women solemn and sorrowful feelings. Our departed | hall in the city. The. Senate did the same, anid
seems to us, has overstepped itself.’
if
¢ agk their husbands at home,”we opine sister was eminéntly: qualified forthe work
in a few minutes the crowd quietly dispersed.
Mr. Parnell, the Irish agitator and member
The
place
to
which:
they
adjourned
is
a
large
in. which she was privileged to engage. for five
that it is a matter of respect, rather than
of the British Parliament, having lanfled upon
Yours and a half. I can not help ‘referring. Jpom, up two flights of stairs, formerly used for
of* necessity, for they seemed to know how
our shores to ask the sympathy of America, and
n this letter to another event—the- departure 1h commercial school, now, for a dance . ball.
help
- for the suffering people of that country,
A
large
ante-room
“convenes
the
Senate.
Here
to manage their own affairs. It is pretty ton Northern Orissa of my dear. friend Dr.
has been met everyw here with a hearty rethey have niet twice each day, transacting no
Jeremiah Phillips. The tribute paid by the
certain that they will not let the men meddle
sponse, from this ibesty-foving and frée-hunds
business, disagreeing among themselves as to
Lieutenant Governor of Bengal to the value
with them again. And, as insome other of his educational. work among the Santals their legal status, waiting the report of their ed land.
.
was
a well merited one. All who know his | committee, and the advieg of lawyers, whose
denominations there are attempts at masHe
had
asked
4
Yeariog
before-the
House,
council they have invok
Any. yielding on without possibly
sterling © worth—his_
uptiring diligence—his
thinking of any other concesculipe control over women’s societies, we
the part of any member is'promptly met by
faithful and earnest labour for so: many years
sion, but that body not only grants an audi
imagine that the ‘example of the Baptist will pray that the evening of & life so unoss such influences as the case seems to demand.
ence, but places the Halls of Congress at his
and usefully spent may be calm , All sorts of rumors are afloat as'to what will
disposal for that purpose, under the inspiration
women _in taking their affairs into their tentatiously
now be done.
Nota few would like to pre-- of a
and happy.
¢ It shall come fo pass” says the
designing politician of New York: city,
own hands ‘Will. not be:lost on their sisters prophet ** that at evening time it shall be light. » sent their case, which they say has not been whose only. motive
was to cater to the. mass of
fairly’ dome, to the Court; but the despet: fe. a constituency,
in other churches,
;
composed of “the concentrated
leaders know too well their true condition |
rowdyism of that demoralized political center.
of the law, to approve it.
During the past week another Woman’s THE
Monday, Feb. 2,ix the day fixed upon for VERDICT LIN WHAT
FOL- theIt eyedoesnot
. seem possible that the sensible
Board of Missions, that of the Congrega~
the hearing.
Ireland is just upon the verge of
men, of whom. there are not a few, who have a
insuriection, and "the abbve action appears to
tiomalistsy has been held in Springfield,
:
YD
Me. Jan. 23.
i right toa place ina legal Legislature, will
us
disrespectfulto a friendly
power. We
Mass.
¥rom a thousand to fifteen hun
No judgment. ofthe Court was ever waited much longer be cajoled or threatened into a -mueh-to complain of in tha An
to be have
‘Course; by “men who were bad enough fo plan
the Trent, matter in 1862 was gn offensive af.
dred ‘women were in constant attendance “for with more anxiety and interest, by any such a scheme, that is alike humiliating and
fair, but we have Englund to thank to-day, for
disgraceful.
for two days; and not only was the inter- party, than the people of Maine awaited th.
she gave the late Secretary Seward the opporIn the meanwhile the legal Legislattire, with
‘est In the subject which brought them to- opinion of their Supreme Court on the Statetunity to furnish the world a hand-book on InaHouse'of 90 members and aSenate of 19, is
gether intense, but to a looker-on the dig- ment of Facts snd Questions submitted for moving steadily on in the. way of business. ternational law. Yet if'Mason and Slidell had
officially-received’on the floor of the House
The State officers have all been chosen and are been
nity and order with which ' thé meetings their decisign.
of Commons, we should have been incensed,
in their places,-except the Treasurer,-CommitAs
the
time
drew
near
‘when
the
verdict
were conducted and the business ability
and justly so, beyond measure,
would be given to the people, the feeling:in .tees” have been appointed, and the State macase may not be clearly analogous, bit
shown by ‘the officers in théir management’
chinery is in running order. The State Seal, it The
will bear comparison.
the city, where so many interested parties. had which the retiring Secretary took with him, is
were quite as remarkible as the abflity:| gathered, was actually oppressive, in its ‘inTHE CHINESE QUESTION AGAIN.
being replaced; but the returns from the varifeel a deep

interest, as it

was

the

sphere to

and womanly quality of the sddresses

io

+ livered.

The
against

rebellion
masculine

of the Baptist
dictation

that, when the ' Methodist

women

reminds

women

us

were

planning their foreign mission socjety, the

tensity.
Theye - was sufficient uncertainty
| asto what'the ahiswer might be, and so much
“at stake as well that the alternation -of hope
and fear made suspense hard to
bear. So
that Saturday’ ‘morning, -when the ‘full “text

was given through

the daily

papers to the

cism.”
¢¢ We are forced , to - choose ' be- tive prindiplo justifying the breach with men’s board attempted te dictate what the State, and flashed on the wires over the whole
tween ‘the Pope's faith, and the church’ | the papal system.” ¢ None of its’ lead- society should do; and the women there- Continent, there was a feeling of relief,” ‘aven
among those who saw in it the end of thelr’
faith. Very well! My ghoice is made, ers seem to have grasped the all-impo¥- "upon organized themselves ‘quite Independ- bold
and wicked schemes agaist the rights
and I-must be allowed to say, with one of tance of the Soriptural doetrine.of Justifi- | ently, and the masculine dictators were
of the people.
~ thele greatest Catholic scholars of Germa- cation, by Faith.” It is considered a compelled to yield and come to the Jerme | This second opinion of the Court swept away

Su

THE EXODUS INVESTIGATION.
The Democratic majority, immediately upon

4

it more

exactly, Papism, which, when it has
reached its: logical conclusion, is called

remain at an al-

jected, without (ebate, by an overwhelm-

there is yet another system which hither= reform on the Continent, met an Anglican |
to restricted within the domain of opin- bishop, the Bishop of Edinburgh; and"
ions always contested is now making pre- united in a service that has been deemed
tension to impose itself on our faith. If significant of the gradual’ union of ‘all
is Ultramontanism, or, to: name

|

* And all-this was made so ovident that ¢¢ plain
men’ could not fail to see it. It also , recog-

-

D. <., Jan. 22, 1880.

depreciate, gold would be scarce again, gnd
the financial question would become oe
.
plex than it was now, unless we let i lone.
submitted their plan of harmony, and it
galleries, cheer followed cheer in almost deafen. It is not expected that any’ new or'startlingThe English-Indin” Missions.
;
ing succession.
was immediately condemned from all quar
As soon as the oath was administered to Gov. 1 ideas will be developed by this discussion. The
ters.
Newspaper articles for and against
. Rev. J. Buckley writes as follows
fact is, it is a question of ascendency between
~| Davis; the cheering was again repewed; and
were issued each week and the confusion
from Cuttack, under date of Nov. 2:
the sectional wings of the two. parties. What
when President Isocke of the Senate had read
was intensified. The committee called for
Our Missiohary Conferrence ‘has just been’
we want now is, to’ have Blaine come back,
the formal
proclamation, ending with the
a convention of women,
to assemble at
held at Cuttack. The most important matter
words,
God save the State-of Maine,” a loud’ change « the subject, and, make it lively all
, Calvary Baptist Church, in this city, to or- that engaged our aitention was the establish- responsive ‘‘ Amen ” came from «ll parts of around!
a
ganize a new sbciety. under their plan. ment of a mission. in Sumbulpore, an exten- L'the Hall, followed bywanother ‘indescribable
In the House, on Tuesday, Mr. Chittenden,
The convention assembled on the 14th— | sive and important district in the West of scene of enthusiasm in-which cheers were call- of N. Y., led off on the money question, and, .
of souls. The Rev..J. G+ ed for and | given or at ii hay a score of oth~ ‘to put that body
a large meeting, including delegations | “more than & million
in good humor, he went
Pike (grandson of the founder of our Mission)
over and took-apositiei in that® part of the
from Illinois and
Indiana, in the west,
ers.
| who has consecrated himself to this important
It was now 7, P. M., and hie Governor road hall where Greenbackers are congregated, and’
as’ well as from the: New England work is now leaving for Sumbulpore with a
said, “ Standing on the very edge of the Greene:
only
a brief inaugural, consuming not over five
States. The men’s ‘‘ Plan” being submit- junior brother, the Rev. P. E. Herberlet
back Lion’s den, I favor this bill” (which is
minutes, everything relating to State affairs bei
ed
to the convention,
not
a woman
and one of our tried and able native preachers,
ing deferred for presentation at some future to require, ‘“ all Nat'l Banks to keep, in coin’
spoke in its favor; and, no one caring to

ship; use of the vernacular tongue in all
religions services.
13. Repudiation of

olic ghurch.

let their work

12. Reform of public wor- most perfect standstill.

the Roman Catholic youth with the idea of: Rome. But he has not done so, and
that instead of owing their first. duty to probably never will,
Germany, they owed it to the pope,” foreThe year 1878-79 was a very trying one
ed many Catholics, ‘among Whom were
to thé Old Catholics: During -it they
some of the most eminent professors of
seem not to haye increased any, even if
the German - universities, to separate
they did not lose ground. At the anaual
themselves from the Rommn Communion.
meeting of the German Synod at Bonn,
These seéceders. weré ‘ex-communicated,

-

GENERAL

the outset.”

BY. REV. G. C. WATERMAN

WASHINGTON LETTER.
WASHINGTON,

thank-offérings for mercies received from State. Mr. Smith read this address to a gance of the former master.
small audience, at a late hour Friday p.
M.;
[time to time. Many members of the but Gen. Chamberlain
BOARDS?
Bt
The efforts to disparage and misconstrue “this
sed to” recognize
churches at home have also manifested a him by any other title than plain Mr. Smith;
“The Baptists also have had their excite
és “condition of the Blacks, do not. tally
ment, the story of it being ag follows: The deep interest in the work aud make- sacri. and
paid no:heed to the orders whichhe began well) witirrelisble- calculations that- haye been...

which they are, perhaps, gradually unit.| ing may be thus stated: 1. Rejection of
5. The Christian church presents itself in
{ papal infallibility. * 2. Rejection of - the
‘the two vast divisiongknown as Catholics ‘doctrine of the Imfaculate . Conception.
and Protestants.
Protestants number,
3. Rejection of Mariolatry. 4. Abolition ters in Bestou. Both organizations were
according to Prof. Schem, "113,700,000; of compulsory auricular confession. 5. very successful, but there were rivalries
Catholics
not far from
300,000,000, Rejection of paid masses for the living and unpleasant frictions. Therefore, the
«Catholics may be divided into (1) Roman | and the dead. 5. Exclugion of compul: men, assuming that the sisters ‘lacked
Catholics, numbering something over sory feasting.
"7. Abolition of the compul- knowledge enough to settle their own af200,000,000, and (2) «Catholics not in sory celibacy of the priesthood. "8. Re- “fairs, brought the full weight of their wiscommusion with’ Rome, aggregating,
per- Jorgion of the Materialism of the mass. dom to bear on the matter.
At its meeting at Saratoga, last May, the
haps, about 100,000,000. “Among these
. Revision of the calendar, and reduclast are (1) the entire Eastern -church, } tion of'fie numetous holy days.
10. old Home Mission Society provided for a
including the. Gréek, the Russian, the Removal of abuses in the matter of in- | committee of eminently dignified and wise
Armenian, the Georgian, the Coptic, and dulgences, cult of relics, pictures, ete., men to arrange the ffajrs “of the two’'womWhtle this committee desome other communions, and (2) all and limitation of _processions to the en’s societies.
BY

;

CONDUCTED

SHALL WOMEN" MANAGE WOMEN'S

said that many
Catholic populaready to engage

eral thought and radical ideas

THE OLD ‘OATHOLIOS,
&

MISSION WORK.
-

missionary

merly a: Roman Catholic priest,announced
his intention of inaugurating an Old

» As I watched the ship that bore

«

counting ina Legislature - was illegal, but
that all the acts of that body were illegal from

.|’erland and Germany. ‘These two coun-: sing as it ‘may seem,it may yet develop sion, may be found on our Mission Map. | tinuance and orderly conduct, of the govern
ment by the people.” ‘ Of course any other
tries have their national Old Catholic into something betterseven than its origi- | . There are six churches, ten chapels,
interpretation of it 'would put it in ‘the power
nators
conceived
and
hoped.
Its
possi-Synods; which hold separate annual ses-~
twelve stations and nearly one thousand of a returning board to choose their ow n legissions in the month of June. . The move- ble alliance with the Anglican Catholics church members connected with the * mis- lature instead of that. elected by the people,
The sion. During the last twenty years ‘the and so make the will of the" people, as express,
vn has recently heen
|
recognized by the is a matter of no little importance.
present relations existing between Protes- number of members in these churches has ‘ed by the ballot,—a mere “ farce.”
;
1
ustrian “Government, and is representGreat
tnterest _ was felt in = the <ction
ed by a congregation in Vienna. An tantism and Romanism on the continént been tripled, which is a much. greater inof the’ fusion Tegislatute under the deci
Austrian Synod is partly, if’ not. entirely, of Europe; make of unusual’ significance ‘omease than in the churches at home.
Sivé — opinion*of ‘the Court. Only the day.
and
interest
any
developments
of
Liberal
|organized, bat its membership is small.
: The: native Christians are developing a before, even
while the. judges. were in.
The movement has also reached the. Catholicism or organized defections from creditable amount of self-reliance and lib- consultation; they had preceeded to elect
’
United ‘States. Tts = first manifest ation Rome.
erality, some of them keeping and using Joseph TU, Smith, the greenback ° candidate’,

10 MY BOYIN MUNICH.

Painting its own colors there,

Which the women demanded. Their board | every nel ob grotind on which the fugipnists
is.a ‘great, success and raises $70, 000 a attempted to stand. It showed clearly that not
only the action ‘ of the Gov. and, Council in
year.— The fndependent,,

nized the body made up of mn elected
by the present a favorable opening for that purpose,
peeople, as the legal and Constitutional
Legis”
A Senatorial Committee: was acéordingly ‘ap=
b
lature.
pointed, and examination of” witnesses begun.
B In a word, these two opinions of the Court,
. They affect to see in this movement a politi
taken together, form an impregnable bulwark
wl significance; bo far as a determined endeay|
for
our
popular
form
of
governmént
against
movement, though since the summer of | .of Rome can maintain Tiel. ” “No +ef- whith we hope will be of interest to our’ all attempts to subvert the ‘will of the” people "or: for fuller freedom can be, associated with
that view of the subject, One very ready wit‘1878 he has “¥etirpd * soniewhats
fom “his fectual issue can be made with Romanism readers.” The territory. accupied ‘by this. by technicalities and usurpation of power.
ness added new zést to their anxious gRertions
by
those
Who
cling
to
the
theory
of
a
former’ leadership. of it.
;
Their
fundamental principle is,that ‘the
“| Society is in ‘the pfovinee ef Orissa, 'adjain the matter by stating, that of the 2 000 to- .
‘The Old Catholics have never number- ‘mediatorial priesthood.” «
Constitution fs to be
construed, when -prac3,000 of these fleeing people that: have passed
‘cent to that of our own Society and south
ed more than a few thousands, compara- |- Thé movement, however, is not ended of it. Cuttack, Piplee, Pooree, and per- ticable, in‘all its- parts, not so as to thwart? through Washington this winter, ostensibly
tively, and have existed chiefly in. Switz- yet. - Defective, weak, halting, unprom- haps other stations occupied by this mis- | but 80 as to advance its main object, the con.’ ‘bound for Kansas, the most of the tide of epi-
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Daver, N.H
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ih system of negotiations, merely protesting against’ a few errors of Rome, while

‘turn heretics, the church is not where the

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

—

1880.
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;
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ous- cities and “towns oun not be fonnd, jiaving

been tifken away or destroyed by him, or
some one else, It is rumored That discoveries
have been made, which/at
the proper time will
be made public, of the most damaging: sort to
some of the leaders in’ the gress ‘sonspiracy.
I may add”
in closing that the project of removing the fusion Legislature to some other
city in the State, is seriously. éntertained by
some of the leaders, in and out of that body, a
correspondence "hug/lready been opened ¢
cerning, it. - As a portion of the doin
however, is secret, even sto reporters, it is ey

Known how
with favor.

generally.

this movement meets,
OBSERVER, *

The House Com.en Education and Labor
have decided favorably upon the bill (vetoed

last session) to prohibit Chinese immi
It interdicts, the sime as in former
. landin
from any one vessel to the

more

tion.

ill, the
U.5.ef°

than 15 Chinese passengers, and imposes

imprisonment, fines, &e. ‘The President will
not sign it, of course, but it is expected to become & law by the interval of 1
ays Olapaing

without

ny

Presidential

action, a8 provided

by law.
"ie is an illustration. of how a local subject su-,

persedes a National moral
yen

it

election.

Sxtungiey

polic

]

ally

itself into i
a Froaidential
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Sabbath: School Lesson. Feb, 8.
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AND NOTES

QUESTIONS
3
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-

HOWE.

BY PROF. oh
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He is not to wait for the other person to
| ‘come to-him.
5 Adversary.” : Thy creditor. ad Is z
the way.” On the. road: with him to the}:
court. One duty here taught is, avoid
lawsuits ; settle your disputes with men,
if possible.

QuestiShs see Lesson. Papers.)

duty, but
také back

%

(For

;

bh]

x

THE TRULY RIGHTEOUS

ramadan
.

Righteous indignation.. Ex. 82;
The law fulfiled. Heb. 10: 7-17.

Control of the tongue.

15-30.

law.

. Brotherly love. IJohn 2:1—11.
The traly righteous. Matt. 5: 17—26.

11, Christ

desires

Ps. 51:6.

;

carries higher

A

deeper

.of the

Old

Testa
en-

of heart. alone

~HI. Righteousness

ters the king dog of heaven.
{V. Hatred is kindred to murder; “Jove

"Notes and Hints. A
« To destroy the law.” - That i$, to set

a

«| to'man is better than
tion’:

it aside as worn .out and of no force.
The * law” usually means both the moral
ceremonial requirements ‘of
and the
ceremonial law is, however,
The
*
Moses.

especially. in mind here; = ‘“ The prophA

of the prophets

-ets¥ “The: predictions

Jawish

ment.

Matt. 5: 17526.

concerning the gloryof the Jewish state
under the Messiah.

hE J

of our

of the

commandments

he
thou

to. God.

5 Christ the. fulfillment

Ex. 2011-17.

LDEN TEXT:
« Behold,
« truth in the inward parts.”
go

Farthing.”

About seven: mills
| Quadrans,
money.
PR scrtoaL LESSON.

Prov.18% 1-19.

The ten commandments.

. The Roman law taught this.

did not allow the parties to
the suit after it had reached the

come: recotigiled

DAILY READINGS.
The anger of Cain. Gen.4: 315.

tentots,” but, ah! the sacred cause which
is belting the world to-day with its. morn-,
| THEFUTURE 0!OF MISSIONS.
ing Song r of redemption and Christian civBY REV, A. LL. HOUGHTON.
_| of the fatire are to be met, then larger ization, can scarce be swept away at
It is becoming a rooraired fact that the and tore liberal things must ‘be devised. this late hour by the sneer ‘of a careless
:
soul. Itis altogether too big, too ‘grand,
Christian religion iis essentially missionary,| to meet them: A
LS
too far reaching to be much, distarbied, for
[ that it miist be constawtty. extending itself
the fraction of a minute, in. its onward
in order to preserve its existence. If the
B Ir AN. ABSURDITY?
march.. Why, I guessit would take as
measure of the issionary spirit is the |
5A HAZELTON,
:
BY
much as six months or more for that
measure of vitality in the church,~ the
g
work is being -gnéer to reach the center of the new Afriwhole question deserves much prayerful . “Whats ‘glorious gospel
: study. Never, since the: earlier cen- carried on among the heathen, across ca or the remote jungles in_India. where
the wild Santal is hearing the’: Old, Old
turies, has the gospel been: published so séas,” said I, “in these latter days! Why,
widely , in heathen lands as in the last I readin the latest Missionary’ Review’— Story, for the first time! And then, all
hundted years. Ourown foreign mission
1
4 My vis-a-vis slowly waved from side to | too late will be its mission, for the story
{side such a doubtful, protesting counter- has been told, 9 er and o'er.
work has been confined to a single fi
in India.
But while we have been strug- "ance, that. I paused in. mid-speech.
OUR BIBLE SOHODL IN INDIA.
gling to sustain this one mission, other
* « We had much better take care of the

So while life Jasts ‘man is to be-

| court.:

]

ve

devo-

of

show
us

BE

> Sg
on gms

PRAOTIOAL
®

TIONS.
7
SUGGES

BY A.R. CHADDOCK,
hd

* | hot the Printing. Establishment, er some se 3 pleasant drollery over the « 805 joty
| other publishing : house, afford to. offer. to make flannel waistcoats for the "Hot-

Communications.

reconciliation.

prizes for the best history and biography
in: manuscript, suited to this ‘purpose?
One thing is clear. If the larger needs

standing” will fill your mind ; How “sat

onee seemed to be a great cross “will become the joy and delight of your heart,
:
more to you than your daily | bread.
When around and beneath you are the
everlasting’ arms; when sinking, out of
self, you gome more and more into a one: ‘ness with Jesus, so that ‘yout heart sings,
* Whom

have I in heaven

but thee

and

‘there are none upon earth that I desire
beside thee,” then duties will be pleasure,
| and suffering for the Master glorious: e
Standing: alone isi what makes the yoke _

henry and duty a task.

Trust,

heathen aQout.our

How my heart was thtilled by those
slow and dubious response. .:
Well, that was ‘a wet blanket indeed: words,—the dying legacy, of our dear ‘your “ Peace as a river and your FightMy ‘missionary fire all went out.
Of: ‘elder brother Phillips, as’ they were eowsness as the waves of the sea.” How
course, true believers in the gospel. or found a few-evenings ago in the last glorious to look back on such a record as

farthest Asia, to the

islands.of

own

doors,”

tain culture, will our work

be

done?

short, will there ever come a time

In

when

_we shall not be asked to give for the sake
of our Lord and ‘his gospel? . From the

churches,

out of

debs, -with ministers in

easy circumstances,

"BY REV. T.ri, STEVENS.

was the

who have all settled

back to enjoy themselves in a too early
rest in Zion, when they ought, having
coming: of* that time may God deliver apparently finished their labors in ‘their
us! But wg have no- reason to fear its ‘own peculiar synagogue, to look about

“

simply

trust. * Only believe. *‘¢ All. things are
possible. to him that ‘believeth, n You
know not what the Master will do for and
by you if you consent to let. him be your
guide.
inn
He knows what is best, and will make

aries to

Is-this onward; movement likely to be
checked? Will there be less demand” for
tuil and sacrifice inthe future than in the in other words, the churches, ought to be
. | past? W hén we have evangelized Orissa, . concerned for the heathen .about their
and made Midnapore a center of Chris- doors. It is true that there’ are many

—

how the light will shine on your* polWay
and the * peace which passeth all under

organizations have been sending mission-.

the Pacific, and ints the heart of Africa.

“In soply to the inquiry in the Star’ of
Jan. 14, regarding the best mode of gaining and retaining S. S. scholars, the
writer of this wishes to state that, being.
a S. S. teacher of seven ‘years of experi-

*

vi

“ir

:

{ness is felt. is sent to make

wi
SY

LE id

—

rs

-

number of the Helper: ‘ India is sure for our dear brother has lef. ; May yours be
~ =
=
:
Christ. I-have no doubt of it. The prog- equally. glorious. O00
ress of the gospel is already greater than
, REV. 8. M. PRENTISS.
most gf us know.” They came just in season for.our missionary sermon.

Are they

not prophetic? “Let us see:

Ask

of me

and 1 shall give thee the heathen for thine
inheritance.” - Nearly

three

thousand

Rev. Siniuel Morrison Prentiss diéd

‘Trent, Michigan, Dec.

at

8, 1879. Father

Prentiss:
was born at Francistown, N. H.,

March 21, 1801. In early Jife hie: removed

years go ‘God moved upon David's heart with his parents to Warrensville, Ohio,
«« Not to destroy, but to fulfill.” He
yet feels confident coming. New fields are constantly op- them and establish ‘A new enterprise; | to white those words. Aftepover forty years™ and .was married to Miss Anna Wilcox, +"
short,
though
ence,
fulfilled the law just as the rising of the | that she has learned the secret.of specess ;.
ening. The past year has ~wittessed the
experience in the work -our brother is “Warren, Oct. 26, 1819. Soon after marsun falfills the promise of the “day ‘made | which, if duly followed by. every 8. S. removal of many obstacles, and the op- where’ they may still labor in ahother * di-4
rection.
These. young and intétesting moved bythe same power to say, ** India riage himself and wife were converted
by the earliest motfing rays. He was the worker, would inevitably increase the ening up, of new epportunities in - the
and united with the Protestant Episcopal
children, growing up under the eaves of is sure for Christ. no.
one typified by the symbols of” the law. strength and number of our Sabbath- | line of the world’s evangelization.
church. ~ After
a few years, his views upe
AlWell,
what
are
we
going
to
do
about
the
parent
chyech,
can
but
bring
a
reflex
He fulfilled the prophets by establishing schools and denomination.’
on baptism and church polity having miaready
an
inner
circle
of
golden
possibiliit?
Perhaps
some
niay
say,
‘Why,
let
blessing
to
their
parents..
A
mission
the spirituat kingdom’ of God predicted
We must begin with the infants, gath- ties is appearing. For fifty years Protes- chapel should be the first inspiration to him have them ;—I don’t. know as I am terially changed, he -left the- Methodist
by them.
Te
{ and. united with the F. Baptist church, bes
ering
them from the. community at the tant missions have been pushed in Asia, a renewal of effort, as soon asa prosper- particularly concerned about it.”
“ Onejot.” ‘One e joi, the suallost let-.
ing baptized by, Elder Coltrin, and for
po of three-or four up-to seven or eight | while the greater part of Europe has been ous church has attained anything like a
How
plainly
oir
S.
5.
lessops,
of
late
“for iinthe Ftébrew “alphabet. ** Or one
more than forty years has been an earyears,
docording
to
their
comprehensiveteach
us
how,
or
by
what
means,
God
enthralled in superstition by the Rom- position of stability and influence. These
titlle.” The tittle is a mark that distinnest minister of that denomination.
generally
fulfills
prophecy,
—brought,
one or two classes. Teachers ish hierarchy.
into
ness,
But
now
a
change
is
commission
posts,
are,
I
believe,
thé
very:
. guishes one Hebrew letter from another
He was a man of strong convictions
must be invariably Christians, who love ing over the face of Europe, the history flower and fruit of Christian love.
about in a simple manner by ‘the use of
similar to it, as k is distinguished from A,
and great ‘earnesinéss, pever sacrificing
children, and Sabbath-school work, es- of the downfall of papal power in Italy |
My friend, now departed, had silenced human. instrumentalities. - :
_ with us. The meaning, thew, is that |
a failure is the reads like a romance.
but not convinced me. While pondering " God gave ancient Palestiné to Abra." an iota of principle to mere expediency. .
- nothing, however small, shall fail of fal- pecially; contrariwise,
usual result, unless cultivated for the
A lover of freedomhe early espoused the
In
seventy-nine
days
after
the
promis
over these ‘things, as I live, F could ham and to his seed after him, but they
. fillment.
T5ll all be fulfilled:” That
of the gitnation; for itis inm-| gation of the Dogma of Infallibility in not récall a single instance where a per- had to fight for every part of the land at cause of the oppressed, and lived to. see,
difficulties
"is; ‘cuntil all they symbolized or foretold
deed one of the most trying ‘and difficult 1870, in the ears of prostrate thousands,| son, who still clings to that last genera- last and takeit before they could posses and ‘rejoice at the. abolition -of American _
of me comes to pass.”
undertaken in the Christian field of and accompanied by all the - pemp and tien and almost threadbare idea, that the it. God gives his Son the heathen _ for slavery, He preached his last sermon
tasks
« Break.”
The Pharisees and scribes
and but few, are competent for Such pagentry with which Rone dazzlés her poor heathen of the East must wait until his. inheritance, but he has commissioned
labor,
Oct. 26, 1879, the sixtieth anniversary of
were
doing this.
*¢ Least -cornmand, who are eonstrained to populace, the French empire was anni- all the home heathen have been convert- his soldiers fo take his ‘ possession” at his wedding day. - His wife and ‘ten_chilundertaking
an
ments.” Any of the commands of the
nding it is the hilated; the cityof Rome became the cap- ed, for their share of the gospel, is espé- the point of the swor d—the Word.
-,
‘dren survive him.
His rémains were
. law "deemed of
minor. importance. engage in it, notwithsta
5 S. and, church ital of united Italy, and Pfr Nono was a cially en gaged iin any sort of missionary
key to success inB gvery S.
That grand prophecy is to be ‘brought taken to Cleveland, Ohio, for interment. °
Christ does not requiré literalism, but the
>
J. H. MAYNARD,
prisoner in his own palace. A religious work.
: to pass, that possession is to be won, by,
spirit of obedience to the wifble will of work.
Each % Koohir, the rich. the ponr, “the
human
instrumentalities,
and,
certainly,
revolution has been quietly. going on in
In the meantime, saidI to myself, as
the fun-loving mischief-mak- Belgium, and in France. Books publish- there is to be one of those Woman's Mis- among the best human instrumentalities
. BEVIVALS FOR 1880.
« Least in the kingdom of heaven.” He obstinate,
ers, so full of their pranks, the quiet ‘and ed in Belgium, and circulated in France, sionary meetings ‘this afternoon, in
we have in our company
.at the front is |
BY REV. J S, BURGESS.
the
‘shall be least in the esteem ‘of those who inoffensive and ‘the unobtrusive, alike
argue on grounds of political economi¥, absence of any special Home Missionary our Bible School so nobly begun by Dr.
- compose the true household6f faith, and
Shall* we have rev ivals of purereligion, must be tanght to love and . revere our that France must be Protestant in orderte work for this hour, I will go down to the- James L. Phillips. In a note just received
in the eyes'of God.
*‘ Great.” Shall be
God; by our indefatigable and undivided be free. The other day all christendom church. They always have at least one from Bro. Phillips he says: ‘The Bible all through our denomination-this ¢¢ Cenmost approved of God, be most esteemed
love, also attention to their numerous
was electrified at the news that a Protes- merit, that of being. Juteusely interest- School cash comes ia very slowly, which tennial. Year" of its existence ? Tt is. for
of the saints, and be best developed in
is embarrassing me much.” This is sar- the ministers nnd churches to answer this’ i
which must necessarily be tant%ervice bad just been held by author- ing.
‘questions,
5
the character that makes Tel great.
“question, The present time is always’
satisfaction
the
to
understandingly
ity of grvestiggens in the royal palace at
It was a stormy Susidny afternoon, bat prising to me, I have been * congrafulat“For I say unto you.” With earnest- solved
God's time to vor Zion. The present
ing
myself
thatthe
money
for
that
school
their infant minds, in so far as is pos- Versailles, and
of
close
to
the
spot
where
the failure ‘of -this session was only in
ness and assurance Christ speaks, when
was comingin faster than needed. Sure- year may prove the mest fruitful in Chrisas children are not so easily turned Madame de Maintenon. persuaded Louis numbers, and not at all in enthusiasm.
sible,
* he thus prefaces his words. ~
their eagerness for knowledge, XVI. to revoke the Ediet of Nantes. = I Strange to tell, although these various ly, the interest on. Bible School notes tian results of any previous year in- the = *
: « Exceed the righteousness.” Be of a aside in
many injudiciously claim’; many infant believe no country will claim . more of societies are organized, - and working: in should be paid as soon as due. Wé have. last century, provided the churches with
as
‘superior character ‘and have superior
minds ponder a problemiuntil a satisfac- Christian sympathy and Help in the next the interest of the foriegn mission, I found found little difficulty in securing the in- their pastors will arise and build for the
- ‘effects. It should exceed theirs; (1) in tory solution is given.
| decade than France. Dr. Bacon, in the myself in the midst of “the most zealous terest and some of the principal in this Lord.
understanding the will. of God; (2) in
It is urged that the dendmination large- - Never should we_ be absent from our “Congregationalist, has already urged the home missionary workers in the city, and Q. M., Otsego, N. Y. Yet, quite likely,
spirituality ; (3) in purity: (4) in pre- classes under any trivial indisposition;
American Board to occupy. that field at it turned out'to be txue afler,all, that the if no one in thé Q. M. had “interested ly increase its benefactions for Schools, ~ cepts; (5) in life; (6) in. Slovating and ever feeling the Durden of responsibility
once. Itis plain that every missionary Foreign “Missionary convert is the very himself personally to secure it, there Colleges, Missions, Church debts, etc.,
resting upon us, through summer’s heat
‘helpfal filbenocs.
raisingif possible a hundred thousand
society, which expects to live and be ef’ one whose heart is the quickest touched might have been some behind now.
- “4 Seribes and Pharisees.” The Scribes aud wintry storms, and if we~sare.’ punc:
dollars or more for these very ypariant
The
cause
of
this
slow
flow
of
money
will be also ; ever mest: fective, must prepare to enlarge its opera- by the
scholars
our
tual,
home appeal. "The meeting |
~made copies of the-O1d Testament, stud- them with a pleasant counfenance, and a
tions in the near future.
The signs of was opened: by several earnest prayers due on Bible School notes may be some- interests.
ied and interpreted it with authority. hearty greetin hy with an inquiry regard- the times clearly indicate that Christians
While there is a son move in the
for the heathen
“in the East, and the thing like this:—A brother owing a little’
and the absent, and .if
The - literal meaning of the, word. is ing their heal
direction
of funds, can we not, ought we
interest
reggjves
a
postal
card
from
Bro.
willbe
called
upon
to
‘give
fore
than
evthen. visit them
reading of « letter from a‘Baptist mission.
CA writers. " The Pharisees were the or- any absent from sickness,
a er before for the spread of the. gospel. aly in Burmah, and closed by the reading | Fernald telling him his interest, only a not, tomove directly and universally in
send
then
not,
if
so,
do
to
situated
if
thodox party of the Jews, were strict for postal, expressive of our deep sympathy, Are we prepared
for this onward move- of a letter from Miss Ida Phillips, also ‘in trifle, is due.. Well, the brother don't labors and consecration, that shall ensure
letter and heedless of the spirit pf and our prayers andr hopes for their
the
sie
the baptism of the Holy Ghost? and
“| know Bro. Fernald, and his word has
the Jaw,

them

least degree of impatience, regarding any disorderly conduct, or ‘unlearned lessons;
but rather aie hom kindly at the elose

The principles of very much’; fiever exhibit the

.< Iuno ouse enter.”

“righteousness which Christ taught
«infinitely superior to those of these

His

miss

speedy recovery, and that we

te

were
men.

kingdom is open to all who are right-

Sabbath-school session

of each successive

ment?

That ¢¢ last remittance” was most

encouraging,
and caused a shout of
thanksgiving from Maine to Minnesota.

India,

while

the’ intervening

were marked by a

broad

spirit of good wishes to all.

exercises

and

catholic

Said one

But itis greatly to be feared that the ‘lady, leaving the subject -of the Eastern
very next remittance, to be made in Feb. ‘Heathen,” and folding the missionary’s

1 in attendance, with will be short. Itis'so natural to thank letter in its foreign envelope, *“ I am ipto try and be pu }
DI
and let them know God for victory, and then sit down af’ case! tensely interested in the Chinese mission,
le8sons,
learned
well
© ¢« By them of old time.” . Literally, ¢ to
mach, whenever ab- What, then, shall be done? Our line of on our Pacific coast; and although I am
théta
miss
we
that
was
to
them.” The * old time” referred
sent; and the dull to learn, draw out | duty is indicated in one word—let it be grieved that our people are so* prejudiced
that of Moses.
their minds b Hiteeatiog ‘stories and thrice repeated — agitation! agitation!
« In danger of the judgment. n That questions, and by frequent illustrations in agitation! Let there be a more’ general against them, yetI am glad to report
come within the
cheering news from one Baptist church in
is, by the courts of justice. Men’ in the simple facts, whichand under any cir- diffusion
of missionary inte]ligence.. Put San Franeisco.” , This lady also earnestideas;
their
of
rarige
judges.
as
act
to
every city were chosen
the facts before the people, and keep ly presented an appeal for the’ ladies’ Inhowever trying, approach
cumstances;
Deut. 16: 18. Cities of refuge were ap- their sensitive hearts, as prayerfully and them before the people.
Let the Star
. pointed for ‘the unintentional homicide, carefully as we would an adult, lest we and the Missionary Helper give no un- dustrial School of the city. Another lady
and men in those cities. examined the offend in our reproof ot their errors, and certain sound. If these are insufficient, at work in this same school, ‘and, well
a hindrance to the glorious
known in the’ city to be a devoted foreign
homicideto See if his act was’, accident “be-ourselves
We can not, missionary (excepting the simple -matwork we wish to accomplish; and the let other means be- found.
or not. Num. 35.
win
to:
afford to let a single church remain ignofirst duty to every new scholar, is
“ I say unto you.” In contrast with their confidence and love, ‘and the best ‘rant, even of the details of this work. ter of location), explained that the sociewhat Moses taught those of ancient time. regards of their parents and guardians The policy of thé Foreign Mission Board ty was procuring fundsto enable it to erect
without a cause.” especially, and cause the latter to under- (adopted with so -much” trembling ‘but a boarding block for working girls, ‘who
«Is angry.
our motives regarding" the future
come to this manufacturing city, from
The best: autborities omit « without a stand
‘welfare of their children, that we: ardently already shown to be iminently’ wise), to country homes, which is designed to be
prob“copyist
Some
.cpuse,” says Schaff.
desire them4o become noble, truth-loving,
borrow no money for current experises,
ably inserted it to soften the apparent ‘God-fearing and law-abiding citizens of ean work its greatest good ronly “as the under the contgol of thése Christian ladies, A branch of Home Mission work,
‘whom we will be justly prod to claim
rigor of the statement.
facts,~the actual needs of the migsion,—
having for its object the conversion of RoThe judgment as the progeny of our instructions.
“ Of the judgment.”
The writer is conscious that much is are kept before the people, so that the
_ by the wnseen Judge who reads the gained through love, which should be the responsibility may be - felt where it be- ‘man Catholics in this country, was répresented by a lady, who seemed to be
¢ Empty
head,” a pasis.of every S. 8. and ‘church organiheart. ‘“Raca.”
longs. I believe the ¥'."M. Board is fully convinced that conversions from such a
of
“standard
our
“Council.”
for
Christ
with
zation,
term of reproach and scorn.
alive to the importance of this matter, and source could be as easily effected as
:
perfection.
“~The Sanhedrim, the ‘highest. court of the Christian
firmly
determined to live up to the rule.
These
she
claims
to
be
practical
sugfrom the Pagan religions, : Still another
Jews, answering to our. supreme court. ‘gestions regarding all grades of any eomThe
Board
is only the agent of ‘the'| presented a claim for’ sympathy, in be-'
is
rebel”
that‘
« Fool.” Abbott claims
‘munity, provided we entertain the poor, churches.
Upon them rests its respensi- half of a society, recently formed in the
Probably . rebel and enlist the 8 rg Sie
of the more
the literal meaning.
.
bility.
o
Vo.
fortunate
of
ofir
classes
tp
co-operate
State, for the benefit ofjthé occupants of
against God, and so ** atheist,” or ‘‘aposwith
us
in
manifesting
a
due.
regard
for
But
there
is
another
inquiry
whic de~ jails. «Our boys,” said this good wom-.
s
Sis
view
preserve
the
tate” is meant.
| the elevation of the poor, bath -temporal- mands attention. Cag we do nothing 10 ‘an, who was unfortunately deformed in
climax.
oh
| ly and spiritually,
that they may have. an
© ¢ Hell fire.” hd Gehenna ;” a valley ono equal chance in common tb rise in the save the next generation from some of body, but nota whit in soul, *¢ are not
the struggles which have almost over- ungrateful for the reading dnatter and
the south of , Jerusalem: where the offal scale of Christian perfection.
Regarding
the
duties
of
adult
churchwhelmed
the present? Is it not possible friendly visits which they receive.”
earin
where,
and
burnt,
of the city was
to the.S. 8., will:simply. reply, so to teach and train “the vehildren - that | “i What next,” said I, watching warily
mem
toalive
burnt
were
children
times;
- Yier
that the scope for real horfest heart stirMoloch. - ‘Here, too, the'bodies of crimi- ring performances of actual duties to the they may take up this work when we lay atmy post ‘of criticism, ‘from these
it down,’and carry it grandly forward, members of the Woman’s Foreign Misnals. were thrown, after execution, to be: S.S., is. immense; the part, of every
is without ' being compelled to fight our sionary Society! 1" and I doubt not that if
especially,
perform,
to
member
Hence
church
flame.
or
worm
devoured bythe
in the enlargement of our. libraries "and
rn
the supply of workers had ‘not’ been -cuit
¢ Giehenna” cume to represent. other facilities for the furtherance of the battles over again ?
~ the wo
Wicked
the
off by the storm, many more departments
1t
was
Dr.
Taylor,
1
belteve,
who
nail
for
’
|
presshe plane of ‘punishment
their
by
especially
more
and
°S.,
8.
‘of
philanthropy would have had a hearrecently
that
the
English
navy
is
manned
the
climb
may
in the vther world. .
ence, that we in common

*

«

=.

er

eous' in heart, and to no others.

~

knowledge; to attain
The gift to “the altar.” Thy ooking ladder ofe spiritual
TG
own benefit and that
our
for
knowledg
-x, for sacrifice. This is equivalent to ‘say- of the rising generations whom the ma-,
"ing, «If you come before God Jor wor- jority havein constant charge to influ.
Fea
ship.”
a,
| encegor mold for future citizens, church:
members and for eternity.
LE
oP ini tre romenberest.”
at the Sabbath-’
ho writer considers
«if it be remembered tint thy ¥ other. is school subject is one of vast importance,
‘and mfich by far the largest and grandest
enterprise in which the -world, hitherto,
BY at “ Leave there.” ‘Stop’ ri
ever been engaged ; it. is an inex-y
has
of.
p
worshi
reconciliation with man before
es ; there
subject for all future
haustible
(love not his brother will alivays be vast difficulties to. surGod : for wif am
vn
poyng oiglr the united, persistent,
whom ho hath sec A how can he love God || prayerf
aT
om
ul and untiring efforts of those in20.
4:
John
1
seen.”
not
hath
)
|
bu

A

{ho one towards Whom bard.

terested.
t

»

A

2

come 80 far that it has 16st

its force to

through

the

same,

additions;

thousands

wha

.to

the .

shall

be

him, and the am>unt is so small, “Jt will

churches’ of

do just as well,” he may think, * to let it

saved ?
A muclr higher plane of .Christian life
and character, of both laity ‘and clergy,
is imperatively demanded.
The unbe-

go till I pay it all.” And a great deal. in
some such way as this may be kept-back.
Ought not, will not, some dear brother in
each Q. M. see that tho motiey is Collect. | lief pride, formalism ; a lamentable want
+
ed and sent in?
of unily in gevefhl places, and sérious di- That noble Bible School work in India ‘visions and criminstions in others; an inembarrassed for the want of what we in tense love of gain, ‘and display, overyAmerica have promised to pay! It ought where seen, with, political denunciations
not so to be. It seems as if my heart rarely known ; most certainly there are
says, * 1t must not be." Why, the fulfili- demands for reform, change of. spirit and
ment of prophecy, to some extent, de- life,
a putting off. the old man and his
pends on our paying what we
have deeds, and a putting on of Christ ‘Jesus,
promised to the Bible School” What a by a living faith, and thorgugh conseora- .
grand thought,—that. we carr do some- dion to him,
:
thing toward bringing to pdss the Pre- Tr We must return to the old paths— :
dictions of the Word of God.
‘more fully to the gospel, ‘and Christ's
“How Joseph must have felt w hen on methods of preaching the truth, from a
his way to Egypt with Mary and the warm heart, -and intelligent head,
. All
child Jesus, had he fully realized that nflame with the Holy Ghost. We must
the fultiliment of the prophecy, — ““ Out of keep constantly in ‘mind’ the one grand
Egypt have I called my Son," depepled “object of Christ's mission to earth, *¢ To
an him. No sacrifice would have been seek and save the lost,” calling sinners-to
withheld ; the grand thought that God repentance. ‘With such an énd, fully” in himself was depending on him to fulfill view, bringing our lives, labors and
+is Word, weuld have been. an ‘“inspira-. Christian Jeans to its direct support, untion.
| der the inspiration and lead ofthe Divine.
God is dependingon us for the fulfill- ‘Spirit, the lost will see themselves lost,
ment of his Word, let ys be worthy of and earnestly seek thezfold of the Good
that depéndence and meet‘ our obliga. Sheplierd.
tions

on

God. bless our Bible {

time.

Fie

School iin India] i

Out of a pure

and . consecrated

ort,

| with an equall pl pure and devoted

Pa

WHOM SHALL WE
W SEND AND WHO
WILL 80.1051 U8?

life,
wisely directed, concentrated and used in
finding the lost, but few, if any, amon

all the prodigals and sinners against God,

will not be Jedched: and _bronglis into
+
the
fold-of Christ,
{
Shall not this year be our year of Jubi|’ Since reading of the death of our .ven- lee, our Pentecostal year, as well as
erable missionary, this has. continually « Centennial” year, in a general outpours
. rap

BY

Fo HP

been presenting itself.

~The

Divi ¢ Spirit extending to all
labor he ‘ing of the s,
wnd institutions of learning:
ourchurche

performed and the greatness of the work and communities: where we have a name?
he accomplished would tend to' deter the } Besulting in numerous converts to God,

young and thoughtful from attempting to additions to the churches of genuine
Schools, minjsing at this Sunday afternoon session.
1 take it up. And then the sacrifices are so ‘Christians; to the Theo.
and ForHome
both
missions,
and
try,
_
Now
I
leave
the
record.
of
this:
meetihg
thrilling adventures at séa,and so conceiv-.
great one can- hardly make up
| his mind to eign, such as shall live above reproach,
ed a love for that kind of life jand who add- in a December snow-storm, with any of. he work,
preach.the everlasting ospel, of peace
toward men”!
ed the sage suggestion, that short, and my readers, that you may decide for
good wi
Very likely there are one or [nore young on earth apd
entertaining Diographice of prominént yourselyes whether you shall join the men in the denomination who are having «The field is already white for the harare few, "then let us
‘missionartés should be placed in every: | Fi M. Society ahd still take care of the their min 8 turned to this work and yet vest,” “the laborers
for more, thrust in the
labor
and
pray
Sunday-s¢hool library. And why not? ‘home heathen at the same time, - or stand they start back, saying, ‘Who.is sufficient sickle, bind, and glean, * while itis day,
- Why should we not have a brief, bright, outside with arms folded, with the proba- for these’ things?” Let me. say to: such, Jbbfore the night cometh,” This may be
in. ble risk of ding. nothing | for anybody.
préadable “history of -our,.mission
Go forward, letting go of self i trusting ‘our last year om earth, It will® be with
many of us.*
There be somein this world who are more in Jesus,
India, which would be: attractive to a
LH 4
us make the ** Centennial Year® of
‘It is wonderfal how he will strengthen ourLet
child? Have we not a timely ‘subject for still amusing themselves vir that satire
denomination, the very best, especially
a most interesting biography inthe late ‘of Dickens in * Bleak House,” on the ‘anid lead you; how mountaing will sink in-revivals, of any in its: history of a hun=
lamented Dr. Jeremiah Phillips?
Might, us Borriohoola Gha mission, or Somebody's to plains; | bow fears will be. Qispelled y [ dred yours. .
by men,

who,

when boys, read hooks of
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BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
Tar
F
BY REV, 0.
>. E. BAKER,
J
lr

First, innu reply to

Bro.

J. M.

word prerequisite being used in the

“of antecedent.
4

sense

(3.) We did not intend to

“misquote,” and do not see that we did. (4.)
Baptism ‘dn indispensable qualification
forthe Eucharist,” is attributed to us again,
.as though we had not repeatldly corrects
ed. (5.) Weare made to seem 10 say, ‘that,

no public prayer and exhortation should
~ precede baptism,” Any one who will take

0

trines and Fordihintas.

gos

the

same as

his participation in. the

tig " ‘the same time. 6. The aposiés ae
never baptized., “7. Little said in the

‘pel "minister he preaches.” ‘ Here we Supper his and our example?’ Then we
have the foundation of ‘the gospel churelr.” have the antecedents of baptiony in these

Scriptures of Chrisvs

contradictory statements of ‘Pedo-baptist

years

so

separate

that

those

baptized

under one must need be baptized under
another ? Nearly all these points are
called up by “Pedo-baptist writers, and

sity to longer run $'Sc riptureless.”
| D. Stewart, ** Repentance, faith, baptism,
Having adverted to the. several minor church mewnbership, and Communion, answered to almost as variously and con- points, we propose a review, or summing | was the order of obedignce,” page 29. tradictory as these questions and others
And on page 39; * There is no ‘evidence still are numerous. Bro. J. M. B. quotes
up, of the main position, on both sides.
that
baptism was administered to those Hall and Ingham to-prove, (1.) Baptism
- Our position is 1. Christian baptism is |
who
declined to unjte with” the church.”
by John, and by Christ, was one and the
professional, so far and in"such sense .as
Minutes
of Conference, under. head of same and not Christian. (2.) That Christ's
upon
.
‘thdit it “Should follow immediately
.|
;* faith and- forgiveness, and antecedently “Church Polity,” page 24: ** A person, to own disciples: did not receive Christian
baptism, and (3,) thatthe Apostle who,
to recognition in the visible church, and | be entitled to church membership, aust
tht further practice of Christian and | | be baptized, that is, immersed in water.” | took the Supper with Christ, were, as to
History of Freewill Christian
baptism, nonbaptized. The
That, hence, preaching, || See also page 202.
. church duties.

baptism, ‘almost al

lent,” though. it is expressly stated that
Henry.
¢ They were to repent and be "examples of Christ.
Christ made and ‘baptized: more, disciples
Witsins
says,
«Our
Lord
would
be
bapbaptized with reference to the remission
of sins. Répentance prepared the soul tized, that he might conciliate.anthority than John. 8. No Shore organization in
+ "Freewill
Baptist
for it, and, baptism, was ‘thé type -or to the baptism of John—that by his own apostolic times.
church polity CE
baptism before example,
‘he
‘might
command
and
8
‘sanctipledge of it.” A. Clark.
What more’
membership, without Scripture - precept or
Christian baptism ?
¢‘ Moses and the fy our baptism. n
example, self-assu med, &c.
2
prophets foretold the coming of the Mes- - Scott ,says_ of Christian. Baptism. by} VII. We have-said,and repeat, that the the-.

siah as a future event; but John declared|. John, « It becomes Christ as, our surety

The many and | tidings relating to Jesus Christ.” = ¢ This | ‘Macknight says, Jesus + subitted

writers on the matter of John’s baptism, ig

mAh

gn

Tike a fi

ory of our writers upon the relation of bap-

-bism to the church 65d tie Supper, jo ab variance with: almost uuiversally - accepted
theology by orthodox, evangelical sects,
in all time,

to

and involves, in our doctrinal.-

literature humiliating. - self-contradiction.
‘We say what we believe, that our’ publish- :
ed and practiced concessions to Pedo-baptism have been an open door for a constantly weakening, ruinous exodus of our.

membership, and of* ous young ministry.
to other denominations.
We have
concessions

said, and repeat, that’ these
growing out of the denial of

the proper antec edence of baptism, are absolutely. needless ; that close communion:

was in fact the beginning of the gospel, the. be baptized by John as an emblem of his comes not, chiefly nor at all mecessarily,
What of acknowledging such antecedence, since
introduction of the New Testament Dispen- future death and resurrection.”
sation.” Scott. So Doddridge and others. more Christian Jbaptism ? “Scott says, Regular Baptists will not commune with
‘ persons because
baptized, nor though a.
John ‘Dick says, the ministry of John is “It beeame Christ as our surety and ex-

tism, and hence were rebaptized.

(c.)

Authors who seek to use this as proof
against John’s baptism disagree utterly
as to the reasons for the rebaptism in the

cgse.

(d) In the

the person

of

18th chapter of Acts in

Apollos,

we

have

case preeisely like that of the

another

twelve,

as

to John’s baptism, but more intelligent, of
gospel traths, and Apollos was not again
baptized. How are we to account for the

been

_ baptized

in_

his

name,

again baptized. Nor were
ered as‘unbaptized.”

were

they

member

vided it be not a member
tion.

of the

SEROWINg=
*

It is a fact: that all considerable denominations do hold to the professional character of baptism,

and

its antecedence,

in or-

der, to the church relation and all that fol
lows, the Lord’s Supper, &c. It is a fact,
no less, that mest of these practice open

communion, and

this.not’ by renouncing

their theory of baptism, but by” conceding
the sufficiency
of the moral, character
~qualification, in the justifiable ‘omission of*
the ceremonial. Freewill ‘Baptists should |
practice open communion on the same
principle and harmonize with all these, instead of occupyipg a position: ‘condemned
by the Christian world.
It is a fact

that Regular Baptists allow,

justify, numerous deviations from claimed
‘apostolic usage, even upon: the matter
of communion.
Freewill .Baptists-can
practice open communion as other denominations do, and stand on the Regular Baptist-principle of accommodation
and defy
successful attack.
. This view of the communion question,
harmonizes

Freewill

‘denominations, makes
would
‘would

not

‘Baptists with

4)

EY

other

us more Baptistic,

unify our denominational literature,
emphasize
baptism in our schools

and pulpits; and terminate tribute-paying to

consid.

apostles, while Jesus was on earth,
tized those who applied for baptism,

of a Baptist church, northougha

member of a close communion ‘church,
provided it have not the name of their sect, .
nor though "it bear the name in fuil, pro-

other denominations.

We

ps

have enjoyed our friendly exchange

*

of articles. with Bro.J. M.. B. and
hope
much good and no evil will come of it. We

We have room for but one more quotation ots of many,—that of Kuin,—*‘ The

hope the discussion will not be carelessly
read, and that this subject will be thoroughly and -carefully: weighed, and may"
the Master guide us all’ fo the truth agit’
is in Jesus.

bapthus

binding them to Jesus.—Thosé who" had

undergone John’s baptism and had been
taught .by. Jesus himself, and admitted
difference in the treatment of the twa?
his doctrine, were not rebaptized by the
If the subject were, not so grave, it apostles. = Nor were the apostles again
would be amusing to observe the ingen- (mark’ that)
AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE. — Pitffield,
baptized by Jesus,” ete.
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classi ious devices for the harmony of these Observe, Kuin does not get a set of men
Baptists,
read
pages
100,
1017
question
Scientific
courses
of
study for both sexes.
“ Open Door” by C. Kennedy, thinks that
the adminjstration of the ordjnances, offi- |
cases. The chief plea is that Christian at the Lord’s Supper who had lived while Fut board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
Land
answer
on
Communion,
or
our
artibegins
Aug.
18,
1879.
Winter
term begins Nov.
possibly
Andrew
and
John
might
have
cial service $0 the church, as deacons, el-|
1879: Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. SumMinutes of Conference, been baptized by John the Baptist, but baptism involves belief in the Holy Ghost, John’s and Christ’s had both commanded . 8,mereterm
- ders, in a word, ‘the habitual, continued cle of July 23.
begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
and that the twelve had not heard of the and practiced baptizing, —but. had, all June 17, 1880." For - Catalogue addressK. Bachelpractice of church acts, without the pre- page 53, *‘ The invitation should be given | the ten apostles,if not the whole twelve,
A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Holy Ghost. But (1.) John knew of the the, while, ighored the rite. He further “der,Pittsfield,
Me., Aug. 2, 1879.
were never baptized hy John nor Christ,
vious practice of baptism, is out’of order, to all Christians of every denomination.”
i
former editiom by a and preceeded to adtiinister the rite at the Holy Ghost, saw its. manifestation, -and states in substancé that * John’s disciples
EW HAMPTON |IST
out of gospel order, and taking the Supper, So the Treatise, ina
—New Hamp‘preached of it, (2.) = Christ preached it,’ who had not. exercised faith in Christ,
ton, N.
B. Megervey, Ph.
. without baptism, in like manner and for. subjoined rnote. - So Dr. Butler, page 428, | Pentecost, without having been themselves
‘principal, With, ei; ne eis
teachers.
Regular 9 “The: ‘proper course, as we conceive, is baptized.” Freewill Baptist ‘writers have and imparted it. (3.) These advocates, were rebaptized,as the twelve at Ephe- courses of studLo both sexes. Connected. with:
. the same reason out of order. also.
the
Institution
is
thé
best
commibreial
college
<n
mostly, have refgrence to the, miraculons’ sus. (Mark that.)
‘Christian. character is<the prerequisite, to invite all Christians, or rel believ- taken the same position. J. M. _B.
New England.
Telegraphy a Sheelally. Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State
Xpenses
the absolute condition, to the performance ers, in regular Standing inany evangeli- does not say quite so much, but on outpouring at the Pentecost, but is ChiisWe close this article, asking pardon” for less than in anyother of like grade: Four terms
tian baptism designed to’ express faith in
of
10
weeks
each..
Fall
Term
Begins
August
25,,
“of all the foregoing acts, and baptism “the cal church.” As to what a church should his hypothesis,
its
‘length,
with-a
few
remarks:
1.
Most
these apostles
were,
1879. Winter Term begins. Nov. 7, 7679.
Summer Term in
formal, ceremonial, orderly antecedent. be, Dr. Butler says, ¢‘ The gospel condi- as ‘to Christian
baptism, the same’ N such miraculous display; or does it simply of the authorities quoted here have been Term Begins Keb, 2, 1
Apr. 19, 1880.
sits Term closes June 26. Send
imply it, and is not faith in Christ the Pedo-baptists.
2. Most of them teach
. Character can. in no case be dispensed ‘tions of membership isa credible evidence, as fion-baptized, and as Christian baptism
for Catalogue to
&
chief thing? (4.) Did not these twelve that baptism, in its fullest significance, imV.A. B. MESERVEY, Principat: [Awith, and baptism should be observed al- and profession of faith in Christ. The] did not begin till the - Pentecost, and the
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOO) L.
. ways when practicable. #4. This order of ordinary and Scriptural mode -of making apostles were at this time the adminis- believe? So acknowledges Henry, and: ‘plying ‘a recognition ‘of'tlie Holy Ghost
rer Jurther information address the P
things should be announced, involving as this confession’ is by baptism,~baptism trators, it follows that they proceeded to others, andso the text. (5.) But these poured out, was first practiced at the Pen- ident, O
CHENEY, ‘D. D., or Prof. JOBEN
‘same
writers
make
the
mission
of
Aquila
tecost’; but do not invalidate Christ's bap- LONTON, D. 'D., Lewiston; Maine.J. A. HOWE, Sec.
it does doctrines and principles. which is the professional ordinance,—according’ administer the rite, without having been
and" Priscilla, to be the enlightenthent of tism, nor that of John when received unBaptist churches can not compromise. 5. to the Scripture this is always to be re- baptized themselves.
Now (1.) John
REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY, “WATER.
Apollos, on the same question of Holy derstandingly. 3. More or less of them
quired.”
Add
to
this,
*
Gospel
order,
purWhen baptism is impracticable, for any
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simply astonishing, and evince that after
denying that John was the” servant of
Christ ‘and his baptism was Christian, they" called ‘‘the fulness of time.” “In one view,
ample.” , Other testimonies, not a ‘fen,
. ereise of saving faith in the Son of God. to'dispute this. We reaffirm, and chal- are afloat, at.the mercy of wind and tide. the
Sed Seat
old
dispensation may be considered could be given,
(6.) What he says, in his second" article lenge the production of the seetion,or the We have many of these marked, but can
Let
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consider
Christ's
baptism
as
under the headof “his summary” is an.en- | book. He says, in substance, “produce the not ask space for their quotation. Ques-| as having terminated . when his (Christ's)
administered
by
his
disciples.
Was
not
ministry commenced, or rather at the
tire. misapprehensiot of what we said, so Scripture and not mere human authority. ny tions like the following will..drise;
Was commencement of his forerunier,
this Christian—commanded by Christ,—
and
manifest that explanation is not re quigite. But, the joint, statement of the Christian John Jewish? Christian? Was: his - a
.and
practiced more largely than John’s,"
this
seems
to
be the meaning of the
7.) The. bither’s frequent use of: A4pos. world; from the apostles to this date, with separate dispensation measured by his’
and during the same time, and fong
following
words,
“The
law
and
the
prophsition abandoned,”-‘* perversion,”
“un- a uniformity existing qn no other “ques- ‘ministry of perhaps six months only ? Did
after? But this preceded the Insti
fair,” ‘man of straw,” ‘ no Scripture tion, has, ought to have; no little bearing his dispensation. continue while he was ets were until Jolin, 9 etc. ‘‘Hencealso if; tion of the. Supper.
|
is
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certain that the ministry of John
- proof,” etc.,were all'well meant,of course, as to the import of the Scriptures on this in prison; perhaps oz year? But Christ
Scott says, The disciples of Jestis are
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the
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as
that
which wus
John - Dick, ‘beganto preach and to buptize (by his disand are-as well received ,—whglesoms. question. , I ‘have before
expressly ‘distinguished
from those “of
spices, -ngeding no antidote.
8.) We Charles Hodge, Archibald Anox, Hodge; Ciples) §ron after John ‘commenced and {afterward committed to the apostles.” .|| John,—He made more—they were bap-.
Calvin.
would not-overloock what our brother Richard Watson, J. J. - Butler, Luther preached and baptized ‘nearly in the same
| tized in his name,—though not yet iin the
(4) The manner in which John's bap- name ‘of the Father, Son, and Holy
“says in Starof Dec. 17 of our. unauthorcountry, and continued to preach and bap- |
ized use, of: quotation marks. The reader tors and theological writers, which bear tize while John was in prison, after John tism was treated by Christ and the ‘Ghost. »_Firther, that, “ All who at this
by turning to our article of Nov, 19, at one testimony on this question. We will was beheaded, up to his crucifixtion, apostles, is proof of the Christian charac- time or afterward, during our Lord’s per_ bottom of first column, will see that ‘we "quote only Lee, * It, (baptism) is, under and, rising from the dead, preached till ter of John and his baptism. The re- sonal ministry, or who by John's testimoof the twelve disciples , at ny,or otherwise,. professed themselves the
did not mean to quote J. M. B: pastici- the gospel, the seal of God's covenint of his ‘ascension. Was Christ all this time baptism
Ephesus,
is cited as proof that. John's disciples of Jesus, &c.,—were baptized in
+ larly, but to give substantially,in one brief grace.—If baptism is not “such seal, the serving John, perpétnating John's baptism
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was
so far from being Christian the name of Jesus.”
gospel
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none.—I[t
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not
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. proposition,..to save: taking ‘needless
rand gathering disciples to a dead leader?
exacted. = This "these (those baptized in the name of
space, the position of **‘ our writers” on of the Lord's Supper, for that is a family Or was Christ's period of ministry another that re-baptism was
is
worthy
of investigation. Christ) we may number the hundred and
this question, ,We certainly ‘included J. rite and ‘belongs to. the children of the dispensation, not Jewish, not John's, not matter
(a)
It
is
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only
case of the kind twenty who met at Jerusalem after the
covenant.
The
celebration
of
the
Lord's
© M. B. and do not think we were misrepChristian, though headed and supported
claimed,
out
of
the
multitudes
baptized} “dy of Pentecost, and most of the five
Supper
i
is
a
continuous
act;
it
is
to
be
re-resenting him, nor others, do not think so.
by Christ? , And did another dispensatign’
This fact alone covers the ar-, hundred brethren to whom he appeared
“If J. Ms % |
however, affirms that there peated, but baptism is not repeated, it is commence at the Pentecost?—three, . and by John.
gument with suspicion.
(b) The whole in Galliee. So that, after the institution of
is, “a gospel order of things. making clearly “therefore, initialory, While the including
the expiring Jewish, four disnarrative
shows
thatthey
had
been grossly Chistian baptism~ (?) just before our.
Lord's
Supper
is
for
the
initiated.”
baptism antecedent, in proper practice,
| pensations, existing within- about three
ignorant of the import of John’s bap- Lord’s ascension, those. who had thus
to church joining and the Supper,” and
HL In supportof our position from Freewill furnish his gospel proof texts, he will will Baptist autkorities, we have quoted,
greatly favor us, by saving us the neces- | ¢* History of Freewill Baptists™ by Rev.’
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him to be-at hand, and pointed him out and example. Thus far Christ's example,
is obligatory”, &e. Dv A+ Clarke, makas come.” Scott.
fact and our faith in it, in baptism.” We John seemed not to have baptized any inBarnes says, of Matt. 3: 2, “His spir- ing a desperate effort to invalidat'CChrist's
our exam-,
ask, why: Paptize but once, if the rite no fants, and he'made top, free a resort”to itual reign began in: the church on earth, baptism as Christian and
——
more
professional in its office than other the “river” and the “much ‘water’ at] and completed iin heaven.” On 11: 13. ple, says-it was * His initiation into the
duties?. and,’ if Bpecially professional,’ Enon. . It was not safe to call that Chris- “It is meant. by: this verde that John in- office of High] Priest, &e,
We are curious to Know whet her, if he.
where does it belong in" practice. but in tian baptism. Q. ) sPedo-baptists are now troduced a new dispensation. 2 “It does
‘the beginning’ of the public Christian life, a unit, almost, against the Christian char- not follow from hence that there was not was made High Priest at*his baptism by
and antebedent to church membership, acter of John’s baptism, Baptists mostly an agreement between John’s baptism John, he thereafter -acted “for himself,
affirm.. Itisa suspicious ‘fact that Liberal and Christ's; or that they were. not for filled his office or was still servant tod
the Supper, preaching? &c., &e.
Baptists who advocate’ open communion substance the same.” Henry. Comment- John? * Calvin.says, ¢ For this reason he
| He We have affiemed, . irr substatice, by denying the gospel order of things jjoin
ing on Mk. 1: 2, ‘Whitby says, ¢ This | dedicated and sancitified baptism in his
that there was not a considerable denomPedo-baptists on this point.
As we have was the beginning of the gospel; the in-: own body, that he might have it'in comination in Chrjstendom, nor a standard
said it is a needless and we’ believe ‘dan- “troduction of the new ‘dispensation, of glad ‘mon with us,” &e.
~~

the trouble. to read what we said, will see
“that we had reference not to so much of text book in theology which denies, which:
“public confession as should precede bap- does not suppott, the professional charac- |
tism but to the continupus practice of pub- ter of baptism, and ifs antecedence there. lic church duties, while ignoring. bap- fore to church joining and the Supper,
tism, which, as a’ professional rite, ‘preaching, &c. At the close of J.o M.
inclines
should be done immediately after the ex- B's article of Dee. 19th, he

1]

times, more or less, maintained that. John’s

from Christian Baptism, by Rev. G. H. baptism was Christian, this in opposition’
article in two parts, Star of Dee. 19 and Ball; published and endorsed _by our .de-- to Anabaptists, who, from the case of: re- |
24, (1.) He plays upon « antecedent” noniination, page 52. , «If (baptism) is a ‘baptizing the twelve at Ephesus, took auand ¢ prerequisite” as though. we. used ‘formal entrance into the service of the thority to rebaptize, = especially
the |
“them, and as though they could be used King, ° dt is the oath of allegiance, a sprinkled. . :But, says Whitby, “ By main:
only, in one ‘and the same sense.
The pledgeof loyalty, a vow of fidelity, by {pining the baptism of John and the bap‘careful reader will hardly fail’ to distin« whigh the party binds himself to serve, tism of Christ to be entirely the. same,
guish. @) He brings in, again, the: ed- ‘obey; revere, and honor God,” &e. And they bave furnished their opponents with
itotial. We do not care to say._much. of on page 31, ** The resurrection of Christ a far more plausible argument than that
the editorial. -It was -evidently intended proves:hiis divinity. —We" embody this | which they wanted to wrest from them.”
tecedence of baptism to the Supper, the
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to deny that the Scriptures indicate any an-
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Tifoiand heres needs to be practiced but tutes an srgumeyt of no small weight,
‘once, while others, the Supper, | for exam- |. Observe (1.) Pedo-baptists of early
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“Would that there _were no more
“ive the Lords “duties.”
to administer or to
serious thought connected with-this subSupper. :
. To this awkward and Sachyistian con- ject than appreciating thé sarcasm of the
clusion the premises of the close-com- last sentenee just quoted.
force
We do not wish to exhibit a fault-findremorselessly
Baptists
munion

{

achieved

such

glorious

results

provided

they

themselves

world
-voteg;in return for another
have |

for

the

kingdom of God; in Europe and America,
‘and in mission fields over the whole.

food to his church. He must also study.
his congregation; (heir ‘needs and habits
of thought, in order * to give to each their

share of responsibility upon ourselves?

not for these ** Notes” to determine.

society.

| the bar at Keokuk, Iowa®

IN‘a country where the public weal depends so largely on the diffusio® of genmatter

of

diversion but a binding duty to even harp,”
if you

pleage, on

this subject.

Charles

ing upon her,
Her a banquef
same timé the
jected a'billto

Instéad of frownher brethrén inthe law gave
on the “occasion. About
-the
Kentucky Senate promptly reallow women
lawyers to prac-

tice in the'courts of that State.
The: New York Observer offers a premium
of $100 to students in the theological seminaries for the * best essay designed to counter-,
act any, one of the many forms of assault upon
Christianity by modern infidelity. ?
Science
isn’t going to make inroads into theology “if the
Observer can ‘help it. . Its enemies must adhire this journal's force of resistance.

can receive

FONE subscriver in Maine—only

one

vet their Home and Foreign | finances: of ‘the church. Deacons andforward “vigorously: i] trustees consider themselves sufficient.°

and keep your powder dry.”

unto themselves in chureh-building, architecture, acoustics, as well as in all mat<
ters relating to the temporal affairs of the
Chancellor
Crosby tells the
‘church.

effects of giving.so soon- State governments to the conquered portion of our
country.
The history of he treatment of the
nize them as Christian churches. Our | financial question by the greater part of
ministers unite with: their ministers in ad-* Congressmen is not agreeable reading to
“ministering . the Lord's Supper, receive the lovers of American institutions. The
par-

churches. Therefore, remenfBering |that it
js written, *“ it is enough for the disciple
that he be as his Master,” we also recog:

Lr
-

be dumb when. so great a crime as that
in Maine is Wileriniging the Republic.
+r

own or a foreign country.

The pamphlet and

whole story when he speaks of a -minister being a sort-of * male woman.” This
is just the idea that seems to bein the

Let us not’

forget Gideon and his three hundred, in
the presence of the whole. host of Midianites and Amalekites and all the children of the East, ‘* who lay along: in the
valley like grasshoppers for multitude,
and their camels without number as. the |
sand of the sea for multitude,” and yet, for
all this, they were unable to stand

minds of many church officers. A man
‘who can not possibly give more than one
hour in the twenty-four, onan average, -

before

the cry, “1 hé Sword of the-Liord and ‘of

to the consideration of church
work,
thinks he: knows
more about the way
work should be done than the minister

who devotes his entire time to such study.
A treatise on the true relation.of the pastor to the ¢hutch would be a useful book.

Gideon!”
‘Beloved in the Lord, w hat then shall be
our conclusion in this whole
matter?

Give up the ship and each ene do the best
he can for himself? Abandon the work
we can not, and be innocent before God.

AY the same

time

ministry

can't” manage their

who

there are meiin

the

busi-

To neglect or-to do it bv ‘halves, is but to-| “ness. That oar mijnisters are not all of the
increase the burden.
Shall we_not rathPauline sort and our churches not all
er arise and, in the strength of ‘our God,
gird ourselves anew for the battle? do | gospel patterns, are facts: But these after

“Notes” are

‘the work God’has called us to do, and, like
| true-hearied soldiers, take

for pur motto,. l.state facts.

** victory or death”? Let it no more be
said, “we are weak, we are losing

ground, we can not hold

eur

own”,

not

°

for

Wi

censure—only

“ily

.

0

?
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ete.

With Christ for our Helper, we are not
weak. God, who" heard
prayer
and
worked mightily through Randall, Colby, |

Trial Subscribers. -

Marks and many others, still |
The Morning Star is. now sent to .a
hears prayer and will work through and thousand persons for’ ‘thrée months on
sby us. We; ~The Free Baptists
of
America”, have great advantages or do- trial. .We have begun to send them “cards
ing good. ‘We have strong men¥in our
i
‘ranks, both in the ministry rand in the lai- personally, in ‘which we, solicit their conty. We have large educational advanta- tinued patronage. A letter just received
ges, capable of being vastly increased. from Rev. CF. Penney so fully and clearWe have ample room, both in thé Home
and Foreign field, in. which to bestow -our ly expresses opr views on the’ subject
labors. Fellow-Christians. of: other de- that he has allowed us to lay it before our
nominations stand ready to welcome and readers. Bro. Penney iis one of .our most .
cheer us onward. Our
people
have successful pastors, and is outdone by no
means sufficient,. far beyond what they oue in his interest and labors for thé ciruse to advantage. What then do we
‘need to.make us a fruitful, branch of the culation of the Star. He has himself sent
one true vine? = What, but more conse- ‘ns the names of forty-five new subscribers
cration, courage, concentration of effort, a within thrée months, most of them annual
- firm determination on the part of one and subscribers, and thus proves. his interest all, both ay and clerical, to do his duty,
his whole daty. and to do it now. * As yet, in what he says by what he has done. We
we do not know our strength and resourc- ask all of our three ‘months’ subscribers
es for doing
good. Let us show our- to: read and consider the following letter:
selves faithful in that which is least and
7
AUGUSTA, ME., Jan. 14, 1880.
then may we look .for God to open the
Finney,

job in behalf — has ordered that his Star be discontin- brilliantly here and there a point.”
Mr. Thomas Cook & Son (London and New
of some of their own constituents.
ued because it” denounees the usurpation
York), the well known conductors of tourists
The countrys beginning to see “that ‘in Maine. If anybody else wants to keep and-furnishers of tickets to any part of. the
the immedigte
availability of certain feathim cowpany, now is the time. This pa- | wor1q, issue their snaual pamphlet of informa- | way for us to serve him on # larger
contemplates a foreign tour.
This firm has a
world-wide reputatiou for promoting the ¢om‘fort and security of travelers, whether in one’s

We:

‘Our membership being small need be “only state the facts. - Now & mah giving
no ground ‘of discouragerhent. Let us re- his entire time to the work of the minismember Jonathan and- his. armor-bearer try, if he be indeed such a man as Paul
and that noble declaration of his, viz.
‘would recommend, ought to be able to
s+ There is no’ restraint to the Lord, to
save by many or by few.” Look at the lead and advises church in all its work.
But itis a fact that few of our churches
small Aw of Moravians in this count
and the wonderful work they . accomplish allow the pastor thus to lead and advise.
for God and humanity! Look at.our Gen-- There seems to bea disposition to keep
eral Baptist Brethren, of England, scarcely mere than one-third -our nurerical | the pastor in blissful ignorance of the

strength, and
after the | Whatarethe Cincinnati churchess thinking ks Sk

.

eral education, it is mot a mere

.

is. something very pathetic in the
. to Zulu lahd which the Empress
‘contemplates.
Her visit is so timed
may ben the
spot where hep son

manner suggested by our questioner, and | about? Are they not in a large measure re- | with a good degree of success, while as a
denomination they become stronger and
with favorable results. Of course persons sponsible for the fact which is reported that stronger year by year. And why? Bethe attendance on the Sunday concerts and
| of experience and judgment should man- theaters in that city is from three to five times’ cause there is plack and trust in God.
age these affairs, and not boys and girls, as great as that of all the churches?
They in substance adopt Cromwell's mot:
to, namely : * Boys, put 3your trust in God
even if they bé members of the church or |
Miss Naney Smith was lately admitted to
|

this, is like ‘a man

Christian America?
Must all this be said
in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

concerned they caf have no more help frof

scale.

‘it is to him that
| Ur of the Téconstruction policy blinded | per was net dumb during the anti-slavery | tio, which is quite worthy.to be included in | Let us remember that
if Christ did, not dwell in theas midst
earth,
his thie‘eyes of the politicians to.the inevitable struggle, and God helping us it wil] not | the preparatory reading 6f any person who _hath—that improves his lenis, that
of them and recognize them

:

more shall be
Finally,

given.

brethren,

‘as the Pest

means

for doing good in the world, let us en-.
deavorio help one another and render
strong and eflicient eur division of Eman-
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I presume the three months, for,

=:

| Which the Star was sent on trial, in the case of

quite a large number of subscribers has nearly
expired. Iam anxious to know the result of .
what, to us, is certainlyvan experiment. 1 felt
qujte sanguine in presenting

this’ question

to

-the Board of Corporators, at our last mdeting,
Reorerns ALL SoLp. Our supply of all information may be obtained at the New
that, in offering the Star for three months for
uel's Army.
Let us sustain our schools,
Registers is entirely exhausted. We York office, 261 Broadw By:
.
our Missions both Home and Foreign, | twent$-five cents, it would be introduced in’
printed 6000, the usual number, and after
our Press and denpminitional literature,” hundreds of our families, where it’ might not
do all in our power to. render each and otherwise go, and would in many instances
the edition was about one half worked
even
hands,
their
+ the. emblems from
every branch efficient, and ‘we may be continue its weekly visit. It spemed te, me *
thne-serving policy in regard to civil off, it was decided to add the Benevolent
sure God will bless us and the blessing of that after a trial of three months, it would *
ticipate, when invited, in their ordina- ‘service reform is another point. And 80 Reports without increasing the price; and
Tpany reat ly to perish will rest upon us. + |'seem a necessity. which could nat well be distions and invite them, in turn, to partiei- others might be repeated, and in every
they have met with a ready sale. Let
* Words from SER
a
Man.
pensed with. “In fact, I do ‘not; see how any
. pate inours.
o-40-0-4-0
instance
we
find
the
need
of
at
lgast
a
all unsold copies be returned to this office
|
:
:| one interested in “our denominational works, .
3
ths show that we are a “pecul2
These
Among
the
latest
words
written
by
the
majority
of
honest-hearted
men
in
Con«
at our expense, as we can not fill the
our Educational wi ork, our Mission work, ean ~
Oentral Association Notes,
jar people, peculiar Baptists. For we do. gress. exemplified. We have, perhaps,
late Jeremiah Phillips was a paper addo" witliout it. The ¢olumns of denomination:
‘orders
now.
on
hand.
means
baplizo
that
belief’
not allow our
v
dressed to the Central Association, from
Aftiond to the work, in a private note, al news arg worth to every Freé Baptist, in
need to add that we deed honesty and
immersion to destroy our ..good-breeding. “hot the reputable honesty of politicians.
~ul which we make extracts. ' After an intro-|-‘complains that iin recent ‘ Notes” a sort the facts they give weekly, concerning churchy
usuall
not
- In our creed is an article
‘duction of a general character Bro. Phil- of blame has seemed to be' attached to eganard ministers, many times. the, shhscpiption
What is here mean, by good heart ‘and
A Chinese proverb has it that
ceremony is |
Ns
© found in the confessions of the sects. We
|
lips said:
the )ainistryon account-of the low ‘state price of the’paper. “1 Simply notice thisa¥ one
character has been recently finely illus- the smoke of friendship”.
of many departments that are invaluable. It °
Roo)
believe that denominations, as well as
of
many
of
our
churches
“and
Quarterly
Is if not a well authenticated fact; that
trated in the part which Jeshua L. Champuzzles me how any intelligent: Free Baptist
People who live in glass “houses—will not
individuals, should practice the ‘ ‘golden
God did, in former days, do a great, and Mgetings. It is not the’ province of thése can ‘“‘-keep house” without it: And then this :
berlain has had to act in the. Maine, niud- be struck by lightning.
x
ent}
judgm
e
privat
of
tale.” The right
work by the founders of the Krée « Notes™to attach blame to any persons ¢ Centennial Year” of our denomination is to
dle. Here was a man sustained in power | To Mr. Bronson Alcott is attributed . the Jo
aptist, denomination Is it rot true, but only to state facts us they appear. be one of such interest, that the columns of
leads to the doctrine of the parity of all
| by the people because they trusted in ‘the opinion that the solution of the question of im- that
a large body of people,’ both in the
the Star will be pedtiMarly rich in ‘matter, ‘old
evangelical churches which. are not finfalmortality is not, in the head biit in the heart,
for
|
integrity
of
his
character”
while
around
churches,
and out of the ehurches, hold. "Now the facts are, we have | many churchfor
right
that
and new, having to do with our past, present
“lible; -and we believe 'in
The New York .7imes sees “something mar- our distinctive sentiments, and niost read- es, once suwong and prosperous, now
him were turbulence and treac ery? :
future.
)
ves.
oursel
for
as
others as well
a
UDA
wvelous in the ubiguitous potency of Bismarck’8
ily follow our lead, are more at” home weak and dying. Itisalso'a fact that in | and
At is not simply in the interests of the "Star: "
these
on
ours
than
on
with
us,
more
ready
to
work
in
our
positi
influence
on
the
Continent
of
Europe.”
other
Any
most of these churches there is as much that I write, but because I am more and’ more
ww
difficult to keep formality out of
churches than anywhere . else? Many
points tends to offensive agsumptions, inThere are many who feel the realityof Mate
property owued and controlled as when impressed that the circulation of the Star.’Zkily
decease
the
on
resolutions of condolence
thew Henry’s saying that ¢ all our. journeys in, who can conscientiously neither be Pedo.
tolerance, and to the exclusiveness which
they were strong and ‘prosperous. Some among our people is vitally connected with
baptists,
nor
close
communionists,
and
of
a
person.
Perhaps,
Dr.
Oliver
Hoff,
Christ often found among the twelve, and of San Francisco, who died recently, . was the present life are but from one wilderness to who, if-feft ‘by us, are very liable to of these churches every time they change our denominational growth and intelligence,
apother.”
2
Vow
fall away, dwindle and scatter, until they ‘pastors (and some of them change twice and has much to ® with the progress and sucrepulsed. “John once said, * Master, we
an
@xtremist
i
in
this
matter,
but
there
are
name,
Much
truth
is
tersely
stated
in
a
sentence
by
thy
in
dessof any interest at home and: abroad to °
devils
become mixed with the people of thie
‘saw ‘one casting out
will be very much inclined to the Christian Secretary: “ Men strive to world, and lose their interest in religion 4 year) reduce the amount of salary they | which as a Christian péople we have. conse~who
those
e
forbad
we
and
;
us
not
eth
“and he follow
|uupliold him in ‘the prohibition which is. control many. things, but God governs te altogether. Taking this view of the sub- feel able andy willing. to pay. Whether crated ourselves, .It seems to me that if all
“him beoduse he followeth not, us.” But
’
ject,-how can we, as standard bearers on | this is the fault of ‘the’ pagtor or of the our brethren in the ministry would apprehend
is found in his will against having. any so- wotld. et
Jesus said, * Forbid him not; for there
do not undertake to any; the importance of the matter, and would feel
the walls of Zion, neglect the great work church we
be was a member, er any | New ‘schools wliric for girls only have
fo man which :shalf'do 4 - miracle in my ciety of which such resolutions upon his been opened in the city of Paris, and through- | that lies- before us? There. certainly is] opinions will differ here. We only state’ it a part of their work, as Free Baptist minisfriends, passing
can. lightly speak evil of me.”
out France education in spwing has been | work enough to be done, without our disthe facts. It'is also a fact that many of “ters, to Incredse its cireulation in_ every possiname
| turbiog other churches; room enough for
Wlhen published these resolutions made compulsory.
death.
is:
it
ble legitimate way, it would do more than any
+ The. principle of these: words
| us to exparfd and enlarge ; for “‘there re- our ministers are engaged in Bome kind single thing to create a spir t.of denomination.
‘degenerate into
‘liable:
dre
‘especially
Bap"a
“for
still
Accordibg to the Church Adtovate, the
th way
"bard for a sect, harder
an
ot, very |much Jand to be. pos-. of business during’ the week and: only al unity, awaken increasing interest in all
to something very like nuisances. ‘Those to be impressed with a need of religious awak- sessed.”
hurch-goers, even - here:
preach on the Sabbath. Question: Does
tist sect, to cateh, but we seem to have
benevolent work, and fill the treasuries of
who favor this mode of expressing’ their "ening, is to ‘* think of all that a thorough and Christian America, are far from being in the man who works on his farm and at ‘our
are
we
tes,
indica
name:
our
As
_
ih
Home and Foreign Missions.”
our
i
the majority, to say nothing of heathen
for the. departed abd sympathy | genuine revival of religion means.”
"With much love,
©.
‘
|
his
trade
during
the
six
days
of
the
week
|
liberal Baptists, standing on the highest esteem
‘we are not parrefrain
The study of German has rapidly declined in lands, and furthermore,
ST
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grosund. Let us not yield one with the friepds would’ certainly
and
readied
n
the
seventh
for
a
i
yastapoe-gro
ticularly
needed
in
the
e
Baptist,
Foshyte!
the public schools of Chicago,
While four
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Sil

Lord

wolves, and the thousands, more or less,
connected with us, and under our infla- ‘ature, or he soon falls into’ ‘the ranks of
ence, unsaved, while we seek. for our- the novice by the petent decision of the
selves a more comfortable home in some public ‘mind. He must have hours of unother household ? Shall the converts in our disturbed meditation with the reading of
mission ‘churches be told that we can and
‘will“do nothing more for them, and their “God's word, that his soul may be fed and
heathen neighbor S,: that so far as we are” tht he be prepared to give spiritual

Sunther’ ord
faithfullyin ‘the days
following the Rebellion that the freedmen
ing disposition, but we can not refrain should be educated before’ the seceding
them. “Logically, they, like the - Episcoto
from the wish that the leaven of honest, States should be admitted to the Union on
claim
must
palian and the Catholic.
<
*
pure- -heartéd men were greater in Wash- | the basis of universal suffragf. Those
.
church
the
be exclusively
Freewill Baptists have never believed ington. So low has the “public sentiment who hurried the reconstructih’ measures
The Ill. Christian Weekly inclines to cliss’
¢
these views to be Christian, and, there~ fallen on this suhjget that we lay our- through without incorporating this I
chiirzh fairs, as a whole, among the guestionaof’ ble éxpedients: *‘ The utmost we can say in
fore, reject the premises from which they selves openfo ridicule by ‘expecting the provision have been having a plenty
time
on
their
hands
in
which
to
repe
neci
is
m
way. of allowance for thems. that they may
body
of
Congressmen
to
be
above
stock
Baptis
thus:
reason
We
. spring.
speculation, and by expecting that the A significant item of news in connection he * good for the present distress.’ As-things
essary to" “church membership; immerare in many comniunities ‘they may seem to
sion alone is baptism as we view it,” al- temperance and morality of superior nat- with this subject of education is’ rev realed | be the only resort to raise needed funds.
But
Li
‘though not as Pedo-baptists view it; ‘ures shall be found in their midst. Mon- in the statement of Mr. Slade, of the we are sure there 1s a more excellent way.”
Quiney
School
Committee,
who
recent]y
hence immersion is necessary for mem- exand trickery and personal influence,
Cleveland, Ohio, is to have, or already has
bership in a Freewill Baptist church ; one or all, do so much towards fillimg the told thé California teachers that in his had, a chérity ball. Among the prominent
fience immersion is not necessary for Capitol thatthe is no wonder that the town they promoted teachers to the pri- | persons engaged in it are the names of two or
wnembership in a Pedo-baptist church. same agencies have a powerful control mary department. This practice is in ac- | three prominent officers of Jeading churches.
The-Evangelical Messenger thinks that these
Freewill Baptists and Pedo-baptists. do over those ‘who owe their office to these cordance with sound sense aud good men “must be acting upon the principle adoptvery
agencies.
Hence
judgment,
and
yet
how
almost
universal
alike.
m
baptis
of
law
not.read the
ed by the peace-professing
Q@aker who, on
There is just one moral to this short is the present practice of putting little being insulted, took off his
over this question they divide. We recoat and broadognize their churches, not because they preachment which we would point | out, children, in the most impressionable peri- brimmed hat, and laying them down, exclaim_have cheyed the law of. baptism as we and it is simply this, that the people should" od of their lives, into the hands of young ed, Lie there; Quaker; until I caw thrash this
_understand” if, but because they haye declare for men of good hearts ag well as and inexperienced teachers. This is all most impudent rascal’ They will doubtless
leave their black coats at home While thus ofobeyed the law as they understand it. mere head smartness, The country has wrong. “By all means give us the best
ficiating.”
suffered
a
heavy
penalty
in
putting
*
wire.us,
to
teachers
for
the
youngest
pupils.
Another
not
,
And, ta their own Master
pullers and workers of the political. ma- marked feature ofwthe day is the fact - The Christian Register claims that mys‘they ** stand or fall.” We tecognize them
chine-into
places of power.
We need a which we are gladio’ notice, that at the ticism {3 but another word for spiritual
as churches, too; because the spirit of
* the longing for a world that is not
majority
of‘men
in
Congress
who have annual meeting of the American Social ennui;
se
becau
commonplace;
the thirst for strange sensaChrist and his gospel requiresit;
held “in tions, sweet thrills of unnatural hope and
s Christ and. BE apostles character syfficient to devise laws for the Science Association, recently
sthe teachingof
good of the whole country.- We havehad | Boston, the subject of industrial schools fear; an impatjence of love and duties as ‘vul— shold us to it; because we. see that Christ
enough of those who are willing to vote
gar sod ignoble merely because they
are com“himself owns, them as his churches and for a job under the nameof a - public im-| was ‘commended as being worthy of ‘the «| moh to mankind; an aspiration: for in naginary
most
careful
attention.
them.
sets the seal of his favor upon
bliss, made possible by darkening a part of th
o-0-0-0-6
provement. in pone part of ‘the country, |
picture of the universe, and arial
For we can not think that these ‘organizations could bave given to the
the Protestant reformation, and

t0 inquire, has the

church with less-than

Jesns with one limb, ‘not necessarily useless, :
Christ excused us, to go when ‘and ‘where|but nevertheless crippled... And the paswe like, irrespective of the little flocks,
over which the Holy Ghost has made us tor needs to give his entire time to the
‘overseers? Can we be guiltless before flockif. he would: reach fullest, success.
"God, if we leave the sheep of his flock to He must have hours for study and must
be scattered” and deveured ‘by greedy keep abreast of current thought and liter-

A good many things are said about ‘ces as they bave-the heart and capability
We are confident that our doétrinal’
system does not need, either for logical Congressmen, ‘some true and some false, to fill. Of course the form of the vote,
jo
completeness, Scriptural: validity or de-| some creditable and some decidedly dis- whether it be by ballot or by hand or by, event, June 1.
sin
» voice, is immaterial, if there be. no conrécently ofOne of the best of | eminms
nominational cohesiveness, any essential creditable.
There is too much reason to believe stitutional provision.
nd’ dollars ‘whieh is
féred is that of five t
change. If we hold fast to the faith, that
:
we
va
that stock-gambling speculations play an
The questions refer to meetings of the : promised by the American Humane Society of
our fathers’ so. wisely thought’ out,
Pedothe
on
important
part
ini
the
individual
finances
either
ed,
wreck
church. In several States the church is: Chicago for a stock car,in which dymb ‘animals
shall not be
by =~ paptist-Seylla or the ‘Regular Baptist of many. of our national legislators. Some-- the legally cdnstituted. body. for doing can be earried a long gitice withoiat needs
less suffering.
Charybdis. On this point}there is almost en- one computes that’ $1,000,000 in stocks business. But in those States where the
The" essence of belntainess seems
2
to charses
_ tive uranimity of opinion among us. Our are held by members of Congress on mar-’ Society is the organization to do the busi- ‘terize the act: ‘of the Emperor of Gérmany-ia
the
gins or otherwise, awaiting a risé. The ness, the same rule vought to ‘hold with devoting the fund of $60,000 raised at the time
* peculiarities, are the virtues and
to the relief of the sufstrength of our, church. Regular Bap- special Washington correspondent of the reference. to the participation of women, of his golden wedding
tists usually reason thus: Baptism is nec- Springfield Republican states thaf - this We know of several churches where “ferers by famine in Silesia.
:

0

ospel, it gertainly becomes. us most

tury? Beloved friends, a¢ fearful amount’
“of responsibility in this matt®y rests some- portion of meat in due.seasom.” Itis
where, ‘on somebody's shoulders, cand by. simply impossibfe for a man in- business |
voluntarily "assuming our position, as to do this. Whose fault it is that our -hed
standard-bearers and leaders in our be- |- ministers are not thus fully ‘engaged, is
met his death on the anniversary of ‘that go | loved Zion, have
we not taken a large

“There
journey
Eugenie
that she

the church should not, as a rule, vote in
its bilsiness meetings, and hold such offi-

Er

he
sal

ed the decision that not more than.that amount
can be recovered from a railroad company for
accident resulting in death.

We

“do nof know
why the female members

S000

f

rather than cure: the” disease.

‘vite the ladies to assume the responsibili-

that ye

* On the other hand how sad it is to think churches need the whole man, his entire

of the many churches, Quarterly -Meet- time and talent. They* need him on the
ings, and even Yearly, Meetings of fe
Lord’s day in the pulpit, not with a few
been increased from’9,000 rubles to 55, ,000, Baptists that have been allowed to
+ | rambling thoughts gathered late Saturday
and certain privileges are conferred * on’ priests away and die,
lose their visibility
Sunday morning, but
going oyf.a¢ missionaries.
:
“| want. of 'bolder” and more -aggressive night or early
with
a
well
prepared
theme, to lead their
measures,
more
self-sacrificing
labors,
We are progressing Fear. by year, remarks
and ‘minds into the treasure house of God's
the American. Cultivator.
At watch-riight | erhaps, on the- part of ministers
eading brethren (though far be it from truth. They need him. jn the prayer
meeting, at a church in “New “York, this last
me
to judge and condemn any, painful as
New Year's, instead of bread and water ‘of the
‘the facts may now appear), But we may meeting, they - need him in * the pastoral -love feast, “ buns and coffee’? ere ahnounc-.
: be allowed to _inquire, and, as Ministers ‘visitation and in the house of death, ‘Any

is to the discredit of our pulpits. To a
’
+049
great extent we have allowed the good
re
=
WOMEN
IN
THE OHUROH.
old custom of doctrinal preaching to fail |
several questions,
asks
correspondent
A
neglectinto disuse among us. ‘We have
Theology’ is many-sided. -Hence it ed the catechism. We have sought to .which may be embraced in thirée, as folows: Isitin accordance with the. usages
« Wi gives opportunity for. those of the same | convert sinners, but forgotten to build
con-,
‘The
s.
detail
about
ree
‘most
disag
our
of Freewill Baptists for women (1) to vote
faith to
them up, when converted, in
‘addressed to the Publisher, Dover, 5 N. H.
3

number

The government at St. Poloisns is” enlarging its missionary labors Fmong the Japanese.
The grant to the Russian mission /in Japan has |

the question over calmly and soberly and
who has any appreciation of the vulgarity
of fisslay in seasons of near SOITOW.

made it difficult for them to feel at home

be |

&c. ., should

1,800.

publicity of the newspapers. - Far better
such resolutions in seript

being tanght

of the awkward figure we aight nake,
Question: Can a church, able te support:
and the uneasy consciénces to “Which we
a
minister, getting along in this way ex‘a
"Religious freedom §is getting a ‘fodthold
in’ .might have “to- submit on’ assumin
pect
to prosper? This is largely the sited,
new
dress!
Bat
‘Wve
are
all
»
Ricaldone, a town'in Italy, in the province- of
gresdy needed, in our own churches, to. ‘uation of our churches. ‘We do not. at-_
Atqui.
This parish ‘sets ‘up an. independent
given ‘us 4s a tempt to fix blame upon ministers or ,the wok that Ged
churgh, having withdrawn fromthe éhureh of
~~
people
to
do,
and
ps
e
accomplishment
Roine.
churches. Our needs are ‘obvious. Our
of which he will hold us responsible!
the

1

the

Some words should be too saered for

children’ were

‘this language, now

faning tendendy of types on ‘such matters.

Jpn and not think of seeking safety
under the: shadow , of a sect that un-,
churches all Christendom except itself. :
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 98, Py
That our people do not take kindly to
‘the spirit of ‘elése-communion and of
&. F. MOSHER, Editor. high church assumptions is -to the credit
|
ation
of ¢our ‘instruction. That we .have not
public
for
ed
ns design

aa Al communicatio
all letters
shouid be addresséd to the Editor, --and

years ago, 4,000

os Bande if they realize the almost , pro-

On it we should fortify ourselves ne

argon;

a printIt iss "holy prose, | from letting these words fall into
4
LE

4

b

ps
&

T
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Wlinisters and Churches.
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Maine.
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| $56.95: total, $231.05.

Eastern.
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* After a pastorate of about four years, Rev. J.

8: Potter closes lis labors with the Lyman
chiirch on the third Sabbath of March next.
He is open to correspondence. © Address,
‘Waterboro’, Me.
2
wt
LI

_ © The church at Lisbon Falls is blessed with a

good. pastor, - and a good religious interest.

T

ed up by a series of revival meetings, commencing early in January and continuing
nearly

¢

«

two

weeks,

These several
'gnd Christian
* ‘1embers of the
to the workof
‘bore testimony

afternoons’

and

evenings.

meetings increased ‘in interest,
power in proportion as the
church consecrated themselves:
saving sinners, and’ faithfully
to the infinite yalue of God’s

additional sittings in this chureh....... During
the past three months the Paige Street church
has received eighteen by profession, and two

by letter to its membership.
The Ladies’ Society has contributéd more than $191 for beduring ‘the

prospects of the Lynn

year....The

church,

ments of its work, continue

in all

Vermont.

2

enjoying

a

Spirit,

been revived,

.and made more active,

vigorous

and

hopeful.

Bro. A. L. Morey, its pastor, is fellable, zeal
ous, and hard-working for the church, while
he prosecutes his studies at Bates Theological

"vation of our Lord.—J. S. BURGESS.

~~

has age
sions4n

FothiE, or‘but little, done

this place for

(lieve churches

can

several

for. ‘mis-

years,

not“prosper

We

and

be-

neglect

this important part of Christian

Ek.”

Rev. G. M. Park

and W.

forty were at the altar

among

under

the

labors of

A. Shaw. -Some

last. Sabbath. evening,

whom were some of the leading men in

‘ Hinkley, a member of the Cambridge church,
Exeter Q. M4rwas not inserted in’ this year’s
- Register.
;
Rev. J.P. Longley, who is 70 years old,
is
laboring with unabated earnestness and good
success among the churches. His labors are divded between the churches at New Portland and

At Kingfield, there is a good revi-

val in progress as fhe result of a series of meet-

ings conducted by

Bro. Longley,

Rev.E.

Butts is supplying
the Madison chiirch

ably... The harvest is great
Me.
A
ih
LS

New
ev.

in

H.

accept-

this

.has been piston

for

of

five years,

has been mvited by the church to continue his
pastorate for another year., He is also Principal of Austin Academy.
*
A
Rev, D. "Calley closes
a pastorate of six
vears with the church at Center Sandwich, the

last of April,
~~
:
We learn from the Portsmouth’ Times,

that

“ theyome of Rev. E. Owen, late pastor of the
’ Pear] street F. B. -church, in this city, was
suddénly
invaded last evening by a party,
forty strong, of his late Aarishione IS.
The %
evening was very pleasantly passed in a social
manner. , At its close, Mr. Owen made a few

“remarks appropriate to the occasion, und after. devotional exercises the guests departed,
~{eaving behind, however, muny substantial
eviderites-of the high esteem and remembrance
in which their late pastor and his family are

held by them, and. hosis * of good wishes
their future happiness and

A.

Myérs

for

prosperity, “where-

« ‘ever heir lot may be cast.”
Bro. "M. Palmer writes as follows from
Eaton: —** We think it will be interesting to
the readers ofthe Morning Star, to hear that
the Lord is reviving bis work in this placer

Miracles have been done here in the_name

of

for

nearly
Other

reclaiming

be

are just

of worship

.in Halifax Co., Va.; was dedicated,—freé from
debt,— on the 11th inst.
.Rev. J. W. Myers
preached the dedication sermon, and Rev. J.
M. Bailey, pastor there, offered the prayer.

Onthie 11th inst. also,Rev. A. H. Morrell organ.
ized the brethren of the ¢ Pleasant. Valley”.
Md. “Branch”. of the Harper's Foy church,
into a church by themselves. When all who intend uniting there, have done so, their number
"will be from 25 to 30. Bro. T. Blackburn was
elected pastor, und &ll other oflicers necessary
to the organization were
duly appointed. The
hoyse 6f worship was one of the Airst built in
this mission, and has answered the double
purpose of school-house and chugch. © Many

convertednthere «during

the

last twelve years. Qne of the youilg men of
that place is-now a Successful pastorin the
Shenandoah “Valley.
Rev. J. €. Rideout, of,

Berryville.

é

5

Bis
i—

« ©

Western.

condition out of Christ, and led by his Spirit to
« confess him as their Saviour, -have erected the

tracted meeting find a good ‘revival interest is
visible, There have been several conversions,
and the work is progressing.
This church
numbering more than two hundred members,
is one of the largest in the Meigs Quarterly

Others,who baye been so

“lieve inthe Bible or the existence of a God, have

5

-

Meeting, and in the past has been greatly, fa-

number thus far, as we have their names, is
twenty-six backsliders reclaimed, and forty-five

by

one by experience,
both heads

of families.

From there

he went

to a. little

town some four miles distant and after one
week of. successful labor saw fit to organize a

church of, fifteen members, assisted by EInew converts.
Some others have joined the
der Fulton and Doc’s.
Green
and Fulton,
praying army,
strangers
to us, whose names
new organization - to be
known
as
we have not yet on our list.”
’
: the
the Monday Creek church. = As there are now
' By request of the Washington St. church,
five churches (including the two Bro. Chase
Dover,
a council
consisting ° of Revs. E.

W.

Perry,
C;

I.

D.

. er,

G.

, for

the examination

Stewart,

E.-W. Rick-

Waterman and, D, H. Adams met
and

installation

of its

~ pastor elect, Rev. Frank K. Chase, at the
church, Thursday afternoon,

Jan. 22,

said

and

or-

ganized by choosing Rev. P, W.. Perry, chairman, and Rev. E. W. Ricker, scribe.

The ex-

amination was very thorough and highly

isfactory; and

the

council

sat-

votéd” to proceed

. with the services of installation, in the evening, at 7:30 o’clock, according to the following
programme, which was carried out:
;
Invocation, by Rev. P. W. Perry; singing by

male quartette; reading Scriptures and prayer‘by Rey.G. C.'Waterman;

dfter

singing, ser-

“mon by Rev. P. W, Perry; «charge to. the puse
tor, by Rev. ‘D. H. Adams; right hand* of fel
Hicker; singing ;. benedic-

tion by the pastor.

Tyw

i’

%’ “Pastor and people seem ‘well united. :
vo &
_E. W, RICKER, Scribe.
——The

gan Massachusetts,
clerk of the Amesbury church

‘witness

entire debt of thé church will be raised immediately. . . . The church iff Boston,under the

have

been

three

additions

to

Elders

Wheeler
isasion..

Brush,

preached

* Next session with

Prickett,

very
;

Buker

acceptably

the Ohid

on

the.

i

Matters

Hennepin

*
Minnesota.

are looking

Q.

M.,

hopeful

‘and also

in the

in

the

(Me)

Q.,

Yearly

both its financial and spiritual

work.

Per-

The re-

turn of its’ beloved pastor, Rev, A. L: Hongh*ton, after his long sickness, has been especial

ly blessed in the quickening of the church.
+++ The Mt. Vernon church “has contributed

fot the various benevolent - causes” during the:

Past year as follows: Home Missions, $97.65;
' Koreign Missions, $76.45; "Education Society,

the Henpepin'Q: M.~A. A. 8.
Kansas,
"A correspondent writes:

:

from

x
\ 1) :
Lepora that

the outlook is promising in that

part of the

country..
There are many Free Baptists ‘in
that region and more that would: unite with
us if we could occupy the

opening fields. - The

great need is for self-denying,
home miasion
9
0

with

A change

was made one year go

Buth station oa the Lansing
Friday,p. Mm. ¥
4

a

holding
Clerk.

Feb.

and

Saganaw Road, on
I. P. BATES, Clerk.

.R. Edmunds; Essay: The mission
the Baptist, il ‘Levi Th
y Rev. S. Summerlin;
fe

Nature

and

extent

of Da

meetings with - churches

ar:

of John

A.

by Rev. E. TibEinerson: Essay:

Raymond;

Judgment,

(Sta)

by

Rev,

V.

Dixon:

Essay:

H.

Mason;
Love,

Essay:

by
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of the body,
BALL
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PRESSES BACK
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|.

early

opens

|

up”

it teaches

held securely day and night, and a rad-

the

ical cure is certain. It is easy, durable
. and cheap. Sent by mail, postage
paid,

the

introduction

while

of

pleasing

constantly

pro-

Or (, H. EGGLESTON
CO., Chicage,lil.

|

$3.00,

by
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prepaid.
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all
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Rilious palng and aches?

Wiy endure nervous or sick headaelress
Why have sleepless nights $

Use KIDNEY WORT and vcjoice ih oi»

health. It is a dry, vegetable compound ana
&

One package will make six 'qts of Medicine,

Get it of your Drugqist, he will order

*

Jor you, Price, $1.00.

TURLEY Thin Bivafinal Exctrin, 100

'

:

Casewll's Melinda Pills a Sure ‘Cure for

CONSTIPATION.

»

.

.

»

THese pills are purely vegetable, being made of

‘the.resinoids, or active
plants which investigation
most reliable and specific
Liver and Biliargorgans,
their work, with nN pain or uneasiness
) of interfering with

principles of ‘those
has proved to be the
for all diseases of the .
For family use they are
and.

\

ness,

sure

in

out cawsing .
in the bowels,
travel, labor or

diet. “They are of,
tance to every
in.

subject

vital

impor-

to Head-

Piles, Rheu-

:

:

ralgic Pains, Disagreeabia re.
neas in all varts o| ue ody,
)
Skin, Indigestion,
Jaundice, Billousness,
Suppressions, étc. Send 25 cents by mail an
a box. ' For sale by all druggists,
CASWELL
Co., Boston, Proprietors. , . *
.
.
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Sight Seeing

|
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WELLS, RICTARDSON & CO.
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(Will
send post paid.) - Reta
Vi,
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Why tormented with Piles. toustilationt
Why frightened
over disordered
Kidneys §

Rl

WEBSTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY.
. 1040 Pages Octave. , 600 Engravings.

charactér secured

NERYOUS

DISORDERS,

+
disease, Suffer
Pe Why

sion and Date of over
§700 persons.
Published by G, & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Ms,
dE
AL 80

Carrie F. Clark, of Dover, N, H.

®

or. torpid,

t

and visiting tive grandest centers of Art and ¥istoric Interest in the Old
orld. Company
Select.
Numbers limited. “'82.page Prospectus
sent free.
Address XE. Tourjes,
Music’ Hall,
Lord will
revive his work in Tama Q. M, ©
Boston, Mass.
:
-f
. Next po
with the ‘Onéida church, comBarnés and Lillian Thompson.
.
E
N.B,~A
SPECIAL
EXCURSION,
the Best
At
the
Washington
St.
church,
this city, Jan. 20,
mencing Feb. 20 at 2, p. Mi. Opening sermon .
and Cheapest, ArAoged for the GRAND SUN=
| 24 Rev. G. CO, Waterman,assisted b Rav, C. Aowne,
by Rev. V..H, Raymond.
VENTION in london.
r . Lemont Pi Hatch, of Somerville, Mass.
ad Miss PAY SCHOOL
»

clogged

BILIOUSNESS, PILES, CONSTIPATION,
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS,
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been

English Dictionary containing # Biographical Dictionary,—this gives thé

Neo, with Pronuneiatiorj,

ordinary

become

A by easing
free action Of ese’ organ
* bad and restoring their . pojoer to throw o

.

THE

H.

Are We Sick?

~" Becanse we allow these great organs

oy

Rolla R. Clark and Myra Newcomb,
Deb, 3, James H.
Johncox and Clara E. Thompson,
Dec, 17, Calvin 1.
erce and
Fidelia L. Harden. Deo. 24,'James H.
Hankinson and Sara Pierce. Dec. 25, Seymour H.

H, H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.

Why

re

i

All Travel and Hotels firsteclass.
More
furnished for the money than in any Excursion,
B. Gipison: June?2l, Enoch A, Nock and: Ella Ambler.
Special Ad ita ges of an extraAug, 16, Willlsm W ,Cocroft and Minnie A, Tompkins, ‘ever offered.
Hattie

_. and the KIDNEYS.
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giving Name, Pronunciation,

THE
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Ses

BOWELS,

This combined action gives st
derful power to cure al} diseases.

&

he Dicey Japommended by State Sup'ts
.of 35 tates) and 50 Colleg rhregte.

n Schools,

TIME ON

| *§§ §

dition othe best Dictionary of the Eng- lish Language ever ‘published.
!
efinitions have always been conceded to
D
be better than in any other Dictionary.
Illustrations, 3000
about three times
as many as in any other Dictionary.

At the Free Bipuist parsonage, West Concord, N. Y.,

aud

loca-

R §1nio the blood that should de expelled
Wl naturally,
4
4

NEw EDITION contains a Supplement of
* over 4600 new words and meanings.
ach new word in Supplement has been selected and defined with great care.
’
ith Biographical Dictionary, nowadded, of
over 910
ames of Noted Persons.

i

Jan, 1, by Rev. W, Russell, Mr. Harlow K. Ingérsoll,
of Lean, aod Miss Ria A. Able, oe Collins.
oH

oover

and

® poisonous humorsare therefore forced hg

|

- GET THE LATEST,

and Miss Addie Ross, of Hulitington, Vt. Jan.1, 1880,

22, Ig

name

Dictionary
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Nationality, Profession and
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NEW WORDS and Meanings,

many now living,

Alger,of Richmoiid,Vt.,

Henrletta

[

of Praise

THE LIVER,

\

A

Biographical
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G.

i

- The Only Remedy

jpcluding such as have come into nse during
e past fiftéen years—many of which have never
before found a place in any English dictionary:

&

Rev.

ietors,

§ THAT ACTS AT THE SAME

EDITION.

et
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Now.

Mr. J, R. Robéyts, of West Haven, Vt, and Mrs. Mary
McIntyre, of Putnam, “Maweh 20, J, M. Howard, ‘of
HBensnn, Vi. and Hattie Gibard,
of Dresden. ‘In
West Haven, Vt. Sept.4, Mr. Robert Walker,of Dresden, and Letitia Barthalemew, of Hampton.
In Put~

by

IN

Brattleboro. Vt.
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Yielding unrivaled tones, -
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27, by Rev. R.L. D. Préston,
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A.J. FAIRBANKS,
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Dealers

Tastetuland excellens improvements,

N H

Mr. Alexis 8S. Belden and Miss
Mar: Burgess,
Dresden. Jan, 12,1880,My Martin
Bosworth,of
Vt. and Mrs, Jane Shopurfison, of Fair Haven,
n Candia, N, H,
Dec. 24,
A oy Rey.
Parker, B: Albert Parker, and Miss Lizzle 'S.

50c.

tion of his school, enclosing Six Cents in stamps
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he
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M L Hill, Kalamazoo, Mich (2)
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Rev C M Prescott,
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H G Meeker, Norwich,
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Rev O T Clark, Lenora, Kas
* 8 Gritithy Moosup Valley, RI
Déa N M Brooks, Lincoln,Yt
Wm LHosier, Reme City, Ind
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Timothy French,
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Messrs Penfield & Goodrich, Hillsdale, Mich
Rev O E Baker, Waterloo, Iowa
Leroy S Beane. Lyndon Cer, Vt
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useful

sizes;

Blymyer Manufacturing Coa, = Cincinnati, O.

| LL W Wilcex—CM Young—F L Wiley -Mvrs
PM Wells
—AN Waqodward—A M Walde—Mrs 5 ‘Wentworth—S
Wyman —J T Wheeler.
’
r

Books

1

two

PILLS.

N Y—Mrs S Harriau—D Huntoon—B F Holbrook—

—M A Vantine—D R Whittemore—Mrs

are

It relieves the Pains

is never

.

cURE
OAFE

Serr Seto

"ed.

and

best of all Nervines.

'

PJaquith—~E E Jarvis—A-P Houghtaling—W A Hall—
GH Hubbard--B .F Kelley—S C Ketchum—Mrs E
Morrell-C A Lease—E R Lance—Mrs J A Morse—J
Mann—S F Mathews—A Loveioy—~B Loud—C H Latham—S8 8 Lemont—J 8 Lugg=YA M Lund—P N Meader
~N C Lothrop—Mrs L
Mowry—S
Mallory=T |
McMinn -=E J Morgan—B F Marsden—J C Mnnson —
J Melvin—M D Maxwell—J A Morrill-MrsM S Mason—N Norris—J N Nichols—J M Nelson—I Nortou—
Mrs P Parker—W Peck—B LPrescott—C F Penney—
E HPinney—S Peck—E H PrescottRS Preble—H J
Preble—L
Pool—W Phiilips—J Pelton—E L Packard
=C L Quint—Mrs, D Quitiby—D I
Quirt—Mrs R' B
Russell-D L Rite—M
W
Quint—G
8 Ricker—M
Rickert—W H. Stone—I R Spe
A D Sandborn
L M Sandborn—Mrs E L Sawyer—A
Storer—Mrs. L
Stermerborn—J'T Smavt—W Sinall-E E Stimson—A
Sargent—L Sargent—J J Tufts—F W Towne—N W:

M Totman—J

: The

Sinirel

‘A Green—Mrs R C Fuller—B F Fox- O P Frost—J J
Ferguson—Mrs L Fox—0 O Farasworth—Mrs A Ford
—Mrs J H Risher—J Fletcher—J H Green—E C Glines
—G A Green~dJ Glidden—A Given—J 8 Gardner—C br
Goodrich—R Gardner—Mrs O Green—W C Hulse—V
C Haymond—H Hewitt>Mrs E Holmes—C Heard—J
4V Hinkley—J J
Hall-J B Holton—Hammondsport,

Thatcher—C W Tukey—Fraer, Iowa~A

and:Ague;

Diseases,”
and

°

Burleigh—Mrs 8 Allard—J Apperson—J W Burgin—8
Burrows—d S Burgess—S H Barrett—Mrs M E "Bough-

-

of all

system.

BELL FOUNDRY

VANDUZEN

Y., to
of the

Fever

i shocks and other causes.
E

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free. -

contributions

Parma,
N.
the bounds

Malaria,

# Neuralgia, Prevents Epileptic Fits, and is the
best remedy for Nervous Prostration brought
@ on by excessive drinking, over-work,
mental

8

018 Pages, 475 Hlustrationsand Maps,

BRADLEY, GARRETSON & Co., 66 N. 4th St., Phil’a., Pa.

’

are an immediate

BM Warner's Safe Nervine quickly gives Rest:
8 and Sieep to the suffering, cures Headache and

he most complete and comprehensive
Commentary on the entire Scriptures (in
one vol.) ever published.
ice, 83.75.

WANTED
” fol
a

Pills

8 times in nearly all Diseases to cause a free and
Bl regular action of the Bowels. The best anti8 dote for all Malarial Poison. Price, 25¢. a box.

AGENTS For the Pictorial Bible Commentator.
tomer)

s Safe

8 stimulus for a Torpid Liver, and cure Costivei ness, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Bilious Diarrhea,

1y27

Brown:

a

N. FERNALD

‘Johnson's Anodyne Linimentwill posis
tively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively,
curé nine £asesin tens. Information that will save many
lives, sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment.
Prevention is better than cure. Sold Everywhere.

I. S. JONINSON & CO.; Bangor, Maine,

Essay:

to manage CLurch Finances, by J. ¥. Hopt
JNO.
2. DECKER, Sec.

C A. Hilton, Treasurer,
whom all missicn
money

not very well represented;
the
worship were
‘interesting and
our prayer is that a brighter
dawn, upon
us, and
that the

|
[Ad

r,J.

IPHTHERIAN |

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t |

;
.
TAMA
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Bovina: church, Pec. 26-28.
Although the

he

$1 a bottle. Sold by all

careful examination.

Prayer, by

Post-Oilice Addresses.

lately organfzed, bids fair for

.

b;

Give the ** Musical Curriculum” a

T.

Issa
Christianity,
bets; Essay: Faith, by Rev. D. Y,

Esshy: How
K ins.

needing extra

JAMES ROWE,

le

EL ASTIC TRUSS

gressing, furnish, also, agreeable relaxation.’

ye L Rev. 5
rit, by
Rev. E.

The

Rev, KS.

doing a good work in that interést.
/
Next ression to be located by Clerk location,

churches were
meetings. of
.apiritugly and
day will segn

ally relieved

exercises or songs, which,

KXposition:
Jude 7, by Rev,

Repentance, by Reval. D.

May God revive his work throughout this en
tire §. M. The Q. M. Woman’s Mission So*

Oneonta.

Un-

Nome

CAUTIOI

on
e, , Phila,
il b,

TIEIIS

the beauties of thé theory of music, and gives the

john 14: 16, by Rev. D. C. Cuarcctioll, by Rev. D. B. Anderson;

effort, as recommended by Central Association”
ciety, which was

2 ]

PAT

art. The gradual
development of the subject is
fascinating; at every step someghing is gained,
and that something is clearly defined and exemplifled.
# Whatever is of an abstract watire is
continu-

(x)

helped. ‘Bro, D. Batchelder from the Sandwick
Q.'M:, was with us, and did us ‘excellent ‘ser-

its last, ses-_

Sms

52120

last session

wayward

|

in the art

CURRICULUM”

And 805 Broadway, New York.

its Dec.

\

REWARD

fR
lE
eE
e.
s

:
’

oe

&

pupil glimpses of the science, while

the oc.

Clerk.

MUSICAL

66 W. Fourth

auy part in meeting for a long’ time took up
‘the cross anew, one conversion, and all great]

"FREEDOM (N. XY] Q. M.—Held

v :

le, dwarf and warp the mental faculties.

¢

JOHN

#nd mm good season.
The interest in the meeting was good at the opening und steadily
increased as the. meeting
progressed.
The

greatest object is to bring

T's su

Fhe

A

at Wentworth, Jun. 9—11. . The attendance
was not as large as jn ‘the summer session,
but
a goodly number
were on the ground,

C. W. NELSON,

—

It goes to work o
the plan that pupils should
not be made to purfue their studies in the tedious,
mechanical methods, which, while making the fin-

and

for such

|

«of Musie Teaching..

kb

»

.a precious meeting.

:

Leads all Improvements

B.
“at

PROGRAMME of the Ministers’ Conference to be held
in connection with the Iowa State Y. M.:

much. to the interest of the meeting. - - The

vicé’ We came away thanking God

!

4

ERA

“MusByicGEO:
al CuF. riROOT.
culun”

the Algansee church,

. HONEY CREEK (W18.) Q:. M. with the Raymond
church, Feb. 13, at 6:30, P. Mm. Rev. B, F', McKinhey to
preach the opening sermon.
4
:
A
GH. HUBBARD, Clerk.

sociul meetings were interesting and - spiritual.
Next session. with the
West
Waterville
church.
GEO. W. FARNHAM, Clerk.

its

.

‘Street.

% THE.

from

session with the 2d Clinton church at Morriton—G'R Burrill—A Beal -W W Bean—dJ F Balcom—D
Bayless - D C Burt>-W H Bowen—G H Ball=T Baker
gon’s Corner. The churches were only partial"
—1G
Cole—W H L Coombs—G C Chase—E C Cook—H
ly represented by delegates or letters,
There
Chambers—N Chadbourne—S W Cartis—Mrs.S Clevewas a good attendance, and a large*amount of
land—S 'W. Cowell—E Cro wejl—-8 A Currier—S W
Dunton—Mrs W A Densmore—S8 Daggett—Mrs J A
business was done.
Wé were favoked with:
the labor of Bro. Libby and Prof. Hayes; of Daveiss W_Dunning—W J Dudley—C M Gi lman—A
A Earle—M"Ellis—W U Edwards—)
Ford- L Easton—
Lewiston, which was gladly received and addMrs MM Foster—I Fox—T J. Ferguson—B F Fox—G

. WENTWQRTH Q. M.—Held

Mill

York Herald, Sept. 98; Olirsation Standard,

the charch in Forest,

Grove, church,

M.—Held

Office; 43

:

New

6-8. Opening sermon Friday evening,by Rev. G,
Linderman. Teams will mect delegates and others

SW

days

Meeting generally than fora long time past,
Our Y. M. missionary, Rev. J. B. Palmer, has
Kins,iy steadily pushing forward its workin ev-- done and is<doing efficient work for the Mus¢ry départment. The congregation has already ter. He has labored successfully in each of the |
move than doubled, and both pastor and peo- Q. Ms, composing ihe Y. M. and is now with
ple are greatly encouraged. ., . The Lawrence “the St. Croix Qe=M. We expect that he will
‘church is enjoying usual prosperity as regurd soon commence work at some new point in
‘wise leadership of the pastor, Rev. C.S.

prac-

Sept. 27, ete. © It disp.
Ear-trumpets.
Size of an ordin
Watch. Send for Free pamphlet
American Den
one Oo.,287 Vine St., Cinolanat, Chie

W. BIXBY, ClePk.

LANSING (Mich.) Q.M: with the. Bath church,

as there should bes A special committee was
appointed for the purpose of appointiag two

.

more

valuable collection of Gilets,” -

Sent

Clerk.

commencing, Friday evening, Feb, thé 13, and
over the Sabbath.
C.F .MYERS,

“There is
not as great a religious interest inthis, Q. M.

*

BAUK Co. QM. (Wis)

’

WATERVILLE

N.

BRANCH (Mich) Q. M. with

commencing Friday Feb. 20.
Sa
M. W. CoLE, Clerk.
“2
ems
ec.
RE
Prospect Q. M.—Held
its Dec. session
with the first church in Monroe. . We were
greatly disappointed in not receiving a Cor.
Mes. from any other Q. M., but were favored
_with the labors of Bro. Friend D. Tasker, of
Ft. Fairfield, Aroostook Co:. who did good service.
AM business done by interim board.
Cor. Mes. appointed as follows: To Montvile,
Elder Ford, and Bro. Albert Nickerson ;Unity,
Yld. SmaH.
The session was spirited and we
trust profitable.
It was followed by a three
days’ meeting, led
by Rev.R. L.. Howard,
of
Bangor, who preached seven very able
sermons
to good effect. A number requested
prayers.
The meetings are still protracted, led
by Eld. Ford, Bro. Tasker and others,resulting
inthe reclaiming of u number’ of backsliders
and ‘converffion of some
sinners. Interest
still continues.
as
Next session with * the Belfast & Swanville
<hurch March 26—28.
‘
a
I. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

church with good prospects for much good to . safe into the good Shepherd’s fold.

be accomplished.

?

Edotures » Coe an a
No
Latin,
rough th
th, to the nerves ofdiearin
jf arecent wonderful scientific invention THE
ENTA
E. Forremarkable public tes
on the
—also on the Deaf and
Dumb-—see

D. STILLWELL. Clerk,

may

sion with the Scottsburg church. Although the
roads were very muddy, the churches composing the % M. ‘were represented bétter than
usual. We were not favored with the help of
fo many ministers as we were last March, vet
organized) in that section of country and very what we = had were first class. Rev. Levy
Kellogg, Cor. Mes. from the" Tuscarora Q. M.,
favorable prospects for” more, they prospose
was present, and preached four sermons with
to organize a new'Q. M.
A
such power and tenderness ; that all tbat heard
Revi. D. Patch, of; Cleveland, is holding a him felt benefited by bis preaching,
May God
protracted meeting with the church in Springbless. him in his declining
years, and may he
live long to preach Christ’s love to unsaved men.
field, with encouraging results.
The meeting from first to Jast~ was a grand
Michigan.
:
success, being well attended all through.
The
prayer and conference meetings were lively
There was a pleasant gathering at the par
and very spiritual, and will be remembered
sonage in Highland, Jan. 1st, 1880, to celebrate
long by ‘those taking part in them, and other
the silver wedding of Rev. and Mrs. J. Silverwho Ifeard the sweet testimonies of God’’
nail, Presents and money
to the amount of
children.
Reve Wm.
Walker was appointed.
Cor, Mes. to the Tuscarora Q. M. to be held
$20.20 were left.
‘| with the Tus¢arora church, Feb. 27th.
Illinois.
Next session with the Naples church eom~~Bros. J. H. Culley, and — Sutfer, a blind mencing,
Friday, June 4;
:
A
man, Who has come out from the Close Bapi
L. OBERDORF, Clerk.
tists and united with eur church, are holding a
protracted meeting with the church at De Soto.
OTSEGO, (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session’
with'the church at West Davenport, Dec. 5.
Bro. Sutter, althoughhe can not see, has the
The
all sent a: good ‘delegation, expower to, interest and awaken,
thé people are cept churehes
Exeter and Burlington Flats, which was
having a good interest with good prosects.
| not represented. Revs. Butler, Steveus,Hodge
Revs. G. A. . Gordon and T. 0. McMinn
and Evans were present. The session was one
of interdst, brethre and sisters taking hold of
are holding a revival meeting at Murphysboro.
the work with earnestness,
as some
There is a very good interest manifésted. Thus
good workers in Otsego Q. M: evidently, whose

.
i0f there
writgs

that since the coming of their new pastor, Rev.
J" D. Waldron, the congregation has quadrupled,
There is an excellent prospect that the

=...

may

ings with a large audiefi¢é every night, and we

baptism, and”

is a

Part: ‘Songs, Male
Quartets,
ete’,
useful "for Musical Societies; Singing :
Classes, Glee Clubs and all lovers o
Song. 192 pages; only $9.00 per dozen:

Principal Office, 271 Broadiyay, N. Y. ©

WINONA .& HOUSTON Q. M. with the Pickwick
church, Feb. 6—8.“A special invitation is extendeddo
visiting bi ethren.
3)
A.COREY, Clerk,

each church, and that the ministers and breth-

ature.

Clerk..

commencing on the 13th of Feb. next. Those who have
the Register may notice that it gives the time, of hold=
ing the Q. Ms, ou the 18t kriday. which should read
second Friday.

bé a three days’ meeting held with

reviving the ¥ embership and one

addition

3

The GLEE CIRCLE, by T. F. ‘Sew
ard,

week, till further notice.

Boston

Friday before the 2nd Sunday,to the Second Friday. ©.

vineyard

er has been So great, they have fallen on
their knees, crying out, ¢ Lord, what shall I do
tobesavedy
Qur meeting held thirteen eyen.

been led to come out to theschurch,and the pow-

I

to the

vored with revivals,
\
.
prayer-meetings were full of the Spirit, and
Rev. J. Masters reports from Hamden Junc- . were a great strength te the public serviees.
The result of the meeting is, that the church .is
tion, that he recently held a few days’ meeting
with the Orbeston church, which resulted in strengthened, and some.rwhehave not taken

now have three meetings a week. Sinners. are
coming forward about every meeting. The whole

-

session

_ren of sister churclfes should unite. with them
in oondueting sald meeting, and thereby it is

ed

' The pastor of ‘the First Kyger church, in
Cheshire, Rev. J. W. Martin, is holding a pro-,

in their views they would bardly be-

Dee.

Owing

with dispatch.
From the'reports, the churehes -greatly need a revival of the work of the
Lord among. them, and it was decided that

school at Harper’s

vacant room in Myrtle Hall being a small oné,
from which the occupant was sent away.....
We are in the midst of a sweet revival, Three
expressed aghope yesterday, and there were
new cases last night.”

souls have been

3

85° Néwspapersent Free,

Address Daniel F, Beatty, Washington, New Jersey.

DR. J. A. SHERMAN, |

Tunbridge, commencJ. MOXLEY, Clerk.

church at Mount Hope.

of the Lord. The business sessionsof the Q.
M. were conducted jn a spfritof harmony; and

Brackett

operating on the hearts of the children of men.
‘Whole families bave been brought to see their

morning and evening.

its

powstful revival, and that- the churches

Ohio.,

‘skeptical

x

had a mind to work in the

there should

JOHN TYLOR,

WOLFBORO Q. M., Water Village, Feb 6—8.
3
i=
B.F. PARKER,

by a full delegation except the church where
the meeting was held, and it appeared that &1l
who came

a

»

* STRAFFORD Q, M. at North
Ing Jan.30,atl, Pedi,
5, °

rough condition of the roads and éxtremely
cold weather, the attendance was not large,
All the churches, however,. were represented
by
delegntes, but none were
reported by

packed full, the only

The new~ Freewill Baptist house

10 $255,

extremely bad cases before and. after curd, and
. mailed to those wlio send 10 cents.
:
.

in

the last Sabbati

DELAWARE.& CLAYTON Q.M., Feb. 20—22, with the

hoped that the present winger

Jesus through the mighty power of his Spirit

family altar;andave prayers at fhiéir home

|

ceding the next session of the Q. M. and subjects assignedas follows:
Opening sermon,
‘Rev. J.
P. Prickett. Essay, What is the best
Prov., is enjoying a very good religious inter- method of promoting a revival spirit in the
church?
Rev. A. C, Brush; Essay, Relation
.est. - There have heen a few conversions.
of pastor to, people, Rev: E. S. Wheeler; Es:
Neva Scotia.
a
+f say, How ¢an we influence young people to at. God is pouring out his Spirit upon his peotend church? Rev. C. A: Baker.
Rev, J. °P.
Prickett was sent as a. Cor. "Mes. to. the next
ple.in Halifax. The pastor, Rev. B. Minard,
session
of
the
Boone
Uounty'Q.
M.
to
has recently baptized six happy converts and hope they will respond by sending onewhichin we
rewelcomed seven‘to’the church. i
turn to our next Q. M. Rev. J. P. Prickett
was elected as Q. M. Book Agent, for the betWest Virginia.
Le
ter disseminating of our denomipatienal
liter-

We

BEATTY Praxo

New Pianos, 813%

clergymen and merchants,of his successful

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
PARSONSFIELD 4. M. at S. Parsonsfield, Feb. 11; at
A 5
A.B. HILTON, Clerk.

out-of

grow

Gerrish baptized three, who united with the
Oleyville church.
The Park St. church,

21, Rev, N.C.

of each

at

BW UKGARS 238
Stops, 3 set Golden Tongue Recus,
negSwells, Went Case, warnt’d © years, Stool & Book

HIS
BOOK on
Rupture gives the most reliable
proofs from distinguished proféssional gentlemen,

Hotices and Bppointments.

inst, Rev. A. T. Salbuilt up, and good be done in his name.
who united with the
t was also decided to hold the next session of
church, and ‘Rev. A. L. #4he Mimisters’ Conference on Thursday pre-

_Under-date of Jan.

‘Tuesdays

ahs

eight,

Williams

had’

Hy

ORGAN

and,

here,

topic

Fox RIVER Q. M.—Held

a donation valued’

On Sunday, the 18th
Roger

Sib

Sab:

of our ‘Co.

with the North Plato church.

We are glad to lear that Rev.~%. 'H. Stacy,
of Fairport, is rapidly recovering from the ef.

ly - baptized

Dec.. 27.—29. Bro.

' We

ADVERTISEMENTS. ~

§

. Dr. J. A. Shernfan, in consequenee. of the demand for his personal services, will be at his Bos.
ton office on
Wednesdays, Thursdéidys and Fridays,
-and in’ New York on Saturdays,” Mondays and

“Feb. Conference Friday-previous, at 8; p. M.
We-hope that all of the churches may report
by letter and delegations
:

My health is reasonably

age.

Le

one:

seon
5
J

of my

;

‘ Next Q. M. in. Virgil,

Quarterly Blastings.

a

who wis very intemperate.
- Dec. 26, the
friends of Rev. A. P. Houghtaling
met at ‘the

fects of his recent accident, and will
ofit again,
Lrg
ly
:
Rhode Island.

Fabius church,

.| them.

|-

:

and

J.5. STAPLES, Clerk.

=

Fabius with zeal.

“and the fifty

€hurch,

bath-schools aré the'leading

The week of prayer was observed in Odessa,
followed by‘a three days’ meeting, resulting in

_q vickening the church,

the

»

:

Rupture.

but few delegates from others churches, the
roads in many places being almost impassable.
Bro. I. Day is laboring with the "church in

gloses my ninth year

we feel confldent that good will
these gatherings.”

united with the church; and others have promised.to unite with-us. - The prospect here is

>

_

EE,

beeen

encour-

SPAFrORD Q. M.—Held its fast session
with

from Adams

writes

Morse

W.

:

*

Board consider our wants?’

‘H.

ofall the Sabbath-schools

to

two weeks, rendered efficient. service.
churches besides our own share in conversions
and members. - Several are converted who live
out of town some distance.
Three more have

Ferry:

Hampshire.

S.C. Kimball, who

one week, and Rev. 4.

partof writes as follows from the
:

the church at Center Strafford

thanks

-.| at about $40 dollars.

the place.”
©
By some. mistake the name of Rev. J. W.

Kingfield.

ejghth

the brethren who have -aided him.
Besides
those already mentioned, Dr. Ball -for over

parsonage “and gave -him

“The Presque Isie North Star of Jan)17 says:
, “There isa deep réligious interest at the Union
church, Fort Fairfield,

The pastor gives

11 |

SEY

Bchodnover was elected moderator,

good. We have just closed a pleasant session
of the” western division of a Union Association

begin-

ning Dec. 2, and closing to-night (Jan. 22), has
resulted in good.

move hopeful. -

"Rev:T. F. Millet writes from North Parsons-

Rev.

- New York.
protracted effort in Attica,

-

4

oo2

tide and ‘popularity therefrom <throughout this
We hope and pray that the country
and the West Indies.
:
!
church may be revived:
The preaching
was
Tne afflicted should read it and inform them
Brethren, come and help us. -Our bands and | by Bro: Schoonover, Bro. W. Brown and Bro. selves.
pe
.
:
hearts are more than full. Will not the Home Day. to the . satisfaction of those that heard
Itis illustrated with Photogpaphic likenesses of

Ts

es
« The long

was a very

s hr

i ADVERTISEMENTS.

Next session at Minneapolis; March 12—14,

We have two churches
supported missionary,
and expect to organize a QQ. M. the first of Jan."

5

- "The church in East Randolph is

held from

meeting. Q. M. collection, $7.21.

mission field in this State, as I am a self-

:

:

Woman’s Mission meeting,

5,

¥

ry

7

a:

In Parsonsfield, ie
‘William Henry, son ‘of
George and Adelipe Tarbox, aged 8 years 7 mouths and
18 days:

aging and profitable * hour. , These "Christian
‘Women are earnestly at work for «the Master.
They raised about: $6.00 at the close of the

a

are willing to enter

five or six brethren who

as. pastor of Adams Peak

field that a Home Mission Society was: organized on the 10th inst.
¢* There- was much in* _ terest manifested id the mission cause. - There

-r

justbeen made for the«.Sunday-school by four
boys, and eighty new books -have been added

to the library.

The

to 12, A. M.; on Saturday,

I can find ag open door for at least

harvest.

the next week.

“School. “Most tgp muchof a task for any one
man, if justice is done to both.
The few days
‘we spent in aid 6¢ Bro. Morey and the church,
were very happily spent, in witnessing the sil-

.

An elegant bookcase has

It was an inter-

added much to the interest of the occasion.

to

willing

are

who

Dec. 5—7.

(late o Mate) were
present, and by. their
Christian advice, and eargest, stirring sermons

meet'the trials of a western life for the Mas-.
ter, that Kansas is a field fully ripe for°the

oppor-

Peak; Jan. 23 ¢ To-day

‘has felt the quickening

sion at:Champlin,

i

its last ses:

esting session.
Rev. J. B, Palmer (Yearly
Mecting Missionary) and Rev. J. Frank Locke,

I will say to anyof my

‘brethren in the ministry,

wa. most precious; the meeting was continued

sented themselves for prayers, nearly all pro*féssing faith in Christ. The church generally

’

tunity for baptism.

did

not have $20.00 left.

hope-.

very steadily. Several are awaiting an

we

taken,

arrived here and got our land

depart

bright and

we

abounding

Sixteen persons pre-

3

: HENNEPIN (Minn)Q.- M.—Held

myself have opened a farm: of 75_ acres, and
earned enough for five to live on, for when

Mission

love and sympathy,

Y

2b week day discourses, ‘and "have spent .50
days besides all of. my Sundays. in traveling
"and looking after the work. - My two boys and

committee, commenced Jan. 13, and the redult

inpersuasive

~h

eighteen months. In that time I have preachgregation has made it necessary to provide for ed 125 Sabbath disgourses, 6 funeral and :some

salvation,in his Son Jesus. Prayer song,sermon,

' and encouraging results.

.

ry

refreshing from the presence of the Lord. A
protracted meeting, conducted by: the 'Q. M.

personally applied
under and by the direcs
tion of the Holy - Spirit, secured very happy

»

~

laborers. . The same correspondent, Rev. O.
Helpers,”
IT" Clark, further
! states: “I have Seen here

Some special. evidences of * Divine grace ap- ‘ful. J". - In'Smerville, the work is'gélig on

_ pepred early in: the winter, which were follow-

:

This sum includes the

offerings of the “Little Mission
#mountingto $45. The - increase in the con-

nevolent, purposes

os

“

T

Wk

: N. i. C. c
4

»

-

§ H
ay

.

Best Business College

« in New England.

for Catalogue to New Hampton Com
lege, Now Hampton; New Hampshire,

fC

1

a > THE MORNING STAR, JANUARY. Br,

gr

bib

A

i

:

ly

rd

Sr

J

:

Pa
c

| Te Jonuisy, nurhbér opens with a eensidera-.

LAKD OF SHORT EH,
tion -of'the ' question,
Are Church Creeds
A ge number of the Maple family ; THE
just liké May's, and béen very sick but
meant, to be a good bay,but hé
Georgie
.
“| ‘compatible with Mental Freedom-and- with the
|
sweetand
e
were there, dropping sunshin
you
soon
will
get
well
now.”
best welfare -of Divine Truth?” The verdict
very seldom did anything that he was teld
=~ © #
THAT BREATHE.
Frotn the Writmess from their wings.
+ Did May die, ‘because r forgot her THOUGHTS
E:'| is ‘favorable to~the ¢reed. “ Calvinism and:
it.
forgot
always’
ings
‘of
Dean
Stanley.
Selected
by
.E.
nearly
He
rto
do.
Some came on the wind, some floated
' MARY'S BROODINGS.
i
Brown. Introduction by. Phillips Brooks. Arminianism” is the subject of another pa
when bis sister-May was very sick, medicine ??
Boston: D. Lothrop.& Co. 12mo. pp. 300._] and then follow. homilétic notes on a portiod-of
the stream, nearly all having lost Once,
«down
«No. Father came home and got: “it
heart.”
in'her
her.
sayings
for:
these
medicine
some.
keptalk
after
mother
sent
was
he
«His
(81.00).
i | the Acts, with Biblical expositions, sermpnic
|
were
all
waysbut
the
ons.on
their compani
for her; she is‘well now, and has helped
Dean Stanley is universally beloved. PeoSq he started in a great harry; buf he
outlines, etc.—The publishers announce a high
at
sweet
‘Always
*
same.
the
just
happy
Son
take care of you.”
~_Lple who. have not seen hig face, which is sure
“As o%r the cradle of hey
Fred
and
class
and scholarly commentary:on such books:
dog,
his
with
Smith
Fred
met
himto
ng
:
“I heart,” said Mr. Crab, wonderi
The blessed Mary hung,
arnest- | thereafter to be one of the radiant. centers in | as. Kings, Samuel, Chronicles, the “Minor
whe Mother, > said Georgie, very
‘‘just once”
coast
and
togo
him
coaxed
©
the
as
‘One
ed
sour
as
Anoimat
really
the
to
was
.
heart
«
|
the
mind’s
portrait
gallery,
or
heard
his
voide,
chanted
And
‘self if his
Prophets, ete., to aid predchers wha wish to:
.
Hill. Then he forgot, | ly, “la am .goilig to try notto forges} in
which continues thenceforth to woo and delight | use texts from those books: - Specimen pages
Abe psabins that David sung,
-apple out of which: he tumbled, but Miss ‘down the long Red
any
niore
!
”
7
medicine until it
them, have beep so widely attracted to his
Maple did not hear his thoughts and on: | all about May and the
‘And Georgie did try. When he became writings; and almost slways with a-seuse of of the commentary on the hook of Ezra appear —
‘What joy.her bosom must hay® know n,
and
sorry
so’
felt
he
and
dark,
quite
was
party?’
“
ul
‘in this issue. of the Quarterly, and muke: ac
delightf
thisa
«AS with a sweet surprise,
ly said, “Isnt
ashamed that he ran home, and crept up well, and avas sent upon errands, he al- being charmed as well as instructed; that we favorable impression...
\
She marked the boundless love that shine
In reply he gently touched : her arm lead-,
the back stair-way to bed, hungry. and { ways thought of Mite Sand the gruel, and hardly need to qualify pur first sentence. Born
Within his infant eyes! ;
ing her away for & promenade ; some one
of
religions
parents
he
early
became
noted
for
the doctors, and the Land of Short MemoAmong the books announced by the AmériDon’t they laok splendid * to-, lonely and cold. .
the strength of his religious convictions, “and
| near said,“
But Sooper was her joy $0 hear,
ean Book Exchange, of New York, are a very
ries, Where hie wentin his fgver-dreams,
“By
and
by,
he
fell
asleep,
and
when
Ho
‘js said to he thé veritable Arthur who ‘wen | neat edition of the Koran of Mohammed, comgether, ”
i
Even in his ripening youth,
awoke he was in a new and strange place: and he was cured of the very bad habit of i Tom Brown'ss»
(Mr. Thomas Hughes’) plete, 35 cents; Macaulay's Engliiid in. tliree
. And treasure up, from year to year,
Young Walnut, mufiled in a great coaty
He found‘himse}f in a house which was forgetting his duty.—S. S. Colt, in St. heart #'Rugby by kneeling in, the midst; of a volumes, $1.50; Milton’s Poetical Works, com“His words of grace and truth.
so
being
and
part,
| played a conspicuous
crowd of rough, noisy boys and -saying his plete, 50 cents; in the Acme Library of Bionly partially-coveredby a roof, and the Nicholas for January.
latge it wis a relief . when Dannie took
a,
5 Se
prayers before going to bed. A’ brilliant ‘ography, 12 volumes formerly ‘published at
Oh, may we keep bis words lke her,
rain
came
in
through
the
uncovered
part
In “passing out they over"| him away.
In all their life and powers,
‘| scholar, his brilliancy, being the light froma $1.25 each now brought into one volume for
"
BLUNDERS
IN
BIBLE-PRINTING.and dropped upon pis 1bed. Georgie sit’
And to the law of love refer
yi
fine intellect, he early won distinction as a
tirned a stranded boat. | It: had started
On account of the queer rendering; or collegipte professor, ‘author, lecturer, and 50 cents; in Modern Classics, Vidar of Wake@
The sels olevery hour!
field, Rasselas, Picciola, Paul and Virginia,and
from sandy bank in late autumn, made a’ ap and tooked around him: There was a
_rather misrendering, of some particular traveler. He bas ever been a favorite with ‘Undine, all in ‘one voluine, 50 cents; nicely il- — William Qullen Bryant.
prosperous voyage and been. eapiized by’ fire-place in tlie rooin, besides some wood
o-oo
word or phrase, many Bibles have come the English Queetf.’ His wife: was one of her Tustrated green and ebony bound volumes of and
kindlings,
which
the
poor,
shivering
shock
The
a heavy’gale while landing.”
to=be known and designated by these pe: most {ntimite friends, and it was he who ace ~Aribian Nights, Robinson Crusoe, Pilgrim's
“THE WORLD FFOR CHRIST.
Swakened the passengers, and uniformed: little fellow eyed very wistfully, thinking
Progress;»Baron Munchausen and. Gulliver's
culiarities.
For instance,” we have. the. companied the Prince of Wales on his Eastern
that
some
one
might
perhaps
light
a
fire.
in thé trailing silk night-dresses the
tour: Frequent extracts from his addresses ‘Travels; each 50 cents, and a book of. humor
how nicl. is still
3¢
The field is the rorlL, yet
Sreeches
Bible,”
the ‘Rosin Bible,”
It
was
very
chilly,
and
his
teeth
chattercomtheir
pay
to
: Misses, Milkweed went
deliveted on that tour are “included iin.the book
barren,
nd the ‘Bug Bible.” The foundatioh before us, Having declined many tempting and wisdom by the author of Spursowgruss
pliments, to Grandma. She was. talking. gd. There was a Wee old woman sitting
papers; all in good and some in large type,
Unsown, or with seed iyiing waste on the
for the last-named lies in the fact that in. ecclesiastical appointments
he’ at length, in well and handsomely hound in cloth. a
to a bevy of cousins, the Burdocks in the chimney-corner, and Georgie Spoke
sand;
the passage, “Thou shalt”not be" afraid 1864, became Déan of Westminster,in London, tive catalogue will be sent free on requést.
,
7
Sticktights.- - They Were relating to her.
Oh, where are the streams that shal water the. and
for the terror by night,” Psalm 91 5, the and his cultured, generous and loving wminis. desert
ity
‘¢
What
is
it
you.
Wart,
Jimmie
p
she
the
;
———
3
on
rides
;
entures
adv
.
their wonderful
if
word terror is rendered in
i acertain edition try there has added a new ‘charm to the asso0’ er Immanuel’s
o
_ Till the palm-tree tall wave
In
the
North
American
Review
for
Februbacks of -young horses and ‘cattle, their’ said.
ciatjons of the place. - He is the leader--of the
‘land.
“ Will you please tell me what your *¢ bugges.” In the first of the above three liberal or Broad church® party in England, a=y the first article is by Cardinal Manning,
Skill in being able to cling in bunches to
‘and treats of the relations of the Roman Cathe.
justances,
Adam
and
Eve
are
said
to
have
pigs. tails or to "hang by tle slightest name is, and where I am ?"'he asked. ~
‘buts. Dejther _radjeal nor SP
In faith we may spesk to the Rock of the
The eminent
“{solic:Church to modern Soéiety.
Pmade
for
thémselves
breeches
of
fig|
Ages, Indeed, ‘they. “Ny name—well, “really, 1 forget j
hold. fo & sheep’s wool.
autho? ‘does fiet undertake to discuss thebroad °
And in answer the clear, oda waters shall
boasted their boldness in attaching them- just now,” she replied “Thur you arey in lgaves; and, in the other . instance,— logical we fear must be, admitted after his late question of the relations of the Church to- the”
deliverance on the rite of baptism.
flow,
which was a Douay Bible, by the way,—
State in general=whet
r the one .is.subordiselves by companies to any passer by, and the Land of Short Memories —that, 1 am
The book before us is madé up of extracts fiate to the other—bit siinply essays fo deter
-_Still wider and deeper, more ‘grand and | mathe
word
balm
in
the
passage,
Is
there
|
P
| in"so many reckless ways ha they ¢ come, awareofl” . .

Putty.

other.

Jestic,

As

theis present

over the desolate’ regions they 20:

The fruit it shall bear; {with sthe Lord
‘Warden,
The angels will ii

for its

at lust in. the skies.

0 Father; all-gracious! ‘what more canst Thou
give us
‘What treasure more précious has heaven in
store?

of broad

rivers ,’ a sea’ without

shore.
—8. A. Jencks in Watch

ant things and to tell their adventures.
‘Dwarf Pine had come all the way from |

“No, Idid nt!” “retorted Georgie, getting cross with the old lady, for "he
thought she meunt to tease him.
‘There, there I" cried Mite; ** the doctors said you must not get excited, or else
that you must, I forget which. Do you
want anythingto eat?”
“Yes,

CHRISTMAS

MORNING.

were ‘preparing. for the party have been
~ asleep; indeed in such.a deep sleep that
nothing could awaken them but the peal-

ing of Christmas bells.-

©

but

‘guests under a ledge of rock from which

. grew shrubs and trees overhanging
rapid stream below.
too much of

a

This stream was in

a hurry to talk, but said, “I

~ will do what Ican.” Ithad along distance to travel from the top of the hill to
the river.
"On this particular morning, Mrs. Nature threw a light curtain of snow over

_everything;

the little ones, left to them-

selves, grew confidential and so the party
- opened. . After this when the sun gath-

some

only that I seem to have forgotten to light
the kindlings. »
While she was posting around, busy
with the gruel, Georgie lay quite still,
looking ‘out gwhere there was no roof, ‘at

have -ceased* had

not

the blue sky, which he could now see, for
it bad ceased raining.
7

wrap them in a heavy blanket of snow
to keep ‘them warm,when they were soon
all asleep again and their sleep will last

ofthe old lady.

heard

them

awake™and sent a

“ Why don’t you have the roof ‘cover
the whole of your house !" asked’ Georgie

fin

;

4 The rest of the, oof is somewhere
around,” said she.
“I guess the. work-

mutil anotber spring time.

Mrs. Nature, after consulting the wind
: and the water, decided to receive her

have

cold north wind which made Mrs. Nature

Boreas

“All the little ones who last summer

to

** I will make you some,” said she.
“I
have a nice fire here, or I shoujd have,

| ry making. would

II,

like

the stream, on 4tiny scale for a boat,

there, and we hardly know when the merCHAPTER

should

gruel.”

nic-basket had a much more thrilling story to tell.
&
Almost every family wasTepresented

M. WEST.

I

the top of the mountain, the beginningof

Pearly Rice who had tumbled from a pic-

AUNT MABEL'S STORY.
MRS. JENNETT

~ +Tom,’ you said it was, did n't you?”

matter. -It gave opportunity tosay pleas-

Tower.

family Girdle.
BY

Georgie.
* ¢ Oh, call nfe Mited , That will, do as
well-as any other name till you forget it,.
Henry.”
« My name is Georgie.”
3 “Iseit? Well,’ I will try and ‘recollect

glided about so noiselessly and "gathered.
so deftly that it was difficult to tell of
what the meal consisted, neither did it

~ The knowledge of Thee ®s the fount ever-flowing—
if A place

*« But what shall I call you?” asked

surprising.

> At this juncture Mis. Nature sent out
all the Bluebells, the HarebeHs and ‘the
Canterbury bells toring for supper. The
tinkling made music through all the dell
and every one heard ‘it. © The wind had
scattered the leaves and placed upon
them acorn cups, each holding a’ drop of
sparkling water, for little “plants are permitted to drink nothing else. Waiters

Then shall the wilderness bloom as a garden
‘Whose fragrance acloud of sweet indbnse
shall rise,

rE

€omposure was

“Oh! Auntie, what a story,” was the children's. exclamation at. the close of the
reading, but ma'ma said, ‘Mabel, I think

men forgot tobput” it on. Now, here is
yonr nice gruel all ready for you.”
« Why, itis cold!* exclaimed the dis
you have a very vivid imagination, 250"
appointed
Georgie, Who was quite hunwhich she replied, ¢ No, only a little obgry.
Shr
Ls
servation ; for along time I have been
Sure
enough;
1
forgot
to,
boil
it!”
noticing the various ways in which seeds
said
the
old
lady.
**
:
are distributed: Many ways are provid¢¢
And
I
don’t
see
anything
in
the
howl
ed for in the plant itself and many more
N
are brought about by other agencies, so but water!”
“
Deagme!
Dear
me
!”
said
Mité.
“I
with a little thought you will see that inmust
have
forgotten
to
put
any
meal
in
stead of using my imagination I.have
‘beens iene

to nature 85gapt

it! m

in Persgna-

_ Georgie now Yeganta ‘cry.
“tion.”
« Don't'ery, don’t cry, Johnnie,” said
Ned wished to Koo. if bunnie Was a
the side of a tree. which awoke Great- real live squirrel. Mabel dssured him it Mite, “I-will boil a chicken for you by
grandma Moss who said “Iam so glad | was, telling him they are fond of all kinds and by, if I don’t forget it. Here are the
* of that dripk.” Then ¢¢ Merry Christmas, of nuts and the **walnut is so much larger doctors coming to see.you now, and you
“ered it Tip, hesent a drop of

water down

than any of the other seeds I thought I must sit up and talk with them.”

Grandma ” rang from every side and they

“«~ gaid merry

Christmas

te each other until

Grandma said, ““ Do be quiet and tell. me
how. so‘'many little folks came here. In
‘my life I never saw such a party, and

do not forget your manners but introduce

strangers. Come, little violet, your ma'ma

has been
my nearest neighbor ; ‘Who in‘ vited you all?”
4

Mrs. Nature, and

Dandelion.
came.”

Here

ward

this is my

friend

She will tell you ‘how she

~

Dandelion modestly stepped for-

and

said:

‘There

were a great

‘many sisters of us’ growing upon the
. Same stem ; Just to see how we would

look one morning we put, on white veils,
when a yellow bird, seeing’ what we had

" dope, took nearly all ofAis for his breakfust.. Three of
i¥rodé away on the wind.
One was soon lost, and lonely enough we
two went ‘on, sometimes: taimbled slong
the ground,

sometimes, pulled

through

- brush until our veils were ruined and we

* Bless my stars!” exclaimed the old
Upon loosening them you find each has a
lads,
“sure enough, I was not the. one
Tong silky plume attached making a fine
.that
was
sick! I meant to have rememsail for the wind
tolgpread and thie flat seed
bered
and
told the doctors that, they came
is a helm, but nste d of letting them fly

“on sister and she drank constantly of the
: moisture of the ¢arth until she declared

\quite unbecoming to her,

when she cut it. open and appeared in one
of: greén so changed we have taken but

;

Before this was told, the daisies,sspringbeauties and adder-tongues were holding
tete-a-tetes with
grasses while all came
and went in innocent glee. “ Oh dear,”
sighed a dozen twin thistles, * we kept our
needles out all summer and now here we
"are with our long trains so entangled we

©

f

-¢ Pm sorry,” said Mite, “but

coverings like snow, Lam
writing for the
large family of boys and girls who come
to this column for entertainment and in-

struction.

‘mnst leave them or al] move at once ; % but

~ heard fo say to Miss Beechnut; “you
of
Were flat on Jour side the last 1 heard

’

with

too big a load for ‘treetop,” .‘* For

‘which
I am very glad,” said Bob Bikory
aso

fled bo bis som.

-

EE

Him

Bebiety.

from his works.
Here is the-first one:
In that memorable hour—memorable in the
life of every mun, memorable as when he sees

relations between the Church in the nineteenth

clad range of the Alps—in the hour when for

in the nineteéiith century.”

the first view of they ramids, or of the snow-

account of the typographical errors alone
that have from time to time disfigured the
sacred text. Printefs and proof-readers
are only poor mortals, liable to’ err, as

mige ** what ¢an be and what ought t6 ‘be

‘century and the political society - of the

we

have:

‘Blessed

are

the place-

of the evidences and expressions of a penetrat-

makers,” instead of pence-makers, a begat- ing and analytical ‘mind, and will prove a
itude that might easily serve as the creed blessing to ev ery one who thoughtially reads
*
=
of a large class in
| this land of ours. —
4H. ite
—

S. Reddall, in N. Y. Tribune.
~

Rag

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF. THE
ROMAN
Empire.
By Edward Gihbon, Esq.
With

ang

THE LORD'S GONE.
I was trying’ to give my little two-yearold some idea of God. Of course he could
have no conception of the omnipresence

notesby the Rev.

H. H. Milman.

Edition, to which is added a complete
of the whole Work.
In five volum

A

new

Index
Vol.

I. New York: American Book Exchange,
55 Beekman St. “16mo. pp, 626.
But few people are “prepgred to- deny the

the hidings of a Father's face. Though it
is our privilege constantly to bold com-

The moon

rere

world”

Cardinal

Man-

oY,

5

i. in American Messenger.
ot lll
Rin.ih

dlrs
40
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earthly soldiers

his

fighting

glory P"—8,. 8. Messenger

for

earthly
i
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which was the salus populi. The book notic«£8 of this umber of the Review are from the

pen of M. W. Hazeltine.—New
"North American Review.

York:
a

The
ae

- The February Atlantic contains, in addition
to its new quota of 144 pages, a Supplement

)

Zz

of Constantine,

and of the: legaf@tiblishment and constitution
of * the Christian or Catholic Church.”
But

a statement of the contents of a work so well
known is-needlesd.. Tt has been reserved:
for
this nge of '\book-making to bring out such an
edition,as this of a standard ‘works so well

The first article

in

the February, Popular

Science Monthly on ‘ The [Origin of Criminal

Law,” by William W. Billson, will be equally
interesting to lawyers and to the public.~The
second paper, illustrated, on “ Saporta’s World

ce of Man,” de-~
printed and bound, for only 50' cents per vol- of Plants before the Appearan
velops a new view of ‘the relations of primi
ume,
BI
5
tive life, which is of remarkable interest.
How. Typhoid Fever is conveyed,” by Dr. T
“
HisTortois; SKETCHES OF WOMAN'S
Mis:
"SIONARY SOCIETIES

IN AMERICA AND ENG-

LAND. With an Introduction by Miss Isa" bel Hart, of Baltimore, Boston: Mrs. L. H.,
Daggett, 287 Bunker Hill'St. Square 12mo.
pp. 146. (Cloth, Tb. ete. ; paper,BU ebs.). —

J. Maclagan, is a sanitary discussion of great
One of the most
moment to all households.

charming papers in this number is by.

Walter

Life.” - It
Hanoverian Village
Nordhoff, on
isa vivid pictare of the quajns” and cutrious
hey have gone on for
usages that contin

This tasteful little volume presents a satisfactory answer to the question that has often

organi
puis Wii in the fog get

of a primitive
of

arisen of Inte concerning the origin angl’ history of women’s missionduy sociefiés. That

before Mercator,” b.. ha

Daly, Presi

is
rH of the American Geographical Socfety,
progress

{erin community,

movement has been 4 marked one in

the

d

Map-mak-

mis

Homiletic Quartérly, which is in internationy’ migaztne.
preg

5 and ondeuoniastione

celiany are unusually fuli and Arce —~N ow
York: DeAppleton’ & Co. Pel
3

"

5

validity of the edict was not derived from law
or constitution ; the act :* moved above law in
the plane of statecraft;” it was a coup @ etat,
and its justification is to be found in its end,

a very ingtructive essay on the, early
hy and the art of its representation.
of ge
Dr. H. CarJ ’ iHustrations.
e! Twish T° “could
am sure I shall di
n that they must soon yield. The gionary field, both at home and abroad, and 1) Sar
gives an'instractive account of
n/Bolton
has
had
a
marked
effect.
Adter
the
Introducgo home! . I woul
er forget to mind poy gent back word: Stand firm.”
“ J ent Methods of Filtrat mn,” which will
tion, we have here a brief historical sketch of iy
in chemistry and the det “But we shall all perish.” .
mother again I” *
attract all inf
all the: Women’s Missionary ‘Societies in this. velopment of the arts. Professor ‘Bain closes
“Stand firm,” again said the. irpnduke.
As soon as he had said this, he, posi’ a
bis analysis of the character and works of
coutitry ,embracing various denopinations afd
familiar voice pleading, “Ma, may'nt 1
ol You'll find us there,” then replied the: different, though mot essentially different; plans Mill; and Dr. 8. Austen Pearce contributes an
yrtant paper on the sciencé of music, un-',
go for Georgie'd medicine? 1 won't forgét officer, as he fiercely galloped away. : of work. Information, as to organization, impo!
ern
Imperfections, of.
Yorthe title
thé Soboolrddm,”
_ thé"
light in
to bring it!" "
>
; And they stood firm; every man of that, publications, and the like, of wach society is |
ony.” ¢
WomHygion in the Higher Education of ArteGeorgie turned slowly in his little bed | brigade fell fighting at his post.” :
: given, which adds to the practical valug ‘of the
Dr. A. Hughes Bennett, and
book
as
a
work
for
reference,”
It
is
furnished
and saw his sister May.. Next, his eyes
sa
3 ells and the Great Sahara,” by Lieuten‘Jesus, our great Captain, callsto us to
with a nmp of missionary #stations in China ant Sch
equal and: varied
r, are papeofrs
rested on his mother, who looked pale stand firth, to do battle against Satan’ and
wlko “ The Origin of the Gypinteres
and Ji apa,
pnt
and thin, but sweet and smiling.
sles,” ad ht rehistoric Records.” There are
-all kis hosts.c: Will the young soldiers of |!
rtrait of ‘Professor Benjamin
“0 Ma, have 1 come Back to youP". thé cross prove less brave and. true than
N. Tibbals
& Son (New York) publish tia pres
men, oe
an he e editorials and popular: mis

The lukewarmness of our. prayes ‘is the
he cried, with a.sigh.
.
source of all “our. infidelitier. pl
_* We hope to, Georgie,” sep
Wilson, *
:
fa

be’

A
STAND FIRM.
At
the
battle
of Waterloo a certain regThen"Georgie crjad still more. ‘bitterly.|
«I wish I could go home,” he said. “I iment sent word to the Duke of Wel-

beautiful planet’ ‘Jupiter ‘shining ‘almost
as brightly as the moot itself. Gazing
intently on them a moment she exelaimed: ¢ O papa, mamma, see!

it can’t

and effects of the conversion

OP

the

the first time. I stood before ‘the cataracts of hing i§ perhaps ‘the most uiicompromising
Niagara, J seemed to see a vision of the _fears
champion of Papal prerogative in thé whole
1 and hope§ of America. Tt was midnight, the
English-speaking world, and this candid and
moon was full, and I saw from the Suspension
many an author knows to his sorrow ; but "bridge the cedseless - contortion, ' confusion, ‘able expesition: ef the principles actuating
and chaos, which burst forth in clouds
the politico-ecclesiastical practice of Rome will
it is nevertheless difficult to understand ofwhirl,
foam from that immense central chasm
how such a mistake could arise ‘as gave which divides the American from the British| be read with profit both by her friends and by
; but as I looked on that ever changhér oppoments. Ex-Senator Howe contributes,
to a Cambridge edition publishedso lately dominion
ing movement, and listened to that-everlasting
a pungent article entitled * The Third Term. py
38 1805 the title of the ‘“to remain Bible!" rour, I saw an emblem of the devouring aectiv- He turns to ridicule the fears that have been
iy
and
ceaseless,
restless,
beating
whirlpool
The editor wrote on the margin of the
existence in the United States.
But
into expressed by sundry organs of popular opin-proof the words *¢ to remain,” with refer- the moonlight sky there rose a cloud of spray ion, lest by electing Gen: Grant to a third
as high as the Falls themselves, silent; term of office our repiblican institutions
ence to a comma which: the printer twice
majestic, immovable.
In that silver %o lumn,
be overtiirned, and * the empire” esthought should be taken out.
The latter, glittering in the moonlight, I saw an image of should
however, settled any. doubts he may have the future of American destiny, of the pillarof tablished. ‘The urticle is essentially an effort
light which should emer;
from the distruc- to show that in the * Springer Resolution,”
had on the subject by inserting the two tions of the present—a a
of the buoy-, adopted by the House of Representatives’ at
words, 80 that” the, entire passage was ancy and hopefulness which characterizes the Washington in 1875, which denounced as dan-®
‘Americans both aus individuals and asa namade to read:
¢ Persecuted him that tion.
gerous 10 our free institutions any ‘departure
from the precedent set by Washington when
was born after the spirit, to remain,_even
Here is another, taken at random :
he declined a third term in the presidency,
One lesson of the apostle Pauls life and doeso it is.now.” A scarcely less ridiculous
trine, ig his deep bumility.
are comprised * a grave indictment of the
blunder, but a far: more serious one oc* By ibe grace of God T am what T am.”
Federal Constitution, a gross
libel upon its
“ 1 am the least of the apostles, that am fot
curred in what was in consequence of it
framers,
a
base
cotinterfeit
of
our.
political histo be called an apostle.”
called the * Wicked Bible,” published in worthy
tory, ed a wanton insult to our common
It was not that he did not know how great
were his gifts; but sfill he had behind and
sense.” Rear-Admiral Daniel ‘Ammén, makes
London in"1631.
In this case, the word
withina deep-seated feeling of his own shorta vary elfetive reply to M. de Lesseps’ article
not was left out of the seventh command¢omings in times past and present, of his own
ment. ‘This awful error was pointed - out profound unworthiness before God, of his con- on the “American Interoceanic Camul. The
advantages of a canal with locks over a canal
stant dependence on the help of olpel rs, and,
to Charles I., who fined the printer £300,
above all, on thehelp of God.
a niveay are pointed out, and the French Jen
This was a feeling w hich the. Gentile world
—a smal fortune-in those days,—and
gineer's objections to a locked canal shown. to
little appreciated, but it is a feeling which Hee.
-caused the entire edition to be destroyed.- ut the hottom of all true Christiag excellence. be futile. George Augustus Sala contributes
In another London editioh of the -Author- To be humble; to be rwilling to ~hear -of our a ranblibg * article entitled, * Now -and faults, and to have them corrected; to know
Then in America,” now * being this present
‘ized Version, 1653, 1..Cor. 6: 9,” reads. that
we have that within us which needs to be’
¢« Know ye not that the un-righteous shall constantly forgiven; to feel that weare always | *year of -grace, and * then” 1863, the third year
** The
Ethancipation
of
our
Civil War
needing the help of One greater than ourselves
inherit the kingdom of heaven?”
Other -to lead us right; not merely to say that we are Proclamation,” by" James C. Welling, is a
miserable sinners, like all the rest of the
mistakes have been perpetrated of a i
calm, judicial review of the crowning act of
world, but to ackrniow ede dome special misacter somewhat more ludicrous than
erable sin of which we h
been guilty: on’ President Lincoln's administration. The con<
pious.
Thus ‘Cotton Mather mentions a one special year and ‘day, and in whieh we feel siderations which forced Mr. Lincoln to issue we are guilty as others are not
guilty; to
that memorable proclamation a8 a measure of,
Bible in which David (Psalm 19: 161) that
be on the watch for every opportunity of immakes the startling assertion that * Priu- provement, and growth in goodness and wis- political £3 poficuey are convincingly set
is indeed the first beginning of a forth. “The author furthermore learnedly disters have: persecuted me without a cause ;” dom—this
holy and a happy life.
cusses the legal effect of the proclamation,
and in yet another of this class of errors
Those are samples of the book. It is full
its tonstitutionality, ete. In his opinion the

of Short Memories. i

i

has fad an egg! »'—Congregationalist.
res Wir: Bunnie left me ‘here, sistarted

a bad

no balm in Gilead ?” is rendered ** rosin.”
An entire article might be given to an

helped, for you know we live in the, Land: eyhes “\

when the rattling carriage of Wild Indigo
Yong out at the, window one even- washeard they forgot their troubles, ming- ing our little two-year-old Mary saw the
ling with the rest, and when all said, «* We “bright “full mookin the eastern sky, and
"are so glad to gee got,” thay cared no. ‘apparently only a few inches from it, the

RE “more
dresses:
§
Whyfor their
how did
you come Grandin] is

had

munion with our Lord, yet by _aeglect of
duty and coldness of heart we may cut off
to see you ; but 1 forgot it when they look-"
away alone in _thatimanner your aunt has
our: communications’ with our heavenly
sent the whole fatily in its boat down ed at my. tongue. Th run afier them and’ Father, walking in
i dagkness. and feeling
call
them
back!”
the stream together.”
that he is far from us. Let us rather abide
“Well, Mabel,” said papa rising, “you | So, away went Mite, and was gone ever in his presence, drawing hourly nigh unto
have given us soinething to think about so long. ‘When she came back, she said him, never for a moment listening to- ‘the
and it is now fime these litle folks were she could not find the doctors anywhere, language of the tempter when he would
and everybody had forgotten where they
sleeping. nm
whisper, * There ain’t any Lord."—F. 8.
lived, so that no one could go after them.

- Here I rested, but the sun shone warm up-

little comfort since.”

have

Pretty soon two doctors came in, and
would tell you one way’in which they are
iving a full account of the Holmes Breakfast,
often scattered ;’ and Fannie added, **she one of them asked Mite if she felt ‘better of
| the All Father;-so, in reply to my truth of Dean Milman’s opening sentence in with the speeches, poems; and letters of that
|‘had him drop that beeehmut- Grandma: to-day.
question, “s Where Is the. Lord?” I en- the Introduction to this: work. “The great véry interesting occasion. Several new-<chap* Yes, I think I do,” said she.
work of Gibbon,” he says, ** is. indispensable
The
Moss “inquifed a
Three corfiered
couraged his answer, ¢ Way, JP. high, in to the student ,of history.” “It remains the ters are given of Mr. Howells’s serial,
“Did
you
take
the
medicine
I
ordered
Undiscovered
Country,”
and®t
is
od
to
say
thing ; how could it'bé otherwise than flat
de sky.” This he deli a in giving, ‘statidard work among all those that have that any one who fails to read it loses some of
for you?” asked the other doctor. = .
on its side?”
up in de treated of the decline and fall of that wonder- the most delightful of current reading. Mr.
«I 'suppose I'did, but I don’t remem- often adding, ‘“ Let Taud
Ma’ma declared her sympathies to be
sky,
and
see”ord.”
But
one.day
he was ful Empire. No other person has so grasped ‘Longfellow’s poem, *‘ Helen of Tyre,” in the
ber,” answered Mite. Then the doctors
most drawn out by the mishap of the
a
little
out
of
sorts,
body
and.
spirit.
He the complicatéd and almost incomprehensible measure of * Sandalphon,” is one of the most
Misses Milkweed. She continued : “F well felt her pulse, loc ked at her tongue, and leaned ‘on the window sill, looking causes of that downfall, keeping each cause, pleasing poems Mr. Longfellow has lately writ.
remember playing with the pods when’ said she must take some salts, and went thoughtfully out upon the lawn, and, to each enemy externa] or internal, and each re- tefi, Richard Grant White has a curiously inartiele on * Antonius Stradivarius
‘teresting
your aunt Mabel and I were children, but| away. When: they had gone, Georgie be- - my question, ‘‘Claudie, where is the sult intimate or remote,in its proper relation to -and
Goldwin Smith contributes
the
Tokina ”
all the others and to the central object itself, as
gan
to
cry
more
loudly
than
before.
think that instead of calling them boats
“u striking essay om *‘ Pessimism,” which is
What is the matter, Fred?” demand-.} Lord ?” he made no reply for a moment ; Mr. Gibbon: While the work may be objec- sure of widea
and liberal criticism. C.
we called them stewpans using wild ber. hen, turning, gave me a searching, rather tionable in some of its moral aspects, its value P. Cranch, the poet, writes.an -interesting and
ed
Mite.
orth.” Miss
gamot seed for eabbage. AsI rememas a history of the movement with which it instructive essay om ** Wo
“¢My name’is not Fred, I tell you!” sullen look, and said, emphafigally, “De ‘deals, is not questioned.
“Woolson has a shortstory, “The-South Devil,”
‘ber the pods they are about three inches
|
Lord
gone;
der
ain’t
any
Lord.”
=
The present volume, which includes the pre- which no lover of gogd short stories should
long, very large in the middle and pointed screamed Georgie.
* How like the moods of ‘us older ones faces to the various editions of the work, be- miss. There isan unsigned paper well worth
“Never
mind;
I
always
forget
your
* The Strong . Government Idea.”
"at each end. When ripe they open whole:
when life goes wrong with us. itis easy gins with a “consideration of the extent and reading.on
There are, in addition to other poems aud esname,
80
L
call
you
by
anything
I
can
length making
a model’ Indian canoe
says, criticisms of Mr. Fiske’s mew Essays,
force of the Empire in the age of the
of. But tell me what makes you to get away from God as far as a sense of milffary
Letters; and a varied collection of
judging from pictures. The seeds grow|. think
| nearness is concerned. When we give Antonines, and of its internal prosperity and Dickens's
ery. ”
bright things in the Contributors’ Club, An
coustitution.
The
record
of
cruelty,
intrigue
{ around a central stem, are very flat; and
“at the regular price,—the
up that. sweet, - patient . trusting, which,
excellent number
+ Why, I am sick, and I thought the
blishers giving their readers the * Holmes
overlap each other so when the pod opens
brings with it such blessedness, and’ try and corruption that followed soon begins, closBrest -~Boston : Houghton, Osgood &o
ing with some account of the motives, progress
‘only their brown surfaces are in sight. doctors were coming to see me!”
to walk alone, we feel, as we deserve to,

fell together here, sister upon the ground,
1 into the coils of Mrs. Violet's Jast leaf.

‘her brown gown

“ You
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waiting for

hire. The fare in the omnibiises is ‘three
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'GLANOES AT THE PAPERS:

© «It is a question,” says the St. Louis

be turned over to the
Either would make

Indians or the army.
short work-of them.”

gis It is a hard thing to believe, but we
maybe eompelled to believe, with, the

Providence Journal that there is very

tendency. towards a

evidently a growing

Frat

revivalof prize fighting :”

never

cncceeded nh upper

Silesia,

and

“Tt his taken‘the -form chiefly of spar- ring with stuffed: gloves, in whieh no par-

cents) and

in

‘the

Jshilting (twenty-five cents)

cabs

for

‘wrong ruling of the judge.
banged

one

. Freewill Baptist Publications.-

BEWARE OF MALARIA."

The prevalence of malarial diseases in coun-

try and town indicates a danger to. which we
are all exposed. - These diseases are easy to

hig IAw: books on the table, picked

up his hat and started

any part

Disgusted, he

for the door, with

Ea
’

Lr wurofiight

deferentially.-

distrigts in person,
and they propose to convenience.and I hope the time Will come
food in ex- | speedily when they will be introduced in
treme cases only, by building railroads America.
pit
hi
;

bing the absentees,

he

has

not

occurred to

Silesians, who are as shrewd and wit-

ty as the Irish’ tenants, . Special

however, are. made to send

efforts,

good

-sehool-

masters and réal pastors into the afflicted

.districts.

The:sufferers are not ‘expected

lious troubles.

Stevens,” said the

®

3

Fads °

:

. paper

of

e!

its suburban towns.
these

towns

_ FAOTS AND OURIOSITIES.

There are fifteen of

surrounding

the

;

Tern

Long Liver

sia

.Pdstage is paidby the publisher.

ning to the pringipal ones, and fine drives
to all. 1 fipd that a large share of the mer-

.

bilionsness.
lency,

.

Ee

Department.
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Lesson Papers sonal 3 Seribs
for “both
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p
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|and children, are printed monthly,at therate of -
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time expires, and no commission allowed on mon-

of

the Blood,

hve

'-

more to ong.ad-

dress, each, .
TE
Payment always in advance, discon

Constipation, Flaty- [67 560%

Ithpurity -of

ed by the Liver-Aid. +
i

"Georgia
bas abolished its State Geological

of the city livein these towns and
to change their language, and. still Fess ¥
,. ticular harm is done: but the tendency is ‘their religion, but the government pro-, rive their own carriages; or are driven]

Heudaches,

Heartburn,

| Packages of ten or

Piles and Feminine Complaints“are vanguish-

There are 16,000.locomotives in “the United

States.

=~ =

.o .
$23.50
$3.26

HE

during relief, from the.pains ‘and: penalties

city, from - ; The debtof Connecticut is $4,967,650.

"2 1-2 to 6 miles distant, with railways, run- | -

shou

The Little Star and
tleih
:
;
are Babbath-school papers, prinied alternate
weeks;
on”
superior
Japer,
wtifully
illustrated
Preserves sound liver. ‘The bilious should
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
hasten to, avail themselves of a remedy.
If. STAR
is. for an older class of readers thanthe
they do not, they may expect to suffer a comMYRTLE.
.
plication of evils difficult to conquer by medi:
Terms; siugle copy, each, »
35 cents,

| Ar

express your contempt for this court?”
And Stevens, with mock seriousness, anThe population of the city is said to. | swered, ¢ Express my contempt for ‘this
be over 250,000, besides a large suburban. court? No, sir! I was trying to conceal
honor.”
| cal means. The experience of those who have
population.
Melbourne is justly celebrat— it, your
?
used and.testified to the efficacy of Dr. Grosveed for the beauty and picturesqueness of:
nor's Liver-Aid psoves it to be a means of en-

through work en which the'sufferers can

obtain a living, by extensive drainage
works, and by the promotion of local industries. . The idea of shooting the landlords who visit their: estates, or of rob-

‘Mr.

judge, ““do you intend ‘by such conduct to

pages, in tts

Soman had ae

rge re!

some vigorous ‘worgds-in his‘mouth. The- contract and hard to eradicate. But Warner's | fifty-third EE a
Pare
of the city, or,for the cabs,one shilling for. judgs,
aressive.
“All com
atiens,
feeling that his dignity was assailed,
thc pdor in both ingtances depend-largedressedto’ Dover, a
sites
Safe
Pills
neutralize
the
poison
and
cure
them.
|
the
first
half-hour,
and.
thereaftér
one
rose impressively and said,‘ Mr, Stevens!”
Iy-upon the petaty’ crop. The Prussian
Termbperyear« +
“ "=
And they are equally effeqgive against all bilministers ~ have inspected She suffering ‘shilling an hour. . They are a very, great | Mr. Stevens stopped, turned and bowed
.0 4%
advance.
-

Indian’ furnish relief by-distributing

Globe-Democrat + whether * the

agents should

pence (six

|

lost his case by whit he considered a]

100 copies to one address for $6.00. If the order
is. for Tess than four montks at a time, the charge
| WILDE 8% the wate of $7.00 per hundred: Pay.

eis

|

# There is no doubt,” says the Bostocw | mien .iny advance” Discontinued ‘when time ex‘The moon i
not infinite, but a-fine night |
Journal of Commerce,& as to the gepu- Ne
gables sent free,
no satisfied with that, and wants more poses to furnish. reliefin its own way,
back and forth night and morning, to, and thing.—~ Phila deiphia Press.
restlts of the ‘ ComThe, §iatmody a
he 5 Fo Hi
bik
;
brutal and bloody exhibitions.
hy
and discoyrages private charity.
= | from “the city, derlying health -as well ; One hundred and seventy-five persons were ness and positive
5
3
'we:|
isthe
denominational
Hymn
“exten
.
.
spre
LR
5
hanged in the United States last year.
pound
Oxygen
Treatment
From
what
sively
used.
Large
book,
in’
Sheen:
1400;
Morocas pleasure from the exercise.
Some
learn of this new cure we are well satisfied
2 a
meter
iey frre
$1.10; Morocco Gut, 1.55; Turkey Gilt, 2.90, _* Thisigthe age of gab,” says the Evan- |.
the 160,000 houses standing ‘within the that its general use would annually *save co,
Postage 9 cens ‘each. Small, Morocgo, 85 cts:
of these towhs are situated on the bay;giv- "Of
boundaries
of
Philadelphia,
twelve
out
of
‘sixgelical Messenger : Ci
i
re
2
postage
4 cents.
Ci
thousands
from
untimely
graves,
and
give
|
¥:
ing most beautiful prospects of the harbor teen are mortgaged.
?
“
‘back to full or comparative health tens of Whe Sacred Melody
Talk is plenty, cheap and thin. - Nearly
is a small book of 225 @iymns and several. .
The people of'tle United States own properMELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, Nov. 24. . and its shipping, where may be seen .at “all
thousands of weary or suffering invalids
- everybody talks,sexcépt the dumb
and
tunes selected especially for prayer meetmmgs.
30
ty-in the District of Columbia to the amgunt of to whom life is now ‘a burden.”
Our, ‘cents; postage,
2 cents.
o
even they are afflicted with the raging © “« Not all good,but gdod in all,” is a say- times the flags of nearly all nations.
about $85,000,000.
:
;
epidemic in their fingers. Our friends ing as true in the experience of travel as | ‘The charitable institutions are very |. The liquor sellers at Toledo, 0., have leaten ¢ Treatise on Componnd Oxygen” sent’ Choralist
=
Uae
Address Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1112
make Speeches. Our, adversaries write 4n other phases of life and character. Few numerous, where the sick, the orphan, the the city. authorities in police-court on the free.
A few copies left, cents 20. Postage 6 cents
Girard St., Phila., Pa.
mie
books. Our benefactors publish hewssailor, thie emigrant, the lunatic, thé
ser-- question of closing at 11 o’clock nigh
The Book of Worship
only a few copies leit. All gilt ‘edge; $1.00. =
apers. Interviewers, reporters, supple- who have spent much time upon the ocean

ROUND-THE-WORLD LETTERS.

Jointed,

slippery,

argus-eyed;- literary

Bohemians, note-taking

ing

lecturess—who

travelers, unfold-

can. count

measure their wisdom,
; gab

?

7:

>

them, or

or—endure
.

2

their

‘

“ Confession is dood for the soul,” says

the Christian

Union, *‘ but it ought to be’

"confession of particular sin, not a mere
"confession of general sinfulness. Do you
wnt to confess sin?

favorably "of her uniform

good - behavior as we, and

fered as little from

few

have

sea-sickness

suf-

or from

storms or rough seas as ourselves.
We
have been ‘favored, so far, with almost uni. form good passages.
.

- On the 18th inst. I left'Sydney, Australia,
(leaving there my traveling companions)
for’ Melbourne on the steamer ‘ Kotoom-

vant,

and .dumb

' A bootmaker

and

condition of business

is now -so

prosperous and proceeds from: such natural causes that it appears to the New
York Sun that ** we ought to long enjoy
a period of healthy activity :"
;
,
~
The dangers ahead are those which
pomide to arise from the rage for specuation which has beén increasing since
the summer holldays, Mercantile credits
are better than at any time for eight years,
collections are more readily made, and
the improved prospects of the people are
creating-a heavy and steady demand’for
_ articles of the best quality even at enhanced prices.
A

.

tablishment :

PARTICULAR

The History of the Freewill Baptists

NOTICE. Obituaries

sons who do mot patronize

has been increased so that there is now a gain
of about fifty miles or.three hours’ - time, be-

ba.” Had a ‘very pleasant sail on of the ness activities, and may well be called the

r

:

covers the first bali century. ol our existence
from 1780 to 1830. It deseribes with cousiderable
should

be

-etail,

early evens
.of our denominational
story. the $0.75;
postage,
10 dents. ,

the Morning

of
Christians .in New York, till fhe time of
their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference

Star, it

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
Pacific “Railroad at the rate of “FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

The speed on the Central

i

-

BRIEF and for the ‘public. -For the excess over’ The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for'those sent by per- |

you ¢in’t shoot the dog, climb.a tree.

In fact is much more of an American town
than English in its appearance ‘and busi-

postage, 10 cents.

~ Obrtuaries,

°

The failures in New York city, last year,
pumbered 460, with liabilities of $16.300,000,
against 917 in the year previous, and liabilities

of $64,000,000.
.
A
correspondent
wants
to know what to do
|
when a dog shows signs of hydrophobia.
If

“thé wealth of Sidney but much more activity.

as in many
important
at Sidney,
its prepar.

set in with a very strong wind... But few
slept. Near midnight the wind increased

toa gale. Our ship

plunged

wildly,

the

seas frequently sweeping her decks, and”
so severe was the storm, and so heavy the
seas that we found it impossible to continue on our course,

and

the

Captain

gave

order to slow the engines,.and let her

lay

to before the .gale.
Already the skylights forward had been stove in and the

forecastle flooded with water: .

:

‘1d

=

words.

stopped, the water bailed out, and we
¢t waited for the day,” when we found the
gale some
Whit abated, and our good ship

the Establishment—they
have always
protested againat a State church’ as unjust
and unscriptural—but also’ among the

proceed

England, not ofily among those without

. most active and devoted

ofthe

establish-

not

so

far

disabled

but

that

on our voyage.

we

are published in pamphigf
at the close’
of every session, and Foy
ts A volumes embrace :

‘the proceedings of the first sixteen sesticms,

VERSES are inadmissible.

#5

-

what is wrong in X conduct of life:

and

Phillips Bay, the head

waters

_ Maine
has given a _dedision which may

serve as a model for us, With one accord,
the judges decided that the - government

of our land was founded by plain people,

to be administered by plain people, for
the benefit of plaia people, and whatever
was calclated or intended to thwart their
obvious purpose is thereby shown to be
unconstitutional and unlawful.
is not different when. we pass

The case
into the

~~ realmof morals and reli
. Plain people know well evough what is right and

what is wrong in the
of life.

"The standard o

practical conduct
Saiutship

ancient Buddhism was strikingly

under

like that

of primitive Christianity. The good man
of the days of Job might serve as a model
to a modern moralist. The. duties of . a

ood citizen

under an Emperor do not

iffer in principle from those of a citizen
of the Republic, ‘Business has its laws
merce

in

old

ruled Mediterranean
Phenician

days,

and

com-

the

a country

Sh

that

has shown

such

importance:

]

manufactures of

¢ Didn't you tell me, sir, you could hold

mot likely to
kinds

are

upon with favor, we have

all

bat

plow?” said a farmer

this

to wait—three-to

six

chants now

have

months insome

parts of

the

goods after their purchase

It

northwest. of Atchison, Kan, - Grading is nearly completed to Columbus, Neb., Where a

junction is to be made with the Union Pacific
by the middle of February,
-':
- Gov. Cullom, of Illinois, has appointed Rob-~
ert T. Lincoln one of the three trustees of the

in New York,

makes it often a matter of great inconvenience, as well as loss. Ie not this suggesCentral railroad. These trustees hold
tion worthy of consideration? .
: Illinois
a legal title to all the company’s property un-

On leaving Melbourne my

greatest re-

der its charter,

direct abrogation of Articles V.

and

VI.

' “to a rigid prohibition of the

introduction

of more than fifteen Chinese

one

veéssél.

Exception

Jersons

0

is. thoughtfully

made in the case of official and shipwreck-.|

A Chicago firm, proprietors of a patent. med-

of a town so deeply in
thet sea. It.is built principally ufon two “vote to the study
hills. ‘The principal streets are about a teresting, and greater opportunity to be-

icine, say that in their first year on an
expenditure of $5900-for advertising they sold $150,
000, the next year $75,000 was paid for advertising and sales rose to $283,000 and the third
year $15,000 ‘in. advertising brought sales up
10 $500,000.
:
0
:

some. forty mile§

from

mile in length, and 99 feet in’ width,

and

come

acquainted with the

noble

class

such

wonders

as to build up such a’ city in so

few years.

“Fin at right angles to each othér; they are

men who

intersected by

smaller-streets

which

bear

have wrought

of

thé same name as thé larger streets with

But since permitted to visit it,and forprsa,

the prefix of * little.” "The street in the
center of the valley - between the hills is
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cumference of the globe does not" seem ‘so

south number

each way from it,
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North

and South Collins street, &e.
~ Melbourne is so named

after Thord- Mel-

far away as-it once did,

onial city in its rapid

abounds in edifices

development.

. It

and by corres:

pondence I shall expect to keep up my.
interest” and extend my information of
its prosperity and welfare.
Sens

bourne who was Premier of Great Britain’
at the time it was founded. = When it is
considered that the city is not more than
about forty years old, it rivals some of our
Western ° cities: in the rapidity of its

A hundred and thirteen commemorative
~monuinents have,within the past twenty years,
been erected in various parts of Italy to its
great poets,scientists,philosophers,and artists of
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PERSONAL,
Professor R. A. Proctor, who is now for~
ty-three years old, is said to have been devoted to astronomy even in his boyhood.

George Elliot’s health) aceording to Lon-
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houses,
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- mint.

university,

library,
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hall and

government

house
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all

buildings of great excellence, and would

do. credit to a much larger: and older city.

church in thatcity.
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fy it. It is, pretty clearly established that
_* everything which is sought by this bill
_ in violation of the spirit, if not.of the let- ter, of the Burlingame treaty cap be
_ secured by negotiation with’ the Chinese
-'.Government,* and ‘it would’ certainly be

more fair and more dignified to try

method of procedure first,
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in politicss” as embodied
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wou d-in~

Jerrold, I understand

‘A curious case of

detected in Paris,

Victoria in-.

"The Boston Advertisér notes's parallel :

dry dock accommodations, and large yards

The Prussian government has to deal “for ships’ repairs and ship baflding.
+ with pretisely the same problem which | " Melbourne {s plentifully supplied. with
now engi es the “attention of ‘England ‘omnibases similar to those in use in our

.u8 regards Ireland, The people‘of upper .eastern cititd, and also with a very large
Silesia are Catholics,
the government is number of hansom-cabs, ‘long lines ‘of
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have told

. Protisfant ; the sufferers are Sclavonic in

descent.and language, the government is ‘which hh Abd den at any time fn the
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of our ‘benevolent societies, an account’.01 our
literary institutidns. obitaaries of deceased mun.
isters, &c., &c.
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above causes during the year, ‘and soit
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calendar and
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does more than this; it gives the annual
reports of the “Foreign Mission, Home
Mission, and Education Societies, also the
report of the Financial Secretary, which

and has entered the rest that remains to God’s
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little work,

ON THE TRUTH OF

to those who
In his death,
called from
a dear wife;

n our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by
mail
to every one.
#a-The Specific Medicine is
sold
by alt {ed at ‘$1 per package, or six
of 1 per cent: from the,State’ in 1877-8. .../The "Packages
for $5, or will Ub séiit ree by mail on re:
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dddressing
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No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich
aarSold jn Dover, by
W. H, Vickery, Lothrops
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sts everywhere. Goéorge
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C. Goodwin & Qo, Wh hon agents, Boston.
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funds of . Harvard Sollee were, August 31,
1879, $3,903,182 of which
$1,115.979- were in
notes awl
mortgages and $1,437,992 in real

Cruise upon Wheels,” and Mary, the other
“Thad”

looks

about to . during which time the visitor
calmly pocketed all the jewerly -and valuables]
How which she could lay her hands.—N. Y.

it was the

the wife of ©, A. Culling, author of ‘‘A,
When

:

"did so that she was. epileptic. Of course her
hostess rang
for the servants,” and hurried

Henry ‘Fielding Dickensis a successful
barrister and Edward Bulwer Lytton Dicks
ens an Australian sheep farmer.
Kate is

daughter, remains single. ,

;
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ion at his death,jt occurring at the time ap- but
Scripture Selections for move than thirty different pointed for their
Tharriage., Bro. A. was a naoccasions; Order of Exercises for ten or ‘a dozen
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lived until a little different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions. over a year before his death. He embraced re- The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet .
in fifteen
ligion in his 19th yéar, and ever after. lived a very concise and well arranged; stating
pages sll the important parliamentary rules of de
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paper
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Ci wurch Kecords
brothers, one sister, the church in’ Laona of
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Sabbath-:chool, Church Statistics, Resident and Nonmany other friends.
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200
pages
of
very
best. loved him most.
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~ FRANKLIN WHITNEY died in: Tunbridge,
Vt., Jan. 5, aged 69 years, Mr. Whitney, for
Biographies or
many months was an invalid; and his disease
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T. Day,
- - a5.
was of that nature that it became evident fo
« William Burr,. - ="
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;
him. that this earthly tenement must goon be:|. iDatiiel Jackson, - + = 50-7»
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complaining word.
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A young woman of exqui-

isfied, however, she went

The reply came: swiftly’:

“No, I did not; I' told him
worst anybody ever wrote.”

swindling

just

relieve the poor in this severe season.
She
showed papers si
d' by ecclesiasticsor officers, and was uniformly successful. Not sat-

‘Mr. Blank that my last book was the worst
I ever wrote.”

‘ He

their charities, and asking them for money

piers,jutting out a long way into. the bay
Five bf Dickens's children survive. - The
‘ercapableof .defending- its own treaty affording accomodation. for4 large fleet,
rights or enforeing our treaty obligations. | ang allowing vessels of almost any size eldest son of the same name Is the well- ]
to berth along side.
There are also fine known proprietor of All the Year Round.

evitably be done with any foreign pow-

<M. H. TUTTLE.

few miles distant, and where

site manners and very well dredsed, was in
the habit of calling upon
persons noted for

cabinet-mak-

that you

to say,

too sweet to live,”—Inter Ocean.

The Port of Melbourne is at Sandridge, ers, but no decision has yet been made.
two and a half miles from the city on Hob: | Said an author to Douglas Jerrold, *“ Mr. ,
sons Bay, and connected with the

the
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Isle of Wight, several years ago.
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a book agent te one of our foremost pork men
ay it please God to comfort the mourners.
On Denomination, which contains a histor.
fhe other day, who, by the way, is bétter post.
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statement; and a brief notice of our doced on pork than he is on books, “ What do I |
trinal basis,church polity and institutions,
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,
near
Urbana,
IIl.,
want of yotir enclyopadia?”’ snarled the
pork
& Covenant is a eonfession of 17 ‘ar
man. ** Iceuldn’t ride one if 1 had it!" He Jan. 3, 1830, aged 57 years"and 3 months. He ticlesOu of Faith
faith and a desirable chureh covenant.
thought it was anew variety of velocipede.— was born in Chester Co., Penn., whence hePrinting
Establishment is ,a brief historical
« came with kis father’s family to Union Co.,0.,at
Cincinnati Saturday Night.
statement, .&c¢. Pubtished by order of the Gen
.an early day. After enduring the privations, ‘eral
Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
by: Seyeral men , lately
swam the Midissippi of a new country for some years, he settled jn»
River above New re
on 8 wager. . A ree: Kansas; and was there during the struggle of Blanks
:
port of. the ruce says, * None of them seem- freedom and slavery. On account of his polis
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turned to Ohio. Bro. Yearsley’s parents were
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from carrying off the stakes.”
1 members of the Friends or Quakers, and he
+ «J. L. Phillip,
25 and 35 cts.
The Boston 'Athénfenm library. committee was reared up in that faith till Juse 16, 1872, The above named books are, sold by the aozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
expended $15,643 -during 1879 for books, and" when he was haptized by Rev. B. F. Zell, and
united with the Freewill Baptist church of or on receiving the books.
$3090 for tine arts. The fixed property of the
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a
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and
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library is valued.af $494,202, and the investconsistent brofher tilldeath. About-ten years
ments at $471,474, which
with uninvested
fund
al estate, etc., brings the property of “ago he and his (recently - married) companion
settled in his Ill. home. Three years ago he
For salé also by |
:
:
:
the |
p to $981,588.
So
attended the Centennial, and visitéd. the old |.
FAIRBANKS & CO,,46 Maison St., Chicago,Ill.
+ Philadelphin’s revenues from all sources, last home of his youth,and returned by Broadway
PERFIELD & Co., Hillsaale, Mich.
:
he ‘ | year were $23,664,675; and the expenditures
Ohio. During this trip he was taken with a
& CoO., 32Framklin St. Boston,
were $23,300.882.
The total funded debt is severe cough, and it was then evident that Mass.D. LOTHROPADELE
\
LE
now $12 264,695, with a balance in the treasury consumption had marked him for a victim.
of $1,207,004.
In addition’ to this. balance
But his quiet and temperate habits enabled
there are stocks and securities in the hands of him to resist the dread disease a long time.
the sinking fund commissioners and outstafdDuying his sickness he was fully aware of his 1880
Régister.
1880.

tends to present to’the President of the
has a library of 16,000 volumes, besides . United
States, is not yet bégun. Designs |
other libraries of less note.

studied

ing taxes due and collectible aggregating in condition, and conversed freely and“cheerfully
in President Chamberlain of Bowdoin Col- value $25,718,373:
.
of the future; dnd said that he was trusting in
lege, Me., proved a very reassuring figure.
A young and popular. undertaker at Rotk- “ Daniel's God” and would * feave the event
.
with Him.” A faithful Christian has passed
— Springfield Republican. ©
, ford. Ill, sends us his handsome photograph,
as he sweetly reposes in one of his own Juxu- away and left an affectionate. campanion and
Queen Victoria regrets that she can not riogs coffind, He makes avery “ quiet corpse,” many dear friends to mourn, but their loss is
his gain. .
.
H. P. GOFF.
maiden mournuse the deaf and dumb alphabet now so find if he only had a sorrowful
ing his untimely taking off, instead of the
Mgrs. LyDpIa L., wife of Jotham Flagg, died
fast as when she was young.
Hee Majesty.
masculine who sniffles behind his handker- in Auburn, Me., Aug. 26, 1879; aged 78 years
learned the signs in.ordér to converse, chief, the picture would be yery complete.
It and 10qnonths. Mrs. F. had been a worthy

ed Chinese, but outside of these catego- Some are built of freestone, bluestone and
ries every Chinaman above the minimum the celebrated white kakaoni stone com- specified is to subject the carrier‘to a fin
ed, giving a very beautiful appearance.
of $100 and to imprisonment not exceed- It }8 claimed that the new town hall is
ing six: months.
These
excessively furhished with one of the largest and fin- “with
severe penalties indicate the cenviction |
borne,
:
*
on the part of the Aathors of the bill that est organs in the world.
. The
The free library contains 90,000 volumes
it will be very difficult to check Chinese
‘ofthe
“immigration, or else that public sentiment, «and the Mechanics Institute or Atheneum,

of the Pacific slope demdnds some very
strong doses of anti-Chineseism to satis-
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gret was that I had not more time to de-

port of Melbourne,

‘
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‘The celebrated Townley collection of Sculpture, for which ParHament paid $100,000, bas
remained for twenty-five years in the cellars of
the British Museum, and has only been viewed during that-time; by lantern light, hy a few
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|- ELISHA ADAMS calmly fell asleep in Jesus,
Oct. 23, 1879, in the 27th vear of his age, at the
residence of Mr. Bingham, sin” Kerney. Co.,
Neb., where he stopped for the night on his
way home, being too. sick to, reach his home-a

Irishman,

¢ Arrah,” said

.
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A volume of 300 pages,
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desired no flowers te adorn her casket, having
within her spirit the unseen flowers of heavenThe Register
7
ly origin. She needs no eplozy. Her long and
pontains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
well regulated life has writtén itself on the
the names of all Freewiil -Baptist churches, arhearts of all who knew her.
°
. ranged in tneir appropriate Quurieriy
and Yeart

i

Pat, * how could I "hold it wid two horses
drawing it away from me? . But give it- to me"
.in the barn, and I'll hold it with-anybody!” -

American mérchant at Zanzibar finds na- older capitals and although of rapid cof don Truth, has greatly” improved of late,
and justiceissues
his ‘are
best perplexing’
protection, sstruction, are as susbtantial and enduring ‘and she is spending the winter in London.
~. tive
"The law
philosophical
‘as any in the world, the material, blue
Capt. Caziar¢, military instructor”at
but the practical duties are plain.
stone, of which most of- the stores and Bowdoin College for the last four years,
Lieut.
The New York Times speaks edito- many of the public ediiices are construtt- has been ordered to a
Crawfordof the d artillery
+is appointed.
rially of the proposed anti-Chinese legis-- ed being well nigh imperishable. Ae
There are but few cities of its’ size in his successor.
"lation in Congress.
Rev.
Dr.
Stearns,
of
Newark,
N.
J.,
reThe House Committee on Education any country,-if indeed there are any, that |:
‘cently
preached
his
thirtieth
annual
sercan
boast
of
so
flne
public
buildings
as
and Labor has decided to report ‘another
anti-Chinese
bill, It-does not seek’ the -Melbourne. Its churches, bank buildings, mon as pastor of the first Presbyterian

of the Burlingame ‘treaty, but is confined

to a green

whoni he bad taken on trial.>

opening
trade to

Commerce with

meh are thrown out of work.

kind,

happinessof her- Bmily and the world.

:
country.
;
:
3
x people who insist on seeing it.
The difference between a man -who digs in
_ In conversation with a prominent shipthe ground and one who digs in books, is that
owner it" was suggested that a line of the former digs for hire and the latter for lore:
steamships
direct from
New
York to —If an-allopathic and a homeopathic physician
consent to consult together, it would be
Sydney and Melbourne might greatly in- ashould
strange pair o’docs.—Indianpolis. Journal. .
crease the trade, and make 4 profitable
The - Atchison.and Nebraska railroad hag
investment, as the long. time the merbeen completed to David ‘City, Neb., 202 miles’

could

everywhere : the substance of our modern’ ‘growth and stends almost dfone as a colthirine code
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The United States Supreme Court has decided that a copyright of a book on book-keeping
can not secure the exclusive. right to -make,
sell, or use account books prepared upon the
plan set forth in such book.

greatly increase our

of which
form the +

The Supreme Courl}.of ‘the State of are called Hobsons Bhy, which

$125,000.

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butier, contains two volumes, one on the -Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans atl Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
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genial, joyfal

hundred
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now presented to us of securing

The Christian Register does not think is situated ox the north bank of the river
it difficult for people to tell what is right arra*Yarra, which ‘empties into Port
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fore, the United States will not be
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these -colonies.
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onies,and ‘it is to be hoped that, ds hereto-

now looked

The ¢ perils, of the -sea” have

and the largest city in

pork-packing establishment at Omathe largest in the West, was burned
with $213,000 worth of* provisions;

wont

The lust six menths of her life seemed to be a
gradual, unraveling of the physical powers
without any particular disease. She was but
pine years younger than our denomination,
and had lived a Christian life for seventy-five

South

Boyd’s
eign nations. Great efforts will be made
Neb.,
by all countries to secure and hold the | ha,
recently,
commerce and trade of these thriving -coltotal loss

while yet tn its youth, is

now the. had a more emphatic meaning to me
vo
news comes from both France and Belgi- since.
Melbourne is the metropolis and seat of
um that dis-establishment is making rapid
© progress in both those states.
4
J government of these colonies of Victoria
ed clergy, the Ritnalists; and

the Old

ton next month, when Ole Bull, Dr. Holmes
Julia Ward Howe and other lights will appear.
An unpublished poem by John &.

command less attention when its vast resources are more fully developed, and as

We reached our destination the following

morning.

in aid of

will be read.

sach vigor and come to

:

land ; dis-establishmient as an immediately précticable measure is under active discussion in Scotland ; dis-establishment: as
a remote possibility is’under debate in

An’ entertainment

church preservation fund will be given at Bos-

will be a fuller exhibit frem all for- | Whittier

A city and

Soon an unusual
crash from a heavy.
sea stove in oyy -port lights, and let, the
water in floods into the cabin and through
our stdterooms,
spreading
terror and

the extent of our peril.

respects ‘this will be a more
exhibition than the present ‘ome
as more time has been given for
tion and’ it J8 expected. there

in this matter.

_ Dis-establishment is a fixed fact in Ire- |.: After a time the leaks were’ temporarily
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Barrington (now
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printers
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for
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well adapted for the purpose, finely situat- tism,”— London Letter.
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in So. Be wick when | aoe. "cent.
cent. ,
oily : Is
We found it difficult to keep our places
Yeas of age, married in 1808, and resided tagIe,
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ed in the midst of a large -park and garButler's
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chester, until Mareh?24, 1824. ‘When her
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Spiritualism deserves the most deliberate in- vestigation at the hands of scientific men.
If
. a man wishes to have two wives he often becomes a Spiritualist.
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Syl, venture

too

much by toucning this theme. - I.should ven-
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ture more ofinitting it, for if* there is any rule
_young men love to see respected, it is fair play
and no evasion.
This topic I wil not skip. for
I know that in New. England and in the West, |

and in England and on the continent of Eu’
rope, there are men who are undermining
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= temporal

prosperity
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]

Security.

Withoat doubt this is a matter of great consequence to the South. Having paidtheir principal attention heretofore to

the cultivation

the great staple—cotton—the mass
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equal distribution of the means of subsistence
that would come from the practice of each
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that has in any measure lost its cotton-bearing

properties, raising his own bread.
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b
more fully established, not only wil
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bave the means of-a more

comfortuble if
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but that they would be largely relieved. of the
pecuniary disasters that come upon a people
relying upon but ene industry and the cultivation of but one staple.

some: of the loftiest ideals of social life, and doin this in the name of spiritualism—undermining some of the fundamental truths of
It can be said with much truth thatthe nomChristianity, and doing this in the name of an
ination of James Russell Lovell, present Minalleged revelation which, if it be a revelation:
at all,
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‘Minister’ to Mexico.
Several other nominat I am a student of the conflicts of infidelit;
_ within itself,’ind if I hdve a hopeful outlook tions were made, the most important among
it is because. I find on one side infidels who
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supernaturalistic to the core, and on the other
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ular materialism, which fills the
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The Louisiana Tgiintors has electéd R. L.
Gibson, United Sates Senator for six years,
c¢ommencing March 4, 1883.
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his conviction that this ns an importint step
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